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The Program

Day I

9:00-9:30

9:30-10:30

1030-1045

10:45-I2:00

12:00-1:30

130-3:00

Introduction/Orientation

Participant introduction.

The famat of the seminar will be a combination of presentation and small
group application.

Anticipating the Future

Introduce and discuss Joel Barker film, Discovering the Future: The
Busineu of Paradigms

Break

Outside-In Thinking

Cddcal implicit asstnnpdons and the power of paradigms and paradigm
shifts.

How major insdtudons and organizations have been dislocated by failing
to unckrstand how criticat implicit assumptions about who they are and
what their role is lead to decision wreens that filter information in a way
that blocks an understanding and effective acceptance of change.

Lunch

Establishing a Strategic Trend Intelligence System: Linking
the Environment to Decision-making

How to establish and sustain a comprehensive systematic environmental
scanning system:

environmental scanning models

how to get started



300-3:15

3:15-4:30

how to organize and maintain the system to provide early warning

criteria for selecting information sources to use

what software is available.

Break

Global Future Scan 2000

Trends and driving forces that will shape the way we live, work, and
teach in an interdependent global society to the year 2000.

5:00 Reception, The Magnolia Room

Day 2

9:00-11:00

11:00-11:15

11:15-12:00

12:00-2:00

Issues Management: The Role of a Decision Support System
in Managing Uncertainty

Introduction to issue management models.

Life cycle of issueshow issues have evolved over tirm how their
impact has affected major organizations and indusnies.

Exemise: Surfacing issues facing higher education in the coming decade.

Break

Using Simulated Institutions to Apply Proactive Principles

This period will involve establishing hands-on working teams tasked to
do the following:

create a mission statement

create goals statements.

This exercise will continue through lunch.

Lunch



2:00-4:30 Environmental Vulnerability Audit

Exercise: Interpret the institution's positioning in society vis-a-vis the
needs and wants that it serves, tfie client base it relies on, the social values
that support it, and its competitive posidoning.

300-3:15 Break

Day 3

9:00-12:00 Strategic Planning

Exercise: The institudcnal planning teams will =ate a complete strategic
planning proms utilizing the previous work on critical implicit
assumpdons and the vulnerability audit to create a strategic direction that
will serve the simulated institution over the next 3-5years. They will:

mate a practical 3-5 year vision

identify major internal and external sonstraints to the vision

set strategic directions to overcome consuaints to achieve the vision

create a one-year tactical action plan to support the strategy.

10:30-1045 Break

12:00-1:30 Lunch

1:30-4:00 Strategic Planning Continued

3:00-3:15 Break

4:00-4:30 Wrap-up



Preface

A major and wowing concern for senior
leaders today is managing white being
bombarded by a turbulent and sometimes
hostile external environment. At a time
when domestic and internadonal competi-
tion requhes decision makem to be
tougher, smarten faster and several
degrees mom flexible than they have ever
had to be, most are amed with skills and
styles boned in and lbr a stable, somewhat
ptedictable, external envizonment. Such
stability is rarely available today, even for
leading institutions. On the contrary, edu-
cational leaders now face considerable
uncertainty concerning *or parameters of
the world in which they must operate.

The purpose of this seminar is to assist you
to systemadcally factor the external envi-
mnment into your decision making. This
will be accomplished using a combinadon
of presentations and small soup applica-
tions. The objective is to enable you to gain
valuable lead time to deal more effectively
with critical emerging issues.

crisis management and reactive actions are
costly and disruptive to achieving institu-
tional goals. The tools and techniques
taught in this seminar will allow you to an-
ticipate change and to manage uncertainty.
Specifically, :hese tools are:

Strategic Trend Intelligence
System. You will learn to develop
and sustain an early warning system to
provide advance signals of change,
gain lead time to respond or to adapt,
better utilize resources, and achieve
competitive advantage.

Issues Management. You will learn
how to ate and to sustain an inte-
grated issues management capability
that includes strategic mod tracking,
issue identification, issue brief analr
sis, prioritization of issues, facilitation
of in-house steering comninees and
issue action teams, and writing issue
reports.

Environmental Vulnerabilite
Audit (EVA). You will learn how to
assess organizadonal strengths, oppor-
tunities, and vulnerabilides in light of
the organization's underpinnings and
dynamic emerging outside force& EVA
allows decision makers to identify
subtle and frequently overlooked
threats that can disrupt colleges and
universities as they seek to accomplish
their mission.

Strategic Planning. You will learn
how to utilize key staff members to set
a vision for the institution, to develop a
feasible strategic thrust that overcomes
organizational obstacles and contradic-
tions, and to set a strategic direcdon to
make the plan a reality.

To summarize, you will learn how to

establish a strategic direction for your
institudon over the next 3-5 years

challenge implicit assumptions about
your institution

ident4 oppommities from the external
environment on which to build

0



identify threat* in the external environ-
ment that, if overlooked, could inter-
rupt or abort your institution's strategic
direction

establish strategies that factor in the
dynamics of the external environment

mobilize a one-year plan to launch
strategies and organize your institution
for action

2

create action plans that move strategic
initiatives forward

coordinate between board and staff on
the achievement of strategic direction.

In short, at the conclusion of this seminar,
you should be able to serve as a consul-
tantifacilitatopleader in your organization in
developing and maintaining a strategic
trend intelligence system, establishing an
issues management program, conducting
an environmental vulnerability audit, and
leading a strategic planning exercise.

1 1



Proactive Management Techniques

The last decade, indeed, the last year, has
been an extraordinarily turbulent time in
Western civilizadon. This has been a pe-
riod when ftmdamental rules, the basic
ways we do things, have been dramatically
altered For example, we have witnessed
the end of a war in the Gulf, where, al-
though our tomes were victorims, them is
a quadon as to whether or not we have
"won the peace." We have witnessed the
fall of the Berlin Wall, unificadon of the
two Germanies, and the end of the cold
war; we may see the breakup of the Soviet
Union, or a military takeover. In 1992 we
may see a stmng European Community
(EC) tradeblock that incorporates fonner
Warsaw Pact countries. In response, we
may see a Nonh Ammican trade-block that
incorporaws Canada, the U.S. and
Mexico, and a Pacific trade-block that in-
corporates Japan and Russia. In a brief pe-
riod of time, our world has become sub-
stantially different In the language of
futurists, we have experienced a paradigm
shift.

Adam Smith (the pen name of a contempo-
rary Wall Street economist) in Powers of
the Mind, defined paradigm as "A shared
set of assumptions. . . .the way we per-
ceive the world. . . . [Iti explains the world
to us and helps us to predict its behavior."

Paradigm shifts signify dramatic collective
change that upset people's worlds because
the assumptions, the rules they lived by,
have changed. When paradigm shifts oc-
cur, people have to learn new rules even
while suffering from the effects of old

3

rules. The build-up of U.S. Forces in
Saudi Arabia, for example, was hampered
by inadequate sea and airlift capability, a
capability not developed sufficiendy
because the implications of the old
paradigm called for pre-positioning war
materials in Europe as opposed to *vying
them across if "the balloon went up."

To anticipate the futuze, we must look for
signals of impending paradigm shifts.
There were signals that the Berlin Wall
would come down. It was well known that
the sentiment for unification was strong in
both West and East Germany. But the
strongest signal °conned in August 1989
when Soviet leadership did not suppcat the
East German govennnent in its attempt to
stem the flow of its citizens to West
Germany through Hungary and
Czechoslovakia. This population flowing
through the "hole in the dike" became a
surge, bursting open the hole and causing
the dike to collapse. The rest is history.

What am some of the signals that pormd
an impending paradigm shift in higher
education? Consider the following:

The cost of computer circuit compo-
nents has been decreasing 25% per
year.

Today's microcomputers are as powz.--
ful as 1985 mainframes.

Satellite teaching is increasingly viewed
as a solution to productivity problems.

1 2,
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Overview of Proactive Management Techniques

Many of today's leading-edge college and
university administrators recognize that
pricing, quality control, innovation, mar-
keting and service are critical as they move
into the future. They recognize that the list
of outside influences is growing at an un-
precedented rate from an expanding list of
stakeholders. Moreover, the pace of
change is faster, there are more challenges
to legitimacy, traditional rules of the game
ate shifting, and the playing fields are not
always level.

Colleges and universities must become
mote anticipatory in order to deal more
effectively and systematically with an
increasingly hostile and turbulent environ-
ment. Legislators are holding hearings on
research university overhead charges, and
are expressing concern about the increasing
tuition and fees charged by both indepen-
dent and public institutions of higher
learning.

During the next decade we face MOM do-
mestic and international turbulence than
ever before in our history. This turbulence
has the potential either to adversely impact
institutions of higher education to offer
them new opportunities.

To position ourselves to identify and
address these issues, we must evaluate the
impact on ow institutions of trends and
emerging issues at the local, state, national
and global levels. We must also assess ini-
tiatives of various interest groups and
review institutional policies and positions
from the point of view of stakeholders
(e.g., students, faculty, staff, trustees.

5
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legislators, employers), both friendly and
hostile.

We can use proactive management tech-
niques to consider trends and issues in a
systematic, formal and organized manner
in order to:

Identify those critical external vends
that will define the context within
which the institution will function in
the coming decade.

Distill critical trend information into
easily readable issue briefs.

Prioritize issues.

Decide who will take a more in depth
look at the issue.

Derme the strategic significance and the
strategic options available to the
institution.

Recommend strategies and tactics nec-
essary to position the institution to
avoid dislocation and/or take advantage
of the issue.

In this handbook, we will define and
illustrate the following proactive manage-
ment techniques:

I. Strategic Thinking
2. Outside-In Thinking
3. Strategic Trend Intelligence Systems
4. Issues Management
5. Environmental Vulnerability Audits

4



Strategic Thinking

Acconling to Ohmae (1982), the strategic
thinking process weds information and in-
sight to allow an individual to gain a clear
understanding of the particular character of
each element of a situation by using non-
linear brainpower to restructure the element
to maximize hisiher desired result with the
present and emerging environment. Since
phenomena and events in the real world
seldom fit a linear model or true historic
pattern, the strategic thinker dissects a sit-
uation into its constituent parts and re-
assembles them into a desired pattern based
on the essence of the situation and the
desired outcome. Strategic thinking com-
bines rational analysis based on the nature
of things and non-linearly reintegrates the
items into a new pattern based on their
significance and their zeladonship to the
desired outcome. Strategic thinking begins
with a definidon of a critical issue in the
situation. By establishing what the issue
is, the thought process becomes more pro-
ductive in that the focus is on framing the
issue to achieve the solution rather than
finding remedies for symptoms, which
tends to be the case with linear thinking
models.

There is little question that the nineties will
see more aamplex issues surfacing on the
horizon from a broader, more organized
array of stakeholders, most with a single
issue focus, and many well-financed.
Colleges and universities that allow stake-
holders the prerogative of framing the
issues of the nineties will continue in a fire
fighting and damage control mode. We
must become proactive to identify poten-

6
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daily troublesome issues earlia in their life
cycle, to frame our position more intelli
gently, to develop well-thought-out and
supported public policy arguments, and to
consider internal policies and positions
from an outside-in perspective.

Our fundamental view of the nature of
things is the result of our experience in past
successes and failures, and the experience
we have had with our competition as well
as with our supporters. Our view is created
from an accumulation of assumptions that
have been accepted over time. This view is
embodied in a ptradigm, which leads to the
internalization of a "map" of realitya
"decision screen" tinough which informa-
tion is filtered. Sane information (that
which agrees with the paradigm) is allowed
through the screen; some is filtered out
(generally when it disagrees with the
paradigm).

A paradigm in a broader sense is the lens
through which we peaceive the outside
world. Our paradigm explains the
macroenvironment to us and helps us antic-
ipate stakeholder and competitor behaviors.

Together these models and maps form our
"intelligence," an understanding of the
world or what we know about the nanny of
things.

Paradigms are taught by experiences within
the institution, either through formal uain-
ing, or by grasping "the way things are
done around here." They are embedded in
the language of the institution. Promotion
within the administrative hierarchy requires



Traditionally, we have focused our re-
sources on understanding the immediate
environmentstudents, faculty, legisla-
tors, trustees, and compethmswith
varying degrees of succes . However,
changes in the technological environment
(e.g., a new invention) can affect the eco-
nomic envimmnenn changes in the social
environment (e.g., the diminished numbers
of teenagers) can affect the immediate envi-
ronment. The cross-impacts among
macroenvironments should be the focus of
an effective strategic trend intelligence
system.

As these macroenvironments orbit the mar-
ketplace causing unprecedented turbulence,
the information we must know has grown
correspondingly.

Even the most rigid paradigm is vulnerable
to dislocation from rapid change and from
perceptive change agents. Change agents
are people not subject to dm rigid model or
rules of the paradigm. They approach the
arena from a totally different perspecdve;
the ntesh in their decision scneen is as fine
as the manager who "knows the business."

These implicit critical assumpdons
(decision screens) do, however, facilitate
the decision-making process. In many
cases, they become part of the culture, the
"in-knowledge" of higher education.
Critical assumptions art made over time
about factots outside the organization such
as legislation, competition, lifestyles, re-
sources and, most importantly, stake-
holders. Unfortunately, only the informa-
tion that supports these assumptions is
allowed through the screen, while infor-
mation that goes counter to accepted beliefs
is rejected or worse, ignored.

1 1

There is a simple but true statement that
applies in situations whew we become vul-
nerable: If we don't keep the marketplace
satisfied, it will turn to someone else
before long. Every dme a segment of an
indusuy (and, in an international sense,
whole industries) forgets that little truism,
customers are loSt to someone else.

Strategic outside-in thinking as a process
helps management maintain effecdveness;
corporations must ask the question, "How
will emerging mauls impact our business?"
Unfortunately, in too many cases, major
U.S. industries have not moved from
paradigm rigidity to paradigm pliancy and
have become victims of their assumptions
as the velocity and number of change
agents increase.

A prime example of this rigidity is the auto
industry. In this counuy auto manufactur-
ing was so successful that the guiding
principles that had led to early success
were crystallized into implicit operating
assumptions for subsequent.new man-
agers. Here were some of the auto Indus-
ny's critical assumptions as it entered the
1970s:

Success comes from having the
resources to adopt quickly innovations
successfully introduced by others.

Cars are primarily symbols; styling is
more important than quality to buyers
that are going to trade up every other
year.

The American car market is isolated
from the rest of the world. Foreign
competitors will not exceed 15% of the
domestic market.

6



Energy will always be abundant

Workers are expendable and do not
have an impact on productivity.

Managers should be promoted from

The consumer movement does not
represent the concerns of a significant
portion of the America's public.

Strict centralized financial controls tut
the secret to good administration.

The government is dependent on ow
success. Legislatcas are manageable.

We are in the business of making
money, not cars.

While thew was =fling intrinsically
invalid about these assumptions in 1970,
something was happening that would cause
them to be misleadinv the macmenviron-
meat was changing. After the 1973 oil em-
bargo, Japanese automobiles invaded our
shores, consumer values shifted from style
to quality, the family shrank, workers'
values and attitudes changed, and govern-
ment relationship required cooperation and
acceptance of interference. Have other
U.S. industries learned anything from
Detroit? The answer has to be a resound-
ing, "Nor Consider the steels debacle and
the recent banking, consumer electronics,
chemicals and energy industries paradigm
shifts. Unless U.S. business becomes
more flexible and more sophisticated in
dealing with the macroenvironment, we
can anticipate other victims.

Mother example of an industry about to be
victimized by untested implicit critical as-
sumptions is the U.S. housing industry.
Studies have been touting the seat pent-up
demand for housing due to emerging con-
sumer markets for years; reliable estimates
suggest we are two million homes under
market demand peso*. The all-time
champ and last major change agent in home
building, Bill Leavia, compares present
and fiture demand to the years right after
World War.II and suggests a need for 2.5
million housing silt= a year for the fore-
seeable future. He suggests that a large
"window of oppornmity" is open.

Is this an industry mesmerized by unchal-
lenged assumptions that have lost their
mailing? Should this industry perhaps
challenge rather than defend the following
1983 critical assumptions?

Homebuilding will always be labor in-
tensive.

Suppliers will always be dispersed.

Mortgage rates are the cause of
builders' problems.

On-site construction is the only way to
produce houses.

The buyer has to come to the builder.

Broad market segmentation is the most
economical way to focus products.

The needs of the home buyer have not
changed in the last 35 years.

Given these assumptions, is it any wonder
the industry is ripe for major change? Both

1 2
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the English and the Japanese are poised to
pounce on this window of opportunity in
this major U.S. industry.

British home builder Barran Development
PLC astonished shoppers at a Sears store
in San Diego. While wandering through
lawnmowers, insurance agents, financial
advisors and underwear, shoppers came
across a fully furnished fUll-scale condo-
minium! The price tag was below the U.S.
avemge at well below most dwellings
available in the California market.

Having already transformed the British
building industry with strategies he is
wielding in the California Madcet (direct
sales, low prices and tightly defined market
segments), Mr. Bartatt thinks he can cap-
ture a major share of the rebounding
California housing market and by late
1990s take 10% or more of the total. That
would make this change agent the largest
homebuilder in the U.S. He plans to ex-
pand further into other sunbelt states.

And what of the Japanese change agents?
The Japanese have raised the technology of
homebuilding to such a level, their impact
may be felt not only in the construction of
homes but in the home furnishings and
appliance industry as well. Interestingly,
Japanese homes are not made with rice
mats and bamboo walls. Instead, they look
remarkably like the Cape Cods, colonials,
splits and ranch homes we have learned to
enjoy. Also these homes are mass pro-
duced in a 10 block factor), with virtually
no labor.

Missawa Homes, Inc. produces 29,000
homes per year; the second largest pro-
ducer in Japan. In !apan, where housing is

a science, not just a "stick build" phe-
nomenon, Missawa produces a western
style home, customized to buyers' specifi-
cations on ar automated assembly line in
40 minutes or less. Houses that me not
only fashioned right, but of high quality,
converitively priced, and earthquake- and
typhoon-proof carry a 10 year warranty.
These houses can be erected on site in as
little as two hours. They are mass pro-
duced, and come with home furnishings
and appliances. With the help of a com-
puter, the customer has about 2,000
different options available,

In fall 1990, Chicago newspapers reported
that perhaps as many as three of Japan's
largest housing manufacturers was active-
ly seeking locadons to establish in the U.S.
Many Japanese business people view the
U.S. as a country where land is cheap and
competition is not very sophisticated.

How long will it be before we begin to see
these homes in the U.S.? Are we about to
see the invasion of the home building
industry the way we witnessed the
invasion of the auto industry?

If you cling to the assumptions listed
above, as leaders in the U.S. housing in-
dustry may, it cannot happen. However,
left unchallenged, will Barran Development
PLC be followed by Missawa Homes,
Inc.?

Fast food hamburger chains may also be
about to experience a revolution. Given
some of the suggested critical assumptions
underpinning this industry and the major
institutional shifts taking place in eadng
habits, can major dislocation be far behind?

1 3 1 8



The following critical assumptions were
made about the fast food hamburger Indus-
uy in 1983:

Labor will bP cheap and abundant.

Diets will emphasize red meat and
potatoes.

Ethnic food will remain an insignificant
part of the U.S. Cat.

Protein from grain will be accepted.

We can mach massive markets through
media.

Our customer base will continue to
grow, and remain commined.

Americans will continue to consume
3,000-3,500 calories per day.

Needed sales growth can be obtained
front present menu.

Lifestyles will continue to require fast
hot, high bulk food.

Strategic trend analysis reveals that our
eating habits have been changing gradually
over the last ten years. At any given time,
70% of American adult society is on a diet,
and 30% are clinically obese. Red meat,
like red wine and regular beer, has given
way to the so-called "lite" phenomenon.
Beef consumption per capita has dmpped
from 127 lbs. to 96 lbs. since 1976. If cur-
rent tends continue, chicken and beef will
be at the same level of consumption for the
first time. The explosive growth of ethnic
restaurants reveals a major trend in this in-
dustry. The prime labor supply is a dimin-

ishing 16-22 year-old youth cohort, pro-
jected to dtop some 25%. This decline will
affect sales, operations and profitability of
most traditional fast food chains.
Relatedly, soda), is maturing. While a
teenager can metabolize two Big Macs as
appetizers, a 30 year-old adult can barely
bum off a salad in the typical sedentary
work environment. Individuals in an in-
fonuadon society do not need the same
calorie intake of those in an industdal
society.

1 4

As in every industry, not every organiza-
tion will be caught off guatd. While some
have continued to push the high brIk
diet--McSteaks, McRitn, Bacon-bows
and Big Macs---othas, like Jack-in-the-
Box, have moved to speciality fare with
sandwiches served on whole wheat bread
with lett= and alfalfa sprouts. Long John
Silvers Seafood Shoppes are adverdsing
their ow "Lim Lunch." a seafood salad.
Burger King has salad bars across the
country and has purchased the back page
of Prevention mapzine to tell its two mil-
lion readers. The Wall Street Journal had a
small item recendy, noting that executive
dining moms am reporting a definite trend
toward lighter, smaller portions as well as
toward low-cal and low sodium foods.

Seiko: Paradigm Pliancy in Action

Seiko, Japan's number one watchmaker,
after analyzing the strategic trends that im-
pact the watch business, has begun to rec-
ognize a paradigm shift. In the face of
changing cInsumer needs and wants, a
world glut &f watches, a sales decrease,
lack of product differentiation and shifting
market dominance, Seiko is repositioning
itself in the paradigm. Seiko has redefined



its mission more broadly, to enter the small
precision instruments business; it is now
marketing paperback book-sized TVs,

computers, Primers, robots and other hi-
tech precisim instruments. Seiko realized
that its workforce and current technology
flows quite nicely to the broader paradigm
of small precision instruments rather than
the narrower timepiece business.

Academic institution an, in some ways,
similar to commemial industries. Both are
accountable, both must remain solvent, and
both are in competitive marketplaces.
Success, either in industry or in academia,
is not guaranteed over time. Slowly
because critical assumption were reason-
able in the 50s, 60s, and 70s, there is no
guarantee they will remain so. Myopia in
the 90s could lead to major dislocations in
the fume. Without effective "outside-in"
thinldng to supplement good "inside-out"
thinking, academic institutions will also be
reactive and crisis oriented, just as is true in
the corporate world.

1 5
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and mud set developed during the initial
phases of the planning process. Moreover,
this workshop should generate enthusiasm
for establishing a system for systematically
seeking indications of change in the exter-
nal environment.

Developing Program Structure

The structure of the system does not have
to be elaborate. The scanning committee
consists of planning team members and
other interested individuals. The chair is
responsible for assigning information
sources to each scanner and for collecting
and filing scanning abstracts. Periodically,
perhaps bimonthly or quarterly, the plan-
ning team meets as a scanning evaluation
committee to sort, sift, and evaluate the
significance of the abstracts. It is reason-
able to anticipate from 100-203 abstracts
per quarter, depending to some extent on
the number of individuals employed in
scanning. These meetings will require the
team to summarize by sector (i.e., social,
technological, economic, and political) all
abstracts produced during the quarter. This
activity will take one work week by team
members. An alternative approach would
be for the chair to categorize the abstracts
by sector and assign each team member the
responsibility for reviewing all abstracts in
that sector. Regarclless of which approach
is used, prepare a written sununary (in
essence a preliminary analysis) by sector
and distribute it prior to the staff meeting.
Discussion and analyses at this meeting
will take approximately four hours. Each
meeting concludes with additions to the
trend or event set and perhaps with updated
information on trends and events already in
the set. The chair should document the
discussion and prepare a report. (See

Appendix B for a discussion of how the
Georgia Center for Continuing Education
structured its environmental %mining pro-
cess.)

Developing the Scanning Taxonomy
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The rends and events identified in the ini-
tial planning activity and in the workshop
for volunteer scanners may be used to de-
velop the beginnings of a scanning taxon-
omy, so that every msible item resulting
fivm scanning has a logical place to be
classified. A taxratomy has two objecdve=
(a) to provide a comprehensive set of cam-
pries within which related materials can
be filed, and (b) to pmvide a numbering
method for every piece of information col-
lected, as well as for the specific trends and
events identified (or created) within these
categories. An elementary taxonomy has
six categoriesdemographic, social, tech-
nological, economic, political, and envi-
ronmental. Abstracts and bibliographic
information can be placed on an electronic
data base.

Organizing the Files Electronically

Utilizing computers, electmnic files facili-
rate review, referral and updadng.
Moreover, through using an elecuonic
filing system, it is easier to develop con-
sortium relationships with similar institu-
tions or with institutions in the same geo-
graphic area. Them are a number of elec-
tronic bibliographic data base software
programs available commercially. Pro-
ate, a software program developed by
Personal Bibliographic Software, has stan-
dard workfonns for each data entry into
variable-length fields and records; authority
lists to standardize names, bibliographic
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dtles, or key word.% and a search capability
using Boolean logic for quick retrieval.
Ow reason for using this program is that it
is available in both Macintosh and PC/MS
DOS formats, thereby allowing dam
exchange via modem, over a network, or
through a mainframe. In addition, Personal
Bibliographic Software has developed two
complementary programs, Pro-Search and
Bibliolinks, dunk, allowing retrieval of
inftematice from a major data base like
Dialogue, whichcan be downloaded to
disk, and transferred into an appropriate
Pro-Ciie workform (journal, book, news-
paper article, etc.). It is also possible to use
a standard data-base program. For exam-
ple, the scanning program at the University
of Mhmesota uses dBase IL

!den:Vying Literature Sources and Data
Bares

The important criterion for literature selec-
don is diversity. Information should be
obtained from newspapers, magazines,
dissertations, journals, TV and radio pro-
grams and conferences.

A comprehensive list should include the
following:

I. NewspapersThe New York Times,
The wall Street Journal, The Miami
Herald, The Chicago Tribune, The Los
Angeles Times, The Christian Science
Monitor and USA Today

2. Educational LiteratureChronicle of
Higher Education and Education Week

3. Social/Demographic Literature
American Demographics, Public
Opinion

4. Technological LiteratureHigh
Technology, Datamation, Bra,
Computer World, Discover, and
WoWorld

5. Economic LiteraramRusiness Week,
The Economist, Fortune, Forbes,
Money, Inc., and The Monthly Labor
Review

6. Political LiteratureNew Republic,
The Nadonal Review,The National
Journal and Mother Jones

7. General InterestLiteratureVital
Speeches of the Day, Across the
Board, Naisbia Trend Letter, Kiplinger
Washington Later, Time, Newsweek,
U S. Neva and World Report, and
The Futurist

In addition to commercial resources, a
number of goverment agencies publish
trend data, available at little or no cost. For
example, GAO Reports may be obtained
from the US. General Accounting Office,
Document Handling and Information
Services Facility, P. O. Box 6015,
Gaithersburg, MD 20877, phone 202-275-
6241. NCES reports are available from
NCES, Washington, DC. Periodic Rand
reports may be obtained from The Rand
Corporation, Publications Department,
1700 Main Street, P.O. Box 2138, Santa
Monica, CA 90406-2138.

Morrison, Renfro, and Boucher (1984)
identify a number of other information
resources, including those used by the
ACLI Trend Analysis Program and the
ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education.



Assigning Scanners Information Resources

Assigning scanners specific materials for
regular review and analysis provides a
measure of confidence that nos "blips" on
the radar semen will be spotted. A sug-
gested procedure for assigning information
=OUP= LS &St 10 ascertain what matai-
als, conferences, and so forth, are mu-
lady mad or attended by scanners. The list
of mate...ids regululy read by scanners
should be compared to the list of impcmant
information resources identified in the
above activity. If at all possible, scanners
should be assigned material they already
regularly review. It is likely that there will
be material that is not regularly read; in
such cases, it is recommended that scan-
ners be asked to volunteer to read those
resources. Momover, the scanning com-
mince chair should institute a procedure to
spot check how well the infotmation
resources are being reviewed. If there are
many scanners, it is advisable to build in
redundancy by having two or more scan-
ners review the same information resource.

Training Scanners

Scanners neul orientation and training in
scanning and in reporting information via
abstracts. Scanners should keep in mind
that they are scanning to anticipate social,
economic, technological and legisla-
tive/regulatory changes in order to facilitate
planning and policy formulation; therefore,
they should seek signals that indicate de-
partures from expected futures.
Specifically, when scanning their assigned
materials, they should ask themselves if the
items:
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I . Represent events, trends, develop-
ments, or ideas never before encoun-
tered

2. Contradict previous assumptions or
beliefs about what seems to be happen-
ing.

3. Represent new twists to old arguments.
4. Can be linked to other absimcts previ-

ously written or seen.
S. Discuss new patents, inventions,

and/or research results.
6. Have implications for the long-range

pogrom or management of the organi-
zadon.

7. Contain polls or forecasts.

Training Abstractors

It would be ideal if scanners would also
serve as abstractors. However, it may be
necessary to employ one or two student
assistants for this task. IffespeCtiVet of who
does the abstracting, all scanners and insti-
tutional research staff personnel should be
trained to write abstracts.

The lead semence of an abstract should be
a response to this question: If I had only a
few minutes to describe this article to a
friend, what would I say7 What is the most
important idea or event that indicates
changer' The response to these questions
should be contained in a one-paragraph
explanation. Whenever possible, it should
include statistical data. The summary
should be limited to no more than one-half
page of single-spaced, typewritten copy.

Each abstract should have an implications
section responding to the question, "How
will the information in this article affect this
organization's programs or management?'
The author should include a list of those
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emerging issues suggested by the article, a
description of future events occurring as a
result of the trend identified by the article,
and/or an identification of issue stake-
holders if they are not listed in the article.

Speculation about implications is a part of
the scanning and abstracting process. Here
the abstractor tries to detennine an item's
potential for affectin,g other facets of the
social environment and/or the organization.
There are no "right" answas. Note, how-
ever, that some articles may offer no impli-
cations that ate immediately apparent. The
scanning committee, with the benefit of
related abstracts ftom other scanners, may
be able to detect implications that a single
monitor cannot.

Conducting A Scanning Committee
Meeting

A scanning committee meeting should be
held every two to three months to handle
the appmximately 70400 abstracts that
would probably come in during that pe-
riod. Several approaches could be used to
mare for a scanning committee meeting.
For example, at the Georgia Center for
Continuing Education, the chair segregates
abstracts accotding to subject area (i.e., all
those concerning office automation go into
one pile, employee compensation go into
another, and those difficult to assign, into a
miscellaneous pile). Each member of the
committee is assigned a particular packet of
abstracts to review in detail. All members
read the entire selection of abstracts re-
ceived, but are requested to come to the
meeting with a list of only new trends and
potential issues derived from those ab-
stracts in their packet. They are expected to
examine how these new trends and issues

:elate to or conflict with other weld amas
identified previously (Morrison, Simpsoy
and McGinty, 1987).

An altemative approach is for each member
to review all scanning abstracts and come
to the meeting prepared to sort them into
three categories: "winnets," "losers," and
"middle-of-the-loaders." Irrespective of the
approach used, the meeting itself may last
from two to three hours, including a mund
robin, with each person reporting his/her
subject area, and a fme-for-all discussion.
The end 'Inuit should be a list and brief de-
scription of 15 or so trends, possible
events, and emerging issues that appear
important to consider in the annual plan-
ning exercise. It is at this meeting that the
committee begins to transform information
to intelligence that can be used in the issues
management progrant

Using Scanning Newsletters

A scanning newsletter can serve to bring
important new trends and events to the
attention of all members of the organization
tuxl, at the same time, provide recognition
for the efforts of volunteer scanners.
Certainly the trends and events identified
between planning sessions in scanning
committee meetings should be included in
the newsletter. This newsletter could be a
"stand alone" or could be included as an
insert in one of the regularly-published
organizational newsletters. The newsletter
should have a logo, be "jazzy," printed on
colored paper, and have special boxes
labeled, "Wild Speculations." The impor-
tant point is to avoid anointing specula-
tions, hut to recognize that the purpose of
the newsletter is to print items that have
implications for the organization. (See

2 0
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Step One: Identify insdtutional underpin-
nings .

The first step in the process is to identify as
many of those underpinnings upon which
the institution depends as possible. An
underpinning can be tangible (e.g., a
physical roam) or intangible (e.g., leg-
islaticat, ce social values that make a set,-

vicOproduct desirable). SRI (1977) has
identified a number of underpinning cate-
gories that ate useful for a variety of orga-
nizadons, including colleges and universi-
ties. The categories and their descriptions
listed below are modified from the SRI
description (pp. 3-8):

1. Needs and wants served hy thc

organizatzuhaumdainibrallmantia
omausuannica These change- For
example, the information society needs
college graduates who are computer literate

as well as computer systems analysts.
Many academic programs across the

institution have modified their curriculums
in order to train graduates to work effec-
tively in an interdependent global society

based upon information technology.
Relevant vulnerability questions to ask

after needs and wants served have been
identified are:

a. Could a need or want be served some
other way by some other institution?

b. Could the need for a product or service
disappear? If so, under what circum-
stances?

2. Resogrco an,d assets, Resources
include people, capital, energy, raw mate-
rial, facilities and equipment, services
(e.g., postal, telephone, testing), distribu-
tion systems used by the institution, and
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cooperative arrangements with other insti-

tutions. Key questions in this category are:

a. Whet happens if a resource is no longer
available?

b. Are substitutes available?
c. How much would substitutes cost?
d. How quickly could they be obtained?

It is important to include the endre range of
materials and services and ask what would

happen if the institution no longer had ac-
cess to any one of them (i.e., what would
happen if the power station has a ftm, or if
the Federal government regulates a lower
standard overhead rate on federally spon-

soled research, or if the manufactmer of
the computers ptedominate on the campus
goes bankrupt?). Many institutions have
consortium anangements. What would
happen if these were tenninated?

3. Stability of costs relathre to com-
=lido. The key question is, do costs bear
a stable relationship to costs of competitive
products or of services? Are some compo-
nents of the institution likely to bear signif-
icant cost increases? For example, some
schools and departments require more

computer support and therefore are more
dependent upon the cost of this technical
support than are deparmients not as depen-

dent upon computer suppon. Some fields
ate growing faster than otherx therefore,
costs for employing professors in some
fields will be substantially mote than in
others. Sometimes costs such as labor,
taxes, and utilities rise much faster than av-
erage in one particular section of the coun-
try. Competition includes not only other
colleges and universities, but organizations
that serve similar functions. For example,
many corporations have their own profes-
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sional development and training staffs;
some am offering dames.

4. Cibmthase, Institutions with a nor-
row base (i.e., few programs) am vulner-
able to losing clients to ccmpedtors and to
the chance that clients will undertalas to
provide the services themselves. For ex-
ample, camininity colleges need to be
sensitive to training needs of local busi-
nesses as well as to how potential propri-
etary schools or area vocadonal-technical
centers could serve these needs.

5 - TechnologIes. MaDY academic Po%
grams are undexpinned by a technology.
They must keep up on the forefront of
technology, or their graduates will find
difficulty gaining ignployment.

6. amcialgbilititt, Some instimdons
have the mputation of doing some things
exceptionally well on the basis of three
factors:

a. peopletheir skills and knowledge
b. organizational systems or procedures
c. organizational structute.

People are a root= underpinning
(thereby overlapping with the first cate-
gory). Some people have skills and quali-
ties crucial to succesx they are not easily
replaceable. This applies to professors; it
also applies to administrators, particularly
those with a political sense, an ability to
synthesize, to "see," or to motivate others.
What would happen if these people went
elsewhere?

7 . Strong corporate identjtv symbols
with which stakeholdexs strongly identify.
What kinds of events could cause symbols

to lose their value? For example, what will
be the effect of growing ethnic pride or
anbnal tights on institudonal symbols
(e.g., the Ctmfedame flag, "'redskins," or
"bears").

8. Insinalgua
What barriers (e.g., codes, laws, licensing
recpdrements) feuce campetimn out? Most

of education, for exam-
ple, :wire teachers and principals to be
cenified by accredited schools of educe-
don. Some states are now allowing other
agencies to certify teachers and principals.
What happens if this practice becomes
widespmad in the general public education
ref= movement?

9. Social values, These values under-
pin the market for graduates and research
products or the way in which insdonional
business is conducted. Changes in values,
therefore, can harm the insdtution. In gen-
eral, higher education has been wellsup-
ported by tax aid private funds. If the in-
tegrity of instinnions is challenged (e.g.,
by concern over overhead Tates), or if the
value of a college degree declines, support
for higher education decreases.

10. Sanctions. supports. and incen-
Ay= Sanctions, supports, and incentives
are vital underpinnings if their withdrawal
means that the institution must alter its
operations or even close. Federal and state
governments, accrediting agencies, pro-
fessional associations, and labor unions
sanction existing institutions as well as
provide thew with support. If these sanc-
tions and supports change, institutions may
be threatened. States, for example, that
currently provide subsidies to independent
colleges for citizens of that state enrolled in
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the colleges, may withdraw the subsidies
under budget mists pressures. Or a change
in tax laws regarding deductions to institu-
tions could affect development income.

11. Inlegdantant=nittaltnilik
rions, Society has implicitly trusted col-
leges and universities to maintain a certain
quality level and to operate with integrity.
If this undapinning of trust is quesdoned,
swan will be seriously affected.

12. IhramailabilittaLsomolsmuce
pmdacmarinadan& In the =Prate
world, if the price of components to make
film went up drastically, Kodak would be
in trouble. What are complementary prod-
ucts or services in higher education? How
tut they vtdnerable? We need to do the
same kind of audit on them.

To conduct this step of the audit, it is im-
potiant that each member of the team un-
demand the meaning &each category of
underpinnings and that each member be
encouraged to identify as many underpin-
nings as possible. This may be done by
distributing a memo containing the infor-
mation describing the categories above and
a form like that shown in Figure 1 two
weeks in advance of an off-site one-day
retreat At the retreat, begin with the nomi-
nal group technique to post individual
nominations in each category. (Have a
sheet of easel paper posted on a wall for
each category.) Go around the group for
one nomination of an underpinning until
the list brought to the retreat is exhausted.
(The purpose of using this technique is to
ensure that the thinking of all team mem-
ben is tapped, not just the thinking of the
more gregarious members of the team.)
Then use the brainstorming technique to

add nominated underpinnings for each cat-
egory. The point is to identifr as many
undexpinniup as possible. Ask team
members to focus on each category and
think what would happen in the event that a
descriptor of that category would be with-
drawn (e.g., in the sanctions category,
what would be the consequences for the
institution in the event that a sanction, or an
incentive, were withdtawn?).

2 5

Step Am: Iden:1/Y developments (forces,
conditions, events) rho could damage
those underpinnings (Le., idene threats)

In a memo sent in advance of the retreat,
also request team members to identify
developments that affect the underpinnings
they idea*. Again, use the nominal
group technique to !1st threats next to
underpinnings on the posted easel shocts.
Use the brainstorming technique to identify
as many threats as possible for each
underpinning. Search for the forces,
events, or conthdons that could weaken or
destroy an underpinning. This could be as
many as a dozen for just one underpinning.
Record threats on an easel by the under-
pinning as they are suggested. (You may
have to use additional sheets for each cate-
gory of underpinning.)

This exercise requires a good deal of
imagination. One way SRI suggests to
conduct this exercise is to have participants
imagine or assume that they are endowed
with unlimited power to destroy the
underpinnings. How could they do this?
Have them think about past events whose
occurrence was accepted without much
astonishment even though previously the
ideas that these events might occur seemed
remote or even bizarre. It is verboten to
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bring up the probabilities of the events or
the evaluation of their effects in this step of
the audit. (These discussions war in the
following steps.) Focus only threats,
reaching out beyond the conventional.
Conclude this step with a dearly defined
list of threats, numbered seqmdally.

Step Thme: Araluate the likelilwod and
impact of these developments

The Delphi process is used to evaluate how
gteat the likelihood each threat is and the
impact it will have ff it occurs. Hot, using
a chan like that depicted in Figure 2, have
each team member independently evaluate
the probability of each mmibered threat (0
to I00) on the "X" axis and its impact on
the institution (nonc, very light, light,
moderate, severe, cataswapidc) On the Ur'
axis. Each threat should be stated in tenns
of an event that could occur or a condition
that mild exist at a certain time (e.g.,
Federal overhead rates for sponsored
research are set at 25% within five yams).
An individual could estimate the probability
of this tlyeat as 60% and its impact as
moderate (if the individual is at a research
university), or as light (if he or she is at a
comprehensive institution). Again, ensure
that each threat is numbered so that team
members can use that number to mark the
point that represents their assessment of
that particular threat on the chart. (See
Figure 2.)

Fool individual evaluations by recording
them on a master list posted on the wall
(See Figure 3). Ascertain the degree of
consensus for each threat, ensuring that the
rationale behind the estimations is made
explicit and discussed by the group. To do
this, ask for the reasoning behind

"outlying" votes. Articulating such mason-
ing may cause the whole team to reassess
its posidon. For example, in Figure 3,
Team Member "D" views the threat as
much more severe and more likely than
other team members. Pedurps "D" is in
grants and contracts, or in the president's
office. At any rate, he or she views greatly-
lowered Federal overhead taws differently
from other *ram members. All would ben-
efithvi a discussion of the reasoning
behind "D'"s vote.

2 6

Step Four: Review the overall pattern of
the threw imponant to the batinstion

After at least one round of discussion on
each threat, place the consensus view on a
chart like that shown in Figure 4. Note that
Quadrant I consists of high impact/high
probability throats, Quadrant II consists of
high impact/low probability threats,
Quadrant IE consists of high probabil-
ity/low impact threats, and Quadrant IV
consists of low proliability/low impact
threats.

Threats in Quadrant I demand immediate
attention; whereas threats in Quadzant II
require further monitoring and study. Keep
in mind that threats in this quadrant are the
real "sleepers," and should not be dis-
missed readily. One thing you may note in
the exercise in step three is that there usu-
ally is a much higher degree of connnsus
about impact than about probability of
occurrence. This is because team members
know more about the institution than they
blow about the external environment
Therefore, there is a chance that event
probabilities are being rated too low. In
this case, seek outside expert opinion as to
the probability that the event could occur.

2



Don't dismiss the *mat with the comment,
"That could new happag"

Mucus in Quadrant III, where th* impact
is at best moderate, may be addiessed by
adding a line hem to the next budget to
cove their impact. For example, if the
team estimated that that might be ajani-
tor's mg= strike, they could recommend
identifying a mediator or begin looking for
an outside maintenance savice that could
perform temporary services. Threats in
Quadrant IV consist of annoyances and
nuisances such as a fink storm that shuts
down a campus for a few days, but does
no lasting damage. Small reserve can
handle such contingencies.

Regard threats as requiring analysis by the
issues management team discussed in the
previous section. This team could use the
suntegic trend intelligence system to moni-
tor each threat. It is important to acquhe as
much information about each duet as
possible, particularly on those threats hav-
ing high impact. From such analyses, the
senior adminisuadon can formulate strate-
gic options and decide courses of action.

Limitations of the Process

The environmental vulnerability audit is not
without limitations. For example, the pro-
cess does not address those problems due
to the internal environment or those prob-
lems due to competitor's actions. It also
does not focus on opportunities, but in the
process of planning how to deal with
threats, some opportunities may become
apparent. Too, team members may not
have sufficient knowledge or vision to
evaluate threats; or a single day may pro-

vide insufficient time to idendfy all possi-
bit threats.

&nets of the Process

Then an a number of benefits to applying
an environmental vulnerability audit Fust,
die process increases the expertise and
judgment of organizadonal leaders by
making them awam of conflicts in planning
assumptionsboth implicit and explicit.
This awaieness, in UM3, helps institutional
leaders anticipate change and surface
emerging issues. Moreover, by identifying
overlooked threats (envimnmental, not
those posed by competitors), leaders have
time to nxmitor threatening situations, to
review options, and to prepare contingency
plans, thereby avoiding =pleasant sur-
prises. Too, by including leaders from
across the campus, intemdepartmental
communication is improve&

The auditing process itself incteases the
efficiency of the strategic trend intelligence
system because it focuses attention on fac-
tors most televant to the institution. Some
organizadons try to monitor everything in
the environment, which wastes both time
and resources. Other organizations monitor
some environmental areas, not necessarily
the right ones, wasting money and expos-
ing the institution to unnecessary risks.
The environmental vulnerability audit
exercise focuses on the most important
environmental areas, the ones that may
cause the biggest problems for the institu-
tion.

The degree of institutional acceptance of
vulnerability audits will depend in large
part on whether senior administrators are
willing to become involved in strategic

2 7 30
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ACTIVITY UNDERPINNING THREATS

Sanctions

Perceived Integrity

Availability of Complementary Products and Services

3 ?. Figure One: Worksheet for Identifying Institutional Underpinnings and Related Threats cwt.



ACTIVITY

31

UNDERPINNING THREATS

Corporate Identify Symbols

Barriers to Competition

Social Values

Figure One: Worksheet for Identifying institutional Underpinnings and Related Threats cont.
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ACTIVITY UNDERPINNING THREATS

Rt;

Customer Base

Technologies

Special Abilities

37

Figure One: Worksheet for Identifying institutional Underpinnings and Related Threats cont.



ACTIVITY UNDERPINNING THREATS

3 ci

Needs and Wants Served

Resources and Assets

Stability of Costs Relative to Competition

3

Figure One: Worksheet for Identifying institutional Underpinnings and Related Threats
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Issues Management: The Role of a Decision
Support System in Managing Uncertainty

The purpose of issues management is to
allow us to anticipate and manage issues
that could impact organizadonal perfor-
mance. If we systematically prepare for
emerging issues identified through the
strategic trend intelligence system and envi-
ronmental vulnerability audit, we can ob-
tain valuable lead time to valuate options
thoroughly, to allocate resources effec-
tively and efficiently, and to position the
institution am creatively to act in an or-
derly, rational and prudent manner. A
system-wide strategic issues management
program allows us to operate more effi-
ciently in a rapidly-changing and often
hostile external environment, to avoid
costly and ditruptive adjustments, to be in
compliance with regulatory and legislative
initiatives, to avoid adverse publicity, and
to generate positive faculty, staff, and
public attitudes.

Implementation Steps

There are a number of activities that you
can do to facilitate your institution's having
available lute-of-the-art anticipatory ca-
pabilities and strategic readiness. Many of
these activities are modeled in this seminar.

1. Present an "Optside-ln Thinking"
Lamm You can use the material in this
handbook to present the role of outside-in
thinking, which focuses on why organiza-
tions need to become more in tune with the
macmenvironment and to factor trend in-
formation into today's decision making.

2 9

Make this presentation thought Fovoking
and challenging by surfacing the czidcal
implicit cote assumptions that the organi-
zation reiies on to Amcdon efficiendy.
Make sure that you cover the components
of strategic thinking. The point of your
presentation is to prepare you* colleagues
to use information about the broad
overview of forces in society and their im-
pact on tfc generation and stimuladon of
issues that could impact the inginition.

2. PszaraililEariummalkanning
Lea= You can use 35 mm slides from
your environmental scanning data base (or
purchase ones from United Way) on the
trends and driving forms shaping the way
we will live, work fond do business nom
now to the twenty-first century. This pre-
sentation should be a comprehensive pre-
view of the social, economic, political,
technological, environmental and global
forces shaping the future.

3. klentify Issues Confronting the
Jnstitution. You can begin this session with
a presentation on the role of issues analysis
and management as a decision support
system in the context of environmental un-
certainty. The objective is to surface the
emerging issues with which the organiza-
tion is and will be confronted. Focus on
the identification of gaps between the inter-
nal direction and goals of the organization
and the external macroenvironment.
Encourage your colleagues to remain open
in order to explore issues not currently
being considered, but which could result



from the confluence of external forces and
internally driven intentions.

4. Engthizgjazga In this activity
focus on unalyzing a myriad of emerging
issues that could impact the way the orga-
nization functions in the future. Give men-
don to those issues to which the organiza-
tion shorld logically and in an oiderly
fashion mspond and over which the orga-
nization can expect to exert some influence.
The key in this !ctivity is to surface and
prioritize issues against key internal and
external criteria.

A Delphi questionnaire is helpful in this
activity, as it can obtain maximum input
from senior leaders with a minimum time
commitment required. In addition, ensure
that the candidate issues to be analyzed in
the exercise art not only popular but
strategically significant

5. Develop a Common Understanding
of the Islues. A critical next step is to lead
the senior leadership in a discussion of
each candidate issue to assure that the issue
is clearly understood. The group should
understand and agree on the issue focus,
background of the issue, the various stake-
holders, the current situation, driving
forces (situational, policy and political),
future prospects (multiple scenarios) and
implications for the organization. A careful
review of the results of this session will
provide insight into needed additional
information, where that information might
be found, and who should be responsible
for obtaining it.

6. Establish Ownership. At this point
in the process, you need to consider the
need for broader organizational representa-

tion in the consideration of the candidate
issues. The cross-disciplinary natwe of
issues analysis and management requires

well-defined roles within an orpnimtion
and a realistic timetable to surface issues,

determine their strategic significance,
determine planning challengekand evalu-
ate strategic options and responses avail-
able under different scenarios. It is also
important that issue ownership ruide with
the senior officer most closely aligned with
the candidate issue. However, responsibil-
ity for follow-up, agenda, arx1 facilitadon
must rest with the administrator who chairs
the issues management committee for
proper closure and follow through. It is
atremely beneficial to have the comittee
sign-off on the candidate issue and have a
senior administrator take ownership.

7. Establish Issup Action Team
Many issues management programs fail
because they do not involve the right
people within the organization. The need
for issues management pew out of the
complexity of the external environment and
the fact that issues did not fit into prede-
termined organizational boxes. Rather,
issues were of a complexity level that nec-
essarily impacted many organizational enti-
ties to one degrft or.another. That is why a
determination must be made as to who in
the institution has the most responsibility
for the impact oi the candidate issue and
what departments or divisions should be
involved in the analysis, planning, goal
setting and implementation for the issue. In
establishing an issue action team, respon-
sibility for and contribution to the candidate
issue should be criteria for participation in
the process. Issue action teams may vary in
number from three people to as many as

30 4 4
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Strategic planning emphasizes suategic
thinking and makes use of non-linear
thought methods. It is imperadve in this
pmcess that you =face and discuss barri-
ers that block strategic thought

Once the methodology has been used with
the action teams and alternative strategies
have been surfaced, they must be tested
against a clear and explicit set of criteria
and the impact on each stakeholder gmup.
The strategies should be evaluated against
the following aiteria and questions:

Suitability: Is there a suitable advan-

tage?

Validity: Are the assumptions realistic?

Feasibility: Does the organization have
the skills, resoumes and conunitments?

Consistency: Is the =tea externally
and internally consistent?

Vulnerability: What are the tisks and
contingencies?

Timing: When must we act? When will
we benefit?

Usability: Can the organization readily
implement the strategy?

Strategy Support Requirements

There are a number of strategy support
requirements. For example, with respect to
resources, does the institution have or can
it obtain the resources necessary to carry
out the strategy? With respect to organiza-
tional structure, the question is: Can the
organization's structure accommodate the

3 2

new stmtegy? What new systems may need
to be introduced to achieve the smuegy?

Selecting Prcfrzred Strategies

The isme action team must select a mean-
ingful set of preferred strategies, first by
the set of abatis described above, and then
by examining mom= mquhements. The
resuldng strategies are those the issue
action team and the issue owner will pro-
pose for implernentadon.

k must be kept in mind that strategies are
by design blond causes of action the
organiradon will pursue over an extended
period of time. Typically, smtanems of
strategy are pneral; they do not indicate
specific milestone accomplishments or
detail the activities needed for these
accomplishments. Thew are left for the
implementation phase.

Implementation

The implementation phase is one of the
most critical parts of the issues analysis
and management process. hnplementation
consists of both planning and action.

The wategy development session produces
a set of strategies to implement over a
specific period of time. Also, in this ses-
sion there would have been discussion and
identification of tic ruource support
(people, money, facilities, information,
technology) needed to implement each
strategy. To develop the formal implemen-
tation process, focus should be on the
following points:

4 f;



Specific changes which dm organiza-
tion will mace to implement its
suategies

Opaational goals and actiat steps the
organization will wry out

Individual and departmental respond-
bclides

Resources the organization will use

Timetables

Methods of measuring progress

3 3

Incentives and rewards for successful
implementadon.

Implanentadon is the "doing" process.
While that is a tendency to expect the im-
plemeruadon process to unfold as a clear,
articulated plan, we have found that the real
world does not work this way. An action
plan's success relies on internal and car-
nal factors. Therefore, facilbadng imple-
mentadon must deal with ovemming
resistance to change and to continpncy
planning (see Appendbc E, A Guide to
Analyzing Issues for Strategic Action).
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Conclusion

The objective of using pmactive manage-
ment techniques is to facilitate better
decision making, particularly in making
decisions affecting the future of our insti-
tutions of higher learning. We Bye in an
age when aim= way day seems like the
dawn of a new erathe fall of the Berlin
Wall, the end of the Cold War, the rapid
beginning and even more rapid end of a
war in the Middle East, a global AIDS epi-
demic that may overwhelm our health sys-
tem and is threatening to decimate the

3 4

population of several African countries, a
crisis in American public education, and
so on. The tools and techniques we have
described in this handbookthe strategic
trend intethgence system, environmental
vulnerability audits, and issues manage-
mentan designed to help you andcipate
a turbulent fume, and thereby engage in
more effective strategic planning.
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Environmental Scanning at the Georgia Center
for Continuing Education: A Progress Report
Edward G. Simpson, Jr., Donm L. McGinty and James L. Morrison

A technique has been developed in the=paws
world to systematically gather andevaluate info:ma-
d= foam the external environment the environ-
mental scanning ;meccas Mamas, 1980). Brownand
Weiner (1985) define environmental scanning as "a
ldnd of radar to wan the world systematically and
signal the new, the unexpected, the major and the
minor' (p. ix). Aguilar (1967) has defined scanning
nth* systematic collection ofexternal information in
(Wet to (1) lessen the randomness of info:million
flowing into the organization and (2) provide early
wamloga for managrzs of changing external condi-
tions. blare specifically, Coates (1985) hes identified
the objectives of an environmental scanning system
as:

detecting scientific, technical, economic, social, and
political interactions and other elements important to
the organization

defining the potential threats. oppmtunities, or po-
tential changes for the organization implied by those
events

promoting a future orientation in management and
staff

alerting management anti staff to weds which are
converging, diverging, spadingup, slowing down or
interacting (pp. 2-11 14).

Recent literature in education planning has en-
couraged college and university administrators to use
this pmcess as part of their strategic planning model
(Callan, 1986; Cope, 1981; Keller, 1981 Morrison,
Renfro and Boucher, 1984; and Morrison, 1985,
198647). Several colleges and universities have
begun to develop methods of formally incosporming
environmental scanning information in planning for
the future. Sometimes, as if the case at Cantonsville
(Maryland) Community College or Georgia South-
ern College, this takes the form of one or two indi-
viduals in the planning or institutional research office
doing a survey of the available literature (Moizison.
1986). Often this review is comprehensive and fo-
cuses on obtaining impooant historical data as well as
forecasts in the soda:. technological, economic anti
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political sectors of the external environment. Peri-
odically, the scan is updated. Many times the man is
restricted to one or two same of the externai envi-
=mem ions= One, for example, cites the scan
of **California Postsecondary EducationCom mis-
shin as itcusing on demographic andeconomic date.
Other times the scan is confined to selecting key
environmental Issues, trends sad domains for 111011i
toring. At the University of kfinnesots, theExperi-
mental 'Dam oolinvironments1 Assessment(MA)
identified between 70 and 30 Imes to hick (Ream
and Heydinger, 1985). Them are few reports in the
literature describing these systems, irrespective of
the form they me taking. A match of the literature
found lisle in dm way of Wonting how an educe:-
tional orgsniration hes actually developed, imple-
mented and used the process to provide information
for the strategic direction of the organization.

The Georgia Center for Continuing Education
has developed& compmhensiveenvisonmentalscan-
ning projectthatattemptsto idadfysignalsofchange
in all sectors of die mental environment. mai is. we
have selected information =eves from the social.
technological, economic and political aspects of the
environment at the internstional, national, regional
and state levels, and have designedamass measure
that these resources am systemadcally and regularly
reviewed. This may be the most compreltfnsive
scanning system yet operating in a university setting.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the
environmental scanning project at the University of
Georgia Center for Continuing Education. It begins
by describing the history, structure, and circum-
stances which led to the inhistion of the project. What
follows is a detailed account of how thesanctum was
established end how the system opeata to provide
strategic direction ht orgseizational and program
planning. It concludes with an examination of the
benefits. costs, problems and issues experienced in
some 15 months of operating the system.

The Setting
The University of Georgia Center for Continu-

ing Education is a comprehensive adult learning
complex. It is organized into three divisions: instruc-
tional services, telecommunications and media ser-
vices, and hotel and operating services. There are 250
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full-time Center faculty and staff, as well as several
hundred University professors who teach part-time in
the Center's instructional program

In August 1983. anew disector charged the staff
to develop a mission statement for the Center, and
objectives for the operating units. The expectation
was that discussions focused around strengths/weak-
nesses, the mission and the futute of tempter would
facilitate organizational development and renewal,
including team building across the three divisions.
These activities began a formal strategic planninz
process.

Establishing the System
External consultants were employed to discuss

the role of environmental scanning in strategic plan-
ning. In their seminars it VMS stressed that not only
could environmental scanning serve as a major source
of information for the strategic planning FOCUS, but
it also had a number of ancillary consequences in line
with the objectives of individusl and manizational
renewal. For example, individuals serving as scan-
ners evaluating what they read, saw and heard in
terms of the implications for the organization, not
only would become more knowledgeable about what
was happening in the external environment, but also
would become more future oriented.

Because the seminar participants demonstrated
interest in environmental scanning, the management
tam commissioned an all-day workshopon environ-
mental scanning in June 1985. This workshop was
viewed as a pivotal experience for Center leadership
and staff. Would the initial enthusiasm prevail?
Would the benefits of environmental scanning strate-
gic planning seem worth the extra effon of signing-up
as a scanner? Would there be enough volunteers to
justify the time and expense of a pilot effort in
environmental scanning?

A memorandum from the director to the staff,
billed the workshop as a voluntary activity, one last
opportunity to explore environmenial scanning be-
fore being asked to commit oneself to becom;:ut an
official scanner. Forty-three persons, Including the
director, associate directors, assistant directors,
members of the professional staff and several secre-
taries, participated in the workshop. The purpose of
the workshop was to learn about environmental scan-
ning and its relationship to strategic planning. Par-
ticipants were urged to come to the workshop with a
list of trends and emerging issues that they felt would
affect the future of the Georgia Center.

As anticipated, the workshop experience suc-
ceeded in building enthusiasm to establish and par-
ticipate in the system. For some, this was an

opportunity for ideas generated by readings to make
a potential contribution to planning far the Center's
future. Also, environmental scanning promised to
pmvide a rich pool of programming ideas tied to
trends and emerging issues. For others, environ-
mental scanning indicated a change in management
style in the direction of participatory management.
For the Center's manab meat team, staff endorse-
ment of environmental scanning meant that a full-
blown strategic planning model could be used to
supplement more traditional assessments. The famil-
iar discussions of organizational strengths and weak-
nesses would now be flavored with considerations of
external threats and opportunities.

Project Structure
The environmental scanning activity of the

OeorgiaCenterisorganizedasaprojectofthedirector's
office. The center director serves as project director,
and the assistant to the director serves as the project
manager. There are two review committees: the
Environmental Scanning Evaluation Committee
(ESEC), consisting of volunteer scanners from each
of the three divisions; and the Strategic Planning
Executive Committee (SPEC). SPEC consists of the
director, associate directors, assistant directors, the
marketing and c unications officer, a telecom-
munications re ve,a facilities representative
and the assistant t the director, who, as project
manager, serves as liaison between the two commit-
tee&

Scanning Taxonomy
The major purpose of taxonomy is to be able to

classify abstracts produced in environmental scan-
ning, thereby facilitating retrieval of the abstracts.
The center chose to modify the taxonomy developed
by United Way of America A widely ranging tax-
onomy resulted, which reacts the broad stop* of
adult and continuing education within the context of
a comprehensive land-vant university. Taxonomy
modifications reflected the center's specific needs:
for example, hotel and food service management;
conference/seminar development and management
the *training- phenomenon spawned by government,
business and industry as well asprofessional associa-
tions; pmgram development advances in areas in
which the center can utilize UGA faculty expertise;
and technology advances in instrucdonal delivery
systems. Eventually, the system was to be computer-
ized; therefore, it was imponant to have a carefully
defined retrieval system.
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Assignment of Information Resources
Assigning scanners specific materials for regular

review and analysis provided a measure of C01111-
deuce that many 'Up" on the radar screen would be
spotted. A list of continuing informationtesources to
be scanned was identified, includinginarnala maga-
zines, newspapers and newsletters. The project
manager matched reading preferences of scanners
with resources on the list. In addition,scanners were
encouraged to do "wild carer scanning (i.e., to be &at
for any information form other than their assigned
sources, which would have implications for the
Center). Therefore, scanners periodically turned in
abstracts ofcastoons,radioand TITprograms, sessions
at professional conferences and even recent books.

Training Scanners
In August 1985, two training sessions were held

for those employees who volunteered to be scanners.
Scannas learned that their primary task was to iden-
tify objective descriptions of the current external
environment and to identify signals of potential
change. e concepts used in scanning (i.e., trend,
event, emerging issue) have been dermed as
follows (. orrison, 1987):

A trendisa sCrie4 of social, technological,economic
or political characteristics that elm usually be esti-
mated and/or measured over time. It is a statement of
the general direction of change, usually gradual long
term change. reflecting the Reyes shaping the region.
nation, or society in general. Trend information may
be used to describe the future, identify emerging
issues. or project futureevems. For example, in 1970,
35% of married women were in the labor force; by
1980 this percentage had risen to 49%.

An event is a discrete, confirmable occurrence that
makes the future different form the past. An event
would be, "Federal funding for student financial aid
is reduced by 50%7

An emerging issue is a potential controversy that
arises out of a trend or event that may require some
form of response. For example, "Litigation as meas-
ured by the number of law suits per year in American
society is increasing." An immediateconsequence of
this trend is substantially higher liability insurance
for colleges and universities. An emerging conse-
quence arises from a tendency of state legislatures to
protect the public by requiring licensure of an in-
creasing number of occupations, including periodic
"updating" of credentials, This consequence implies
an enhanced opportunity for the exnansion of pro-

gramming in continuing professional/occupational
education.

Scanners were informed that they were scanning
to anticipate political, economic, technological and
social changes, in order to facilitate the Georgie
Center's planning process and policy fonnuladon.
Their nasponsibilities included writing abstracts.
Management recognized that scanners might be re-
luctant to spend the time required to write abstracts.
Howeveerequiring scanters to writeabstracts them-
selves had the advantage of having individuals who
read the articles also developing the impact =as-
ments and implications which lay behind their iden-
tifying the articles in the firstplace. Furthermore, it
is particularly ingiortant for senior-level people to
submit impact assessments ofthe scanning informa-
tion they send to the di:vetoes office.

Scanners were informed that the lead sentence of
an abstract should be a response to these questions:
"If I had only a few minutes to describe this article to
a colleague, what would I say?" "What is the most
important idea or event that indicates changer Re-
sponses to these questions were followed by a one-
paragraph explanation. Whenever possible, statistical
data were included. The summary was limited to no
more than one-half cage of single-spaced, typewrit-
ten copy, since the scanning evaluation committee
must deal with some 60 to 120 information items per
quarter. This review is made easier when abstracts
are ccotained on a single page. The implications
section is the last section of the abstract. Here
scanners were asked to respond to the question, "How
will the information in this article affect the Georgia
Center's programs or management?"

The System in Operation

The previous sectbn describes th4_t essential
components of any environmental scanning project
and the way in which they were developed by the
Georgia Center for its purposes. At this point. it is
possible to visualize parts of thewholeas a model
for soy organization. There is a project director to
averse. the entire process. There are scamp who
are scanning, reading and abstracting articles from
assigned publications. There is a project manager.
receiving, reading and coding absiracts. There are
two committees, both responsible for analyzing the
data (abstracts) in terms of implications for strategic
planning.

This section describes the procedures by which
these components are coordinated once each quarter
to obtain organizational consensus as to the most

ti



pressing threats and opportunities. We will illustrate
this proctus, paying particular auendon to the trends,
issua and events that have surfaced thus far, and
illustrating the way they were used in the Georgia
Center's strategic planning process.

The Schedule
In the lmt duet weeks of the system's quarterly

operating cycle, a tightly coordinated series ofevents.
activities, awl committee meetings focus on informa-
don collected during the quarter. In the lint week, all
abstracts submitted since the last quarterly review
cycle are reviewed by the project manager, who then
synthesizes them into a coherent reference called a
`Strategic Planning Worksheet In essence, this
preliminasy analysis categorizes the abstracs undez
general statements related to trends,issues or events.
These statements, referred to as "strategic thinking
aim ulators," are paired with thumbnail stunmaries of
all pertinent abstracts.

The Evaluation Committee Meeting
In the second week, the project =VW chairs a

meeting of the Environmental Scanning Evaluation
Committee (ESEC). All Georgia Center scanners
who do not serve on the Strategic Planning Executive
Committee (SPEC) form the pool from which ESEC
members are solkited each mum. The purpose of
making membership voluntary is to encourage par-
ticipadon of all staff members in the Georgia Center's
strategic planning process. The number of staff
members participating in this committee has ranged
from 14 to2S over the rust year.

The ESEC meeting begins with committee
members independently reviewing a copy of the
"Strategic Planning Worksheet" and identifying their
six or seven priorities for discussion. Members are
instructed to identify on a tally sheet seven or eight
strategic thinking stimulators (approximately one-
third of the number produced each quarter) that have
the most salient implications for the Georgia Center.
Then, in round robin fashion, members publicly cast
ono vote for a sdmulator they consider important to
the Center; The tally is recorded on a flip chart during
each round. This process continues until each mem-
ber of the group has exhausted his or her allocated
quota of votes. Through a modified nominal group
technique, the top four Imes me then identified and
discussed by the committee. The primary purpose of
this activity is to clarify, focus or expand the issuesas
they relate to the Georgia Center and to make recom-
mendations for the suategic planning process.

.1.CTSiJSZn V.19

The Strategic Planning Executive
Committee Meeting

After the ESECs meeting, the project manager
initiates SPEC's formal review of the *Strategic Plan-
ning Worksheee' and the quotes. abstracts. The
project manager delivers to each SPEC member the
"Strategic Planning Worksheets," a voting form and
ail abstracts collected that quarter. The project
msnager tallies SEEM anonymous votes, mantes
a comparison of the top six issues surfaced by ESEC
and by SPEC, and delivers the evaluation committee's
written report to SPEC members.

The Strategic Pluming Executive Committee
meets in a half-day session. The first order of busi-
ness is to fonnulate an update on the action agenda set
by SPEC in previous meetings. Planning adjustments
and a new agenda may develop in these discussions.
The second ordtir of business is to examine and
discuss the final comparison of ESEC and SPEC
votes as to those trends, issues and Wenn that have
the most implications for the Georgia Centea's future.
A crucial concern is: Are the same issues surthcing
frmn "botrom-up" as from "top-downi 'Ethers are
cmsspicuous differences, what do they indicate to
Center management?

The third order of business is to discuss and act
upon the three top concerns of &SEC. These discus-
sions are always broadened by the perspectives and
orientadons of SPEC members. ESEC tecommenda-
lions may be adopted, =lifted or rejected (within
the context of the Center's overall strategic plan), or
SPEC may generate an alternate solution.
SPEC discusses and acu upon those concerns upper-
most in SPECs assessment and not identified by the
ESEC.

Post-Analysis Follow-Up
The three-week flurry of scanning activity, which

once a quarter concentrates the efforts of 30 to 40
scanners in the armed analysis, concludes with the
SPEC meeting. However,at this stage, much remains
to be done in the follow-up, the premise being that
environmental scanning infiumation should be widely
disseminated throughout the organization and that
everyone should be clear about results and the action
walla that may havebeen set. Amemorandum tiom
the LIMON to SPEC summadzes SPECs quarterly
dehlerations end the action assignments that were
made. A memorandum ftom the project manager to
the evaluation committee is used to transmita copy of
the director's manocandum to SPEC, the evaluation
committee's written repast to SPECsand thecompati-
son of top concerns voted by SPEC awl the evaluadon
committee.
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As noted earlier, all abstracts, articles, and writ-
ten reports are deposited in the Center library for use
by staff members. (Staff membersare encouraged to
derive implicationsfor their fenctional areas from the
environmental scanning materials.) Within each
quarterly cycle, the project manager compiles and
distributes to all GeorgiaCenter employees an envi-
ronmental scanning newsletter, Lookaum Most of
the material for Lookouts is gleaned from abstracts
and summarizes national, regional, state, and local
issues. Included in each edition am top strategic
concerns identified during the quarter by SPEC andthe Evaluation Committee, as well as programming
ideas identifiedby scanners.

The System Responds

During the first year of the project, Georgia
Center scanners identified a numberof issues viewed
as critical for some dimension of the Centeesopera-tion. For example, both SPEC and ESEC evaluatedsuch issues as the increasing demands for child careon college campuses, accommodation of manage-
ment to values and aspirations of ',ashy boomers"adult illiteracy, increasing buying power of senior
citizens, and therapid expansion of VCRs in Ameri-
can homes.

Two examples illustrate how information iden-tilled in theenvironmental scanningprocess has beenused in developing strategic direcdon for the Center.
The first example deals with the organization's per-ceived need for freedom to experiment, innovate andfail, while seeking to renew the organization's crea-tivity. The second example focuses on human re-
source development, both as a programming optionfor the Georgia Center and as a needed in-house
activity for the professional developmentof staff.

In the first exampledealing with innovation and
creativity, scanners submitted a number of articles
which were grouped by the project manager under a
strategic thinking stimulator mated -organizationaland personal renewal as on-going components of
strategic planning" One article addiessed the issueof an organization'sfalling victim to its own historical
success and not planningappropriately for thefuture
(Hirsh, 1986). Inanother abstract, PeterDnicker was
quoted as stating. Innovation is the specific function
of entrepreneurship, whether in an exisdng businessor a public service

institution...0(1986, p.67). Hewent on to describe innovation as a disorderly and
unpredictable process that must be facilitated by
successful managers who frequently preferorder and
predictability. An article by Quinn (1985) stressed
that sucCinsful entrepreneurs. inventor and creators

tend to be *possessed* and demand flexibility and
quickness, unencumbered by committee approvalsand bur eaueraticdelays within theinanizadon. Otherabstracts discussed "ides entrepreneurs." Kanter(1986) argued that middle managers should be 'W.shaped" as planners, strategists and project leaders.Deets and Moreno (1986) described how the Xetox

Corporation encouraged high risk and innovation.Kate (1986) concluded that cunvat management
thinking maintained that adm iniatrativeand manage-rial skills in technical, conceptual and human rela-tions areas were not in-born, hatcould be developed
with help and theopportunity to team by doing. The
implication of these abstracts was that the Centerneeded to provide freedom to experiment, in order to
stimulate creativity and entrepreneurship.

The Evaluation Committee's discussion and re-view of the literature represented by theabstracts ledthem to focuson the concept ofa "skunk waits," asa needed managementconcept at the GeorgiaCenter.This idea, pioneered by the Lockheed Corporation.had permitted groups of workers to experiment onanything to which their imaginations led them. Un-
encumbered by demands ofaccountability, the pro-cess assumed that innovation would occur in an
environment fiee ofrestrictions on experimentation.The evaluationcommittee recommended in its report
to SPEC that the Center adopt a °skunk works"
approach.

There was much discussion of therecommenda-tion in the SPEC Meeting. While the majority of
committee members sew the importance of innova-tion, creativity and the need to expaiment in the
organization, they wanted more accountability than
was present in a "skunk works" The result of theirdiscussions was a recommendation to the directorthat the center adopt a plan to provide internal grantsas incentivesforexperimentation. These grants wouldbe awarded on a competitive basis and would beviewed as seed money; failure would not be the "kissof death."

In !he second example, the method of dealingwith an issue identified in the scanning process dif-fered dramatically hum the first. Both COMmiltees
discussed human resouice development(MD) in an
effort to define itend use it at the Center forprogramand organizational renewal. The evaluationcommit-tee focused on a pumber of abstracts grouped under
the strategic planning stimulator question, is HRD
rather than traditional continuing education the waveof the future?" It concluded that this question had
important implications for the future of the Center.
Scanners cited the "National Report on Human Re-
sources" (American Society for Training and Devel-
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opment, 1986), which indicated that Congress appar-
ently favored an integrated approach to HRD. Con-
gressional consuhation with the American Society
for Training and Development had led to a recon-
mendation for building lifelong learning systems.
The goal was to create workplace productivity and
more dollar incentives for employers. Targeted audi-
ences and issues were viewed by some scanners as
critical for a university-based continuing education
center. The Evaluation Committee, over a period of
several quarters, continued to define HIM issues
facing the Georgia Center. SPEC members, hce +-

ever, considered HRD to be an umbrella term that
includes continuing education plus a number of
functions once relegated to a *persomiel officer,*
such as the development ofcareer tracks, pieretirement
planning, benefits and professional and personal
counseling. Consequently, they did not choose to
pursue the matter further.

The articles identified in the environmental
scanning process, their evaluation by ESEC, and the
discussions of the issue at the SPEC quarterly meet-
ing. however, did influence the director to the extent
that he became convinced of the imponance of HRD
as a programming thrrst. He felt that not only should
HRD-focused training effons be designed by the
Center programming staff, but that HRD contained
imponant elements for the personal and professional
health of the Center's employees. Subsequently, after
further discussions with senior staffer% he initiated a
reallocation of personnel resources to begin a new
program effort in the human resources development
arta. Thys, the scanning proem generated a topic of
considerable interest to one element of the organiza-
tion, but an interest which coPold not be sustained
initially for srmior manageme. The exception was
the director who chose to act becarse of the persua-
sive arguments from colleagues on the Evaluation
Committee.

Costs of Operating the System

The costs of operating an environmental scan-
ning program may be discussed in terms of personnel
time, scanningresowees, pdming andcopyingexpenss
and computer support. While these costs may vary

depentring upon the design of an environ-
mental scanning project, extrapolation from the
Georgia Center experience should prove helpful.

The greatest expense incurred is in staff time.
The assistant to the director spends approximately
half-time as project manager. The time spent on
environmental scanning by other individuals is more
difficult to measure. Most scanners assume respon-

sibility for two publications; a few hardy souls also
scan one of several daily newspapers on the resource
iist. Time spent in abstracting is difficult to assess.
For instance, a simple news item with a clear-cut
implication for the Georgia Centertan be abstracted
in thirty Minutes. At the other extreme, a lengthy
article yielding several interlocking implicationsmight
require an hour or more to prepare. Scanners who
elect to participate in quarterly abstract-assessment
meetings must block their calendars fora half-day.
SPEC members spend additional time assessingand
voting on abstracts prior to their quarterly meeting.
Finally, although scanning and abstracting are re-
garded as important activities for the Center and for
individual professional development, theynever take
precedence over operational job assignments. Con-
sequently, many scanners elect to scan and abstract
after hours.

Costs related to environmental scanning ofcon-
tinuing resources (magazines, journals, newsletters
and newspapers) and copying have been minimal, in
that the Georgia Center is one of several campus
satellites of the University of Georgia's main library.
Costs for subscriptions could be substantial for any
organization without these facilities. Because the
Center has printing and copyingsupport available in-
house, such costs have been relatively low. Expenses
would be greater if the organization had to secure
these services externally.

Ultimately, the success of the project depends
upon computerizationofscanning data. Consequently,
there will be expenses for hardware, software and
staff time for data input and retrieval

Evaluation

In January 1987, the 43 initial participants in the
environmental scanning project were sent question-
naires asking them to evaluate (1) their participation
in various aspects of the project, (2) the ability of their
colleagues to analyze trends, issues, and events, (3/
the benefits of the project, and (4) their recommenda-
tions for improving the project.

Thirty-two participant; responded (74%). Nine
respondents repotted submitting from four-10 ab-
stracts, and six respondents reported submitting over
11 abstracts during this period. Eight respondents
submitted between one to three abstracts. Nine did
not submit any abstracts during the first year of the
project. Many respondents wrote that the lack of time
was the primary deterrent in their participation.

With respect to participation in quarterly ESEC
meetings, nine respondents attended all of the four
meetings held in the first year of the project, eight
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attended at least one of the meetings, and six did not
participate at all. (Again, these respcmdents blamed

wkefdme or scheduling conflict forinterfering with
participation.) Of those who participated in the
meetings of either SPEC or ESEC, most thought that
quarterly meetings were appropriate, and almost ev-
ery respondent thought that the pmcedures used in
conducdng these meetings wens very helpful.

When asked to evaluate the skill of the group in
which they participated (ESECorSPEC) with suspect
to analyzing trends, issue, and events, the vast major-
ity of respondents (74%) judged this skill to be only
averaga. Lack ofexperience was given as dteprimary
mason for thb evaluation; there wasa perceimd need
for more training in selected litturesesearch methods.

Respondents wens asked to evaluate the "feed-
back° loop used hi the project (i.e.,ESEC forwards its
concerns and recommendations to SPEC, and SPEC
sends a summaryof its discussion back t.)ESEC). All
SPEC members and 62% of ESEC respondents saw
the feedback loop as a beneficial process. Those who
did not check "beneficial" were asked to comment,.
One respondent thought that there was "mostly lip
service to analyses and conclusions." Several others
recommended a joint meeting of the two committees
after both had analyzed that quarter's abstracts and
strategic planning worksheets.

Respondents were then asked to rank order five
specific °benefits" o f the projetu and to identify others
not specified on the questionnaire. The rank order of
benefits was as follows: (1) provides assistance in
linking the Center's future to external threats and
opportunities; (2) Provides eserul programming sug-
gestions; (3) fosters cross-divisional communication
and understanding: (4) enhances staff development
and (5) results in the newsletter, Lookouts. Contrib-
uted °benefits" centered on such things as assisting
management to keep informed of new developments,
irkatifying marketing opportunities, providing for
wide participation in planning the center's future.
enhancing strategic planning, enhancing the Center's
reputation as a leader in continuing education, and
facilitating pznonal development.

Respondents were then teqt: lied to make an
overall evaluation of the project. Out of 30 partici-
pants who responded to Ms quesdon« 16 034141101W
that the project was "well worth the time and effort:
13 (43%) noted that it was "probably worth the time
and effort: and one person said that it was "not worth
the time and effort." Seventy percent of the SPEC
members voted that the project was °well worth the
time and effort: 30 percent voted that it was 'prob-
ably worth the time and effort."

Finally. respondents were requested to make

sPecific suggestions for improving the system. Sev-
eral respondents commented that the information
sourcescurrently used sholuld be reeviluated and new
sources identified, particularly non -printsonmes so:*
as conferences, radio, and TV- Others sePorted a
problem in finding time to participate in scanning,
writing abstracts and evaluating absuacts. One per-
son suggested that *ghost-writers" be employed to
write abstracts of articles identified by scannerg
another suggested that lead scanners" be identified
(and nswarded) to write the majorityof abstracts with
assistance from everyone identifying articles to be
abstracted. One respondentsaid, Involvementin the
scanning pocess should be an integral part of each
employee's job, not an add-on volunteer effon."

Several comments indicated tension between
members of SPEC, the formal leaders of the Center,
and other staff membez& For example, an SPEC
member said, I believe that SPEC has demonsunted
an unwillingness to conider suggestion or criti-
cisms frorn "THEM" as attempts to be constnrctive.
Unless SPEC &covers some way by which it can
develop objective views of information coming from
the outside...and neauhat informadon with respect, I
fear the effort is doomed.* Another t
recommended invidng those who volun to par-
ticipate in evaluation committee meetin to meet
with SPEC, a recommendation that appeared de-
signed to facilitate communication with the organi-
zation.

Discussion

There axe a number of ancillary benefits which
accme to a continuing education organization that
establishes an environmental scanning system. Any
group of professionals in today's world faces infor-
mation overload. While ase environmental scanning
project certainly &tea aot expose participants to ail
the literature in their domain, it does offer a system-
a tic, fonnal approach to important literature related to
the individual's particular specialization. Although
this exposure is uneven in nanny, it is a substantial
and serious effort to deal with the issues produced by
the process, both individually and as mambas of a
decision-making body. The analytical skills required
by each scanner to summarize midis, assess them
within the context of the organization, and promul-
gate implications for the organization, both from
programming and organizational perspectives,
sharpen professional reading skills and analytical
abilities, and expand personal knowledge. As Hearn
and Heydinger (1985) note, "...by turning around
ideas and challenging venous perspectives on the
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world. the...dialogues reinforce a long lost and much
valued ingredient (of] the...university" (p. 437). The
dialogue continues to employee satisfaction and
growth, and thus to organizational effectiveness.

It should be noted that not all management de-
cisions can be based upon the scanning process. In
reatiw, information from the environmental scanning
project forms only one part of numerous datasources
fed into the decision-making process. As Jonsen
(1986) argues, an understanding of the environment
and its opportunities or threats should not dictate an
organization's course of action. An environmental
scanning system per se provides no "quick rue or
gimmick for management. Indeed, it requires an
intensive amount of work by a few individuals and
some workby many. It is frustiating and demands the
commitment of an invaluable resourcetime.

The environmental scanning project has had an
impact upon the Georgia Center from several per-
spectives. First, it has provided the Center with a
systematic review or ''tickler file" to reorganize pri-
orities and issues that must be dealt with over an
extended period of time. Second, it has provided a
procedure by which professionals at various admin-
istrative levels within the organization and with dif-
faring program raconsibili tiesmay makesuggestions
to senior administrators and even debate the issues
with them.

After over a yejlfexperience with the project,
it is difficult to say if have identifie4 an emerging
issue that has great threat or opportunity for the
Center. . Nevertheless, the scanning system has al-
ready forced management to deal systematically and
cyclically with issues raised by subordinates ai well
as peers. The issues that have been raised have
spawned rich, thought-provo%ing discussions that
likely would not have taken place without the pro-
cess. Moreover, it has been stimulating to develop a
new approach to planning, even though the method-
ology still is developing.

The Georgia Center is fortunate to have the
resources to support a comprehensive environmental
scanning program. This does not mean that scaled-
down versions could not be effective in their own
right. For instance, a small staff of continuing educa-
tors might agree to "specialize' in the broad tax-
onomy Categoriespolitical, economic,
technological and social. Resources to scan and
abstract might include the Chronicle of Higher Edu-
cation, adult and continuing education journals and
newsletters, and key publications that summarize
trends and issues. for example, John Naisbitt's Trend
Letter and Future Survey. Bimonthly or quarterly
meetings to assess scanning input for organizational

implications would achieve the goal of adding a
systematic view of the external environment to the
planning process. As Keller (1983) says, "We must
act, doing the best we can with what we have.
Herodotus and Thucydides wrote the first histories
without a tidy method. Environmental scanning too
should proceed regardless, adjusting regularly to new
conditions" (p. 158).
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ENVIRONMENTAL SCANNING NOTEBOOK

Some Possible Trends That May Impact Education

The purpose of this notebook is to stimulate your
thinking about the future. The information includedin
the notebook will assist you in identifying possible
trends and events that may impact the future direction
of the organization.

The articles, dans, graphs and lists are only meant to
suggest possible trends and events. Each ED QUEST
team member is encouraged to idendfy other trends
and events that represent important changes in the
organization's environment.

NOTE: only a small sample of possible kerns are
included in this example. Much of the material gath-
ered and assembled for this notebook win be obtained
from copywrited materials. For thil ieasczu, the
authors could not include as wide and extensive a
sample as would be contained in a complete notebook
that would be used by a vecifie planning team With
an established environmental scanning recess ongo-
ing in an organization it is not difficult to acquire a
wealth of material for the notebook.
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DEMOGRAPHIC ISSUES FOR THE 1990s
The following emerging work-

place and family issues will
be watched closely by demog-
raphers over the next dee
and beyond:

Young workers will become
scarce, and shortaiges of enter
level workers will become more
Widespread. Employers will
have to pay higher entry-level
wages to auract skilled workers
and devote more effort to train
and develop the lessskilled to
be job-mady.

Slmstages of qualified tvoric-
ers may coexist with a surplus
of unqualified job seekms, ISM
daily among minorities who
have not bred well education-
ally. Poverty among children
curtails educational attainment.
There
when IstorPrial:-padem r teZet
adulthood they will compete
within a global labor merket
end will need intellectual skills
and levels of education and liter-
acy never demanded of their
predecessors. Mounting con-
rents with economk competi-
tiveness will therefore intensify
the national focus on childhood
mmrty and its effect on future
work-fm= quality.

Employment opdons will
greatly expand for older persons

who want to work. The trend
toward utilizing more-experi-
enced retired workers in tradi-
Ur:natty entry4evel Jobs will in-
crease and may ease the burden
On employers to provide reme-
dial education in their training
programs.

The sdteduies of American
workers will grow more diverse
as alternatives to the standard
40-hour, five-day workweek
emerge. Parents with
ers, semiretired worker,, and
others will establbh themselves
within various labor markets /1C
cording to work sdtedules they
are able to accommodate in their
personal lives.

Employers will gradually
offer a broader army of
ptomoting a "WtOly
workplace child care.
care, emergency °sick chikr
programs. etc.

m"11 tion geriatric"
families will increase. The rise
in life expectancy of the elderly
means that more of the °young
eldedy" (pawns in their Ms
and early 70s) will themselves
have surviving parents at ex-
treme elderly epos. Two-genene-
don geriattic families may have
both parents and children who
require care.

"Binational" families will
increase. Undocumented immi-

=ehrsform families and
that also include

children who are U.S. citizens
by birth.. The significant pres-
ence of sod, binational families
in certain municipalities (e.g.,
Los Angeles) will complicate
the issue of access to social ser-
vices and the definition of a
°resident.°

Racist and ethnic diversifi-
cation will expand the number
of cities in which no one racial
or ethnic group constitutes the
i'majodly." Where such °multi-

geC=raildges gmwY:arglics,tf-o;
example they foreshadow the
kinds of polltiad changes that
evolve as pluralities replace
majoeitles.

llte consequences of popu-
lation aging will differ widely
hem place to place. Certain
states, such as Arizona. receive
influxes of retirees who are
above average in health and prua
peeler cabers, such as Missis-
alp$ experience peolonged out-
flows of young adults, which
leave behind older (often
prom) retirees who gradually
"age in place."

Peter A. Morrison

row FWURIIIT. March-Apra 1990 11
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Though dm MUM of the Cross sur-
vey seem a solid indication of the coup-
ny's continued commitment to handwrit-
ing In an elecuenic age, it could also bir

viewed as just another illustration of the
great Americo proclivhy fer saying ono
thing while doing another. A eneas vote

of confidence in penmanship notwith-
standing. only 38 percent of mspondents
with children say they encourage their
Amassers to practice their handrriting.
and only 37 percent encourage the kids
to lundwrite Wen or notes to friends

and mistives.

IC
FORECASTS

SLIDING !

COLLEGE
ENROLLMENT

College administrators discovered mar-
kissing when they realized demographics
was their destiny. They saw the coming
decline in traditional college-aged stu-
dents and tuned to redesip their pro-
grams to smut studems of all ages.
Public colleges and universities which
account for 77 percent of all undergradu-
ste ensollments. watched their enroll-
ments peak in 1983 at 6.3 milbon-19
years efts' the and of do baby bathe in
1964. 8' 1987e enrollments had declined
3 paeans. to 6.1 million. Since the num-
ber of high school graduates fell by 6.3
percent during that time. college sdmin-
Waters must be doing something right.

Still, the demographic ream is re-
lentless. Projections of =den:athlete
enrollment in public colleges and univer-
sides show an additional 3.2 percent day
from 1987 to 1995. with enrollments fail-
ing below 5.9 million. Four-year institu-
dons should lose 3.1 percent of their esti-
mated 1987 enrollments, while two-year
institutions ere projected to lose 3.4 per-
cent. About sia in ten undergraduates
in public institutions attend four-year
schools.

Nineteen years after the end of the
'baby bust"a 12-year period of declin-
ing births ending in 1976college en-
rollments should begin in reenver some

by Thomas Exmr

lost ground. Enrollments in 1996 and
1997 are expected to show slight in-
creases from pdor years.

Public Institutions by necessity Illy
on projections of sate and local papule-
dons for enrollment planning. The pro-
jections presented hero Mumma pmbehle
national wends that point to some relief
from demographic piessthe late in the
1990s. If the new college marketing pro-
grams remain effective through this lean
period. administrators can turn their at-
tendon to replacing college professors.
who will begin to rain in droves, by the
late 1990s.
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1991 6.102 3.607 2.495
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FORECASTS

TO 2010

COMPLETE COUNTY
ECOMMIC AND
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

le Population by Age, Race & Sex
Housithold Data .

Per capita Income
Personal Income by Source
Retail Sales
Employment by Industry

as For Each Year 1970 to 2010

FOR EVERY:

County
Metro Ares (MSAIPPASA)
State and Region

USED lit
us Regional Market Analysis

Long Range Planning
Retail Site Location
Load Forecasting

s Research

AVAILABLE IN:

Print
Floppy Disk
Magnetic Tape

Forecasts and data aggregations
for special applications or market
analyses also available.

Call or write

Woods 81 Poole Economics. Inc.
1194 Columbia fload N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20009

332-7111
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...that the population of

the U.S. has sesehml 280

million. This pin of 23

million is a 10 percent

increase over 19811 The

median age of the popula-

tion rose from 30 in 1980

to 33 today. But though

the population as a whole

is aging. some older age

groups have declined since

1980. while some younger

ale pouPs have /Awn.

The numter of people

aged 50 to dmpped as

die small Ireflefeli011 born

during the 1930e entered

this age group. And the

number of people seed 10

to 24 fell because of die

low birthrates of the late

1960s and earlY 1970s, But

the baby-boom genendon

is now in its childbearing

years. and the number of

children under age 10!s

growing.

The oldest baby boom-

ers turned 40 in 1986 .

altering that massive

gentaudon Imo Ware.

During die past ten years.

the number of people aged

40to 44 grew by nearly 30

percetu. But the 33-to-39

age group saw the largest

absolute increase. During

the 1980s. 11 million

peoPle encased their.301

and are now poised to .

tum 40.

The fastest-growing age

groups am the oldest ones.

The population aged 9.3 to

99 lus nearly doubled since

1980. And centenarian

grew 717 patent. The 1990

census will show that

57,000 Americans have

reached that milestone.
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The population of the fast-

growing Wat squeaked past

that or the slow-growing

Nunhood during the 19140s.

Overall. states in the South

and the West captured nearly

percent of the nation's

tenyear population pin.

While the Midwest was the

,lowest-growing region. it

remains the second most

populous area in the nation.

The Jouth. with RI million

people in low). remains

solidly in first place.
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1990 census will sbow that mote

than 29 million people live its

the most populous sum Thai

and Florida gained mom than 3

million residents each during the

1980s. while Georgia gained

aver I million. Alaska pew the

fasmst during the MAO& up by

42 pement. Arizona and Nevada

follow. with pins of mom than

34 poems

Some Ems in die Nathan

am making consebecks. The

1990 census will rank New

Jersey and Now York snow the

top 13 population pints.

Alask& Arizona. Nevada.

ace. maiden* grew by mom

Man 30 pitmen in the pest am

years, three times as fast as the

nadon as a whole. Mesa. New

Hampshire. California. New

Maim. Utah. and Georgia pew

at more than double dos nadcral

rate.

The popish= losers of the

1980s were Vilest Virginia and

low& along with the DWI= a

Columbia. to
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THE 1990 EMUS
WU SHOW...

...increasing ethnic and

add diveigity. During the

1980s. 300.000 legal

mists's% a yesr accounted

for one-lifth dour

medial= watt And
about 200.000 Maple also

)oined our population each

year. Meiticam Filipinos.

Chinese. Kamm and

Viemamese are the most

common new arrivals.

These Immigrants are the

driving fume behind the

changing racial and ethnic

composition of the U.S.

The l990 census will

count 21 million Hispanics.

a 414 paean increase since

1950. Hispanics now

account by otter percent of

Ann:Scam up fon only 6

percent ten yams ago. And if

die 1990 census undercounts

Hispania at the same rye as

the 1980 census, the apses

will fall ;then of the true

total by about I nsillion.

The number of people at

"other races (noady

Asian& a non a Pacific

Mendes. Amesieses Indium

Eskimos. and Aleuts) pew

the fastest during the 1980s. up

by GS percent. This growth is

primarily the result of Asian

immigration. Now nearing 9

million.*other aces pined

as a share of the U.S. popu-

lation. rising from 2 to 3

pathos.

With a 16 percent increase.

blacks held on to their 12 per-

cent share of the total popu-

lane& Though whites gained

the peaust number of people

(16 million). their 8 percent

incmase was not enough to

=Whits gbh., sham of the total

population, which dropped

fmm 86 to 84 percent.

wow wows ontolauftics :5
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...a resurgence in metro-

pont= growth. Ten years

ago-as the ration looked

back on a decade of

unprecedented nnnmetro-

polkas% growth-no one

anticipated a metropolitan

revival But during the

1980s. metropolitan urea%

NNO-410
woe

amp wwolw

rzt 17.3%

3W 42
247 4.?

251 5.4

-79 -1.8
459 14.1

174 25.3

31 1.

605 223
130 5.0

678 33.6
134 5.6

323 15.1

513 27.8

153 6.9

361 15.7

707 414
843 426
495 30.7

-133 -6.0
272 75.4

34 7.8

227 1410

234 74 6

-67 -3.5

grew at nearly double the

rate of nonmetropolitan

areas.

While no new metros

win be added to the top

25. rankings will change.

The 1900 censto will shim LiK

AngeloLong Beach replacing

New York City as the most

populous metropolitan arca. LA.

grew by 17 percent since 191(0.

while New York City grew bY Just

4 percent.

Over the decade. Los Angeles.

Long Beach gained more people

than any other metropolitan

area-1.3 million. Despite

Houston "s economic woes. that

area gained fully 774.000 people.

Riverside-San Bernardino. which

borders the L. metropolitan

area, comes in third with a gain 01

707.000 people.

Among the 25 largest

metropolitan areas. Riverside-San

Bernardino has been the 14test

growing-up 45 percent since

19140. But Phoenix tallow% chiwl.

with a 43 percent pin. Dallas.

Tampa-St. Petershurg..Houston.

Atlanta. and San Diego all gre%.

by more than 25 percent in

1980s. The only losers among the

top 25.metros were Pittsburgh.

Detroit. and Cleveland.

26 AWAICAN DINAIRMNacs . jmuov pplo
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Tlif 1990 CENSUS

Will SHUR_

that the number of house-

holds rw by 17 percent

1981-ls. faster than

the population as a whole.

Average household size

continues to shrinkto 2.6

people per household in 1990.

down from 2.8 in 1980.

The census will show that

one in lour households is a

person who lives alone. The

number of single-person

households grew 26 percent in

the 1980s. In sharp contrast.

the number of married

couples with children under

itsc 18 in the home fell 1

percentthe only household

type to decline in number. The

fastest-growing family type

was families headed by

women with nu husband present. up 36

percent during the decade-

The number of householders who live

alone nr with unrelated people t nonlamilies

grew 29 percent in the 1980s. compared with

a 12 percent pin for families. Among

nonfamilies. the fastest-growing hotsehold

type wts people living with nonrelatives.

Over the decade. this type of household

increased by 46 percent. to 4.5 million.

Nonfamily households headed by men grew

faster than those headed by women.

IA/tv 11101 044Inft Aft ft# WICAsMarf:
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TliE 1990 CENSUS

WU SM...

that medisn household

ircome is nearly 530.000

2.7 meant greater ilia ten

years earliu after akijusting

for inflation.* The gains in

household income late in

The census asks for income
in she preview year.

the decade more than made

up for an 8 percent drop

between 1980 and 1981. But

these income gains have not

been shared equally by all

age groups.

The number of house-

holders under age 25 fell by

30 pescent during the 1980s

as the baby-bust generation

entered adulthood. The

median household income of

this age group also fell to

just 317.400 in 1989-10

percent less than in 1979.

after adjusting for inflation.

This median is now just 7

percent greater than that of

elderly householders. Ten

years earlier, it was 35

percent greater.

The number of house-

holds headed by people aged 25 to 34-

grew 13 patent since the last census. r).

median income of this group just kept

pace with inflation.

Rapid growth in the number of middl .

aged householders nearing their peak

earning years boosted overall median

household income in the 1980s.

Householders aged 33 to 44 have the

second highest median income. nearly

540.000 in 1989. During the 1980s. the

number of households in this segment

grew by 51 percent. Householders aged

45 to 34 have the highest median

income$42.200 in 1989. nearly 5

pace= greater than in 1979. after

adjusting for inflation.

The number of householders aged 55

to 64 is down 2 percent since the last

=SUS. The median :ricome of this grour

also fell 2 percent over the decade. The

trend toward early retirement is behind

this income decline.

Householders aged 65 and older

enjoyed the greatest economic gains

during the 1980s. Increases in Social

Security and in pension participation

conoibuted to this group's 14 percent

income gain.

AMON CIMOMMICS I AV1UMv
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THE 1990 CENSUS

Will SHIN_

work force grew by 17

percent since 1980. But

changing demographics

...women accounting NT combined with shifting

almost 60 percent of labor labor force participation

!lime growth since 1980. rates resulted in a sharp

Todai. fully 58 percent of decline in the number of

fewer men aged 16 to 24

in the labor force and 8

percent fewer women. In

contrast. the number of

workers aged 25 to 34

grew by 19 percent among

men and 33 percent among

women and 75 percent of esury-level workers and a women.

men aged 16 or older are decreue in the most

in the labec force. experienced workers.

Overall, the nation's There are 13 percent

The aging of the baby'

boomers produced

dramatic growth in the

number of workers aged,

35 to 44. Over the decadi.

the number of men aged

33 to 44 'on the labor three

rose by nearly 30 percent.

As the labor force parti-

cipation rate for women

aged 35 to 44 leaped from

65 to 78 percent. this

group experienced a 74

percent numerical

increase.

The number of women

aged 55 to 64 who work

droPPed br fully 37

percent since 1980. and the

number of men in this age

group who-u;ork dropped

by 11 pacent. Although

labor force participation

rates for women aged 53 io

64 rose slightly during the

1980s, men's rates fell

because of early retire-

ment. That drop. combined

with a smaller population

in this age group. is behind

the decline in the exper-

ienced work force.

84
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WU SUM..

-that the leading edge of

the baby boom-now aged

33 to 44-4s the most

educated generation ever.

One in four has completed

at least four years of

college. Younger men.

aged 23 to 34. are now

less likely to have

completed four years of

college than were the baby

boomers ten years ago.

The high cost of education

may be pushing young

adults out of college and

into the work force.

One in five Americans

has completed at least four

years of college. up front

one in sia ten years ago.

But you won't be able to

make this comparison

using the 1990 census.

That's because this ;emus

will ask for the education-

al degrees people have

earned. rather than the

number of years of school

they have completed.*

Because not everyone who

See lb 190 Cruas
Quesicuvraire.- American
Demographics. April 1989.
pare 24.

completes four years of

college gets $ degree. the

sham who graduate from

college will be lower than

the share who have

attended college for at least

four years. The 1990 census

will show that natty 19

pecan of Americans have

at least a bachelor's degree.

The census will also

show that the educational

pp between men and

women is narrowing.

Among people aged 43 to

54, the shoe of men with

college degrees is 10 per-

centage points higher than

the share of women. But

among people aged 25 to

34. the difference is less

than I percentage point.

While the share of young

men with four or more

years of college timpped

since 1980. the share of

young women with four or

more years of college

grew.

30 mecca octioeitowas I mow tow
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Hispanics

The Elusive Decade of Hispanics
The Miami-based Cuban American National Couneildne.. hat published a

signfican t report, The Elusive Decade of Hispanics. which NOWa s key issues
and manna that shaped the likpank.Anterican commas, during the 1980s.
Following are some highlighu front the report.

The Decade of Hispanics
Dwindle 1980s the U.S. Kispenic

impaled= stacked *020 million mark.
The media was quick to recognize the
metes pewsworthy. Hence. Hispanics
were "discovaed" in the 1980s and the
general public was amazed that a virtu-
ally ignored group suddenly had be-
come the nation's fasicoirowing
emir/.

So widespread and frequent was
the media commie that the period was
dubbed "the decade af the Hispanics:
and it was anticipated that Hispanics
would seize the opportanky to turn their
numbas into equiablepolidcalempow-
erment and AA participation in the
=doe's social. economic and ethics-
Weal Ufa

But Hispanics did not name as
rapidly as outride observers bad pm-
dieted. United by a common language
and by their mom in nations that were
colonized by Spain, Ifsspanics are di-
vided by country of origin, the recency
sodomy:so of theirenny into out United
Suites. race. age, dass. and the seldom
of the United Scam in which they live.
These Mennen are comddesable, and
in the early years of the decade the
row wae still developing a collet-
tive awaenem of *ease is se 1111-
polka.° It was mond the haerpat of
tivA 1980s that their leadership bops as
(mason a nationallaspenkageodated
ti seriously =Admits potendel bone-
113 thra c.o..** be derived from die
natives t;I:dpening interest in fliipaniF
issues.

The closing of the decade offers an
opportunity to look back Did "die dec-
ade of Hispanics" fulfill its promise?
What was set In motion? Where did it
fill shon of expecations? What was
adtieved? what Um ahead?

What Did Hispanics
Expect?

The issues pursued by ifispanics in

the 1980s reflected their desire to be-
I come active players ba the U.S. pintai-
1 laic society and to participate fulls in
I; the "American DfCine Although the

leadership desk with a wide range of
i MCC= anemias Wes focused most

wvnglyoncmpkiymerisedocarlas,dte
preserratiass of die Hispanic heritage

; and cultural value& and a guest for
ecluitobk political toprosentadoo.

; The Numaers
I In less don a decade the Hispanic
; pacesnage of the total U.S. populadon

mse im 6.3 percent to 8.1 pecan.
Between 1980 and 1988 Hispsnies
aperienced a 34 pavan pow* ram
catqatatie ea 8 peon gepead-popu
laden growth sm. The numbest in- I

; classed from 14.3 million in 1980 to
: 19.4 WU= in 1988. Ia fact Hispanics
Ibecame doe nation's second largest eth-
nic/mid adnority. surpassed only by
black Americo,.

The Gains
. Political representation. The

decade proval that Hispanics ore 'ac-
tively seeking art slowly gaining po-
litical represenalion. In 1984 the num-
ber of Hispanic elected officials in Um
nation was 3.128: by 1988 that figure
had increased by approximately 7 per.
COM to 3,360. However. those 3.360
Hispanic elected officials amounted to
less than 1 mellow/the nation's elecwd
officials. fir below the 8.1 prevent ;Oche
tad populiden tbat Hispenics consti-
tuted in that yes.

By 1988--
230 Hispanics were mayors
1.425 were county and municipal

officials
120 were state legislators
1226 lime education or school

board official& and
11 were U.S. tepresemadves

Hispanic influence has also been
reflected in the appninusent of several
Hispanics to high-level government
position& for example. Laum Cavazos ;

IS U.S. Seamy of Education. and
Manuel Lidan as U.S. Secretary of the
Interior.

Economic Gains. Some economic
gains made by apiaries over the decade
went encoaraging. 1E4980. only 2.3
patent of Hispanic households quali-
fied ra affluent. By 1986 that figure had
quattnarled.reaching9.2 poem higher
dun the black figure of 6.9 percent. and

Hispanic Elected Officiali
Number of Hispanii Elected Officials

3.400

3330

3300

3.200

3.130

3.100

1984 '85 '86

St. Year
'RS

Sew= The Cuban Amnion Nesionil Coma Ine.. The Elusive Decade of Hispanics
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Black America

inexorable march tO the new age. I

However, by demanding that Mack i

consumers subscribe to white products.
white values and white culture by pur-
chasing products that define white atti-

tudes. blacks will continue to feel the
frusuautin of trying to assimilate into a
society whose mainsueam widens,
shrinks or is redirected by s'a weed frms
ow sponsor.'

Toward An Atrican-Amerlcan Agenda: An Inward Look
Dr. Ramona Huge Edelin
President and Chief Executive Officer

. National Urban Coalition

while domestic demovaphic pro-
jecunns diffa.there is noquestion about
the facts that the number of workers
available to the U.S. work force is ill
sharg decline. That is to say. we already
know there will be a labor shortage in
the nem:maim that the need for higher
educationalandtechnotogicalexpenise
of dui work force Ms increased dia-
=deafly atthesameWnethattheprepa-
ration in mathematic; and science of all
American high school graduates hu
declined shrimingly. relative to other
students in the global economy: that
children of color hsve been under-pre-
pared at an =conscionable level and to
a totally unattetitable degree. particu-
larly in the technological fields: and
that. when we add women. who are oho
underprepmed in the technical fields, to
the pool of Available workers. the per-
carnage of potential workers requiring
great investment in their talent and
knowledge approaches 85 percent.

: Racism, elusion, and sexism must not
continue to man the development al

11 a solid American work force, d' eco-
! comic opporiunky and a stable standard

of living ate to remain all-important to
Americans.

Despite the range of personal feel-
ings and opinions in matters of race.
there have been substantial changes in
elements of African Americans over the
past SO years. due to systemic public
and private responses to the need to
develop America's human capital. We
want to press such changes much fur-
ther. to their conclusion: to the perfect
and unlimited equality of the African-
American. and of other people of color.

Before cultural renewal can unfold.
before education can lead our group
back to its ancestral mastery in learning,
before the development of a seli-sus-

structured way to sham talent and ad-
in society. The middle class wants a

vantage with those less fortunate who
I. are of their families and group. and to

reverse the brain-drain that depletes our
I sdll-segrepted cities. Childmn and

young aduksoften do not have the benefit
I of an extended family with seniors or

eiders who can share wisdom. mkt mac-
: dad counsel with them. rar too many

women, who are nce inherently unable
to raise families by any means, lack the

mining economic infrastructure can be support network of male and female
realized. we must want and decide to . family and fried& who are always
make the most of being African in needed to help in the raising of children
America. This key decision aus be a aS pan of a social or cultural group.

compelling creative challeagetesultkig " How can we ensure that systemic

in periect fluency if we properly under- ; racism will be too costly to be continued

stud 1-Asibilians and work together in the l990s? When we understand w hat

toward schieving them. it means to be equal. to make ourselves
Agendas thataddress what wound i the perfect and unlimited equals of any

or should have from the menial or group. repin control anti power over

larger society include impacting public ' fur lives and destinies and those of our

policy at the state and local as well as childrenwhen we have chosen to
federal levels. panicularly in areas se- redevelop missives and our culture.
lated to ending our segregation from then the costs of institutionalized dis-
capital. and ending discrimination criminadon against us will be too high
housing, employment. education. and in America,Asuccessfelcuhtual Offen-
the cnminal justice system. Renewed sivewhich wouid um= us and coordi.

demands for reparations and reSistance nate and focus ow leadersMp: create
with respect to Reagan Cowt roll-bacirs 4 markets. businesseland *a: reestablish
in affirmauve action affecting employ- mastery in learning and materially
mem opporimuty and economic dent- i change the lives of our poor. near-poor.

opmern are the clear priorities, and middle classes so that our group
All the research corroborates our ; substantially enhances the Productivity

. experience that isolation of parts of ours and competitiveness of thts nation
I group. such as "dropouts." "unwed will ensure that the "old. tired baggage

tems.""learning disabled." chikken.or I of racial discrimination and bigon7"
"senile" senior citizris only increased must be discerded Ofs the way from the
their inability to function productively :1 1980s to the new millenium.

Mean Family Income:
Selected Years

(1988
Median Family Income
Black White B/W B/W

Agpestate`
Gap

1988 519.329 533.91, 57.0 514.586 Sill Billion
1987 19 '68 33.723 56.8 14.557 107 Billion
1986 19.01 33255 57.1 14254 104 Billion
198.1 18.455 32.051 57.6 13.596 99 Billion
1982 16.670 30.161 53.3 13.491 91 Billion
198U 18.196 31:147 57.9 13.251 83 Billion
1978 19.739 33.327 591 13.588 80 Billion
1970 19.144 3 LYN 613 12.065 61 Billion

'Equals tmcan White Family Income - Mean Black Family Intomet x. Number of
Black Families
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of Me Census. Money Income and

Povrn SUMO clt MU Table Cakulatioru of aggregates and gaps done by author.

IS Youth Polley
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.-11 Separate but equal al over again
In Louisiana, a court battle
over desegregating the
state's public colleges has
raised racial passions

KistBensiett symbolixesboth the
success end the figure of the
nadoe's campeigne=

pm its colleges and
Lan mon* the senior Rom New
Orleans was elected president of the
26,000-member student body at
Louisiana State University in Baton
Roup by one of the herrn margins
in the school's history. Bennett Is
one of only 1.900 black studs= at
LSU, the state's Sags* univetelty.
H. sehesed LSUo wer predominant-
ly black mhos% for academic new
soca Bus shim his &oilman year,
when be learned that LON Wm%
nide were sepepted. Bennet has
endured indignities small and tarp.
'Too get ajoice finality from Day
Om" he says.

Newly Blur decades alter the
Sups= Conn declared separate
school systems the blacks and whites
uncenstitudonaL public Idaho" au-
cake in Louisianaand through-
out the Southremains largely seg.
regaled. Lest year, a federal court in
New Oda= ordered Louisiana to
take sweeping step to eliminate the
"tadsl Idend5abflhy" of in 19 col-
lege and univeskies. Enrollment is
as ken 90 pervent black at four of
the schools, while whites makeup 74
percent to 92 mom of the student
bodies at 14 of the ekes.

The comt called for Louisiana to
merge the governing beards of la
threeseparate university systems. in-
&aiding predominaady black South-
ens University, which has three cam-
puses and 14.000 mass. -It also
require! affirmadvooetion edam's-
nom policies at bosh black and
white schools enrollment ceilings to
prevent the ''ffishr of students to
sonwrace oho* and the merger of
the LSU and Southern law schools.
both looted in Baton Roos&

UM* opponsto. The ruling. the
!sten turn in a am Stst brought by
the U.S. kedge Depanment in 1974,
has raised important lepl issues that
may ultimately be decided by tin
Supreme Court. Must states do mere
than abolish lap! segregation in their
college and universities? And. if se.
what mint they do? The Louisiana
cue could affect desegregation plans
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under way throughout the South and
in border states such as Marylend.
The High Court recently agreed to
review an Oklahoma case tnvolving
SiMilar imum in elementary and sec-
ondary education.

In Louisiana, the court's order
has also ipited an educational and
political controversy fraught with
irony. The four predominantly
black public colleges want to keep
thinp as they are nowend so do
many black educators, who are in
the unusual position et* supporting
publicly funded segregated wheels.
By contrast. the Louisiana chapter
of the Nationei Association fur the
Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) agrees with the court.

Two of the states top officials. both
Dernoonus, are similarly divide!.
Governor Charles "Buddy"
UMW WENS one system alone
Any. Oen. William Ouste. Jr..
wants sewn, govanume.

Many members of Louisiana's
civil-rights communal?: which, has
struggled for newly two decades to
integre, the state's public colleges
and intim:him are enraged. "we
wanted to end separate black
schoa ls. snd now they want sees-
rue black collegen." says Raphael
Cesium% Jr., cochairmen of the
Cidzens' Committee for Equity and
Excellence in Louisiana's Universi-
ties. °Ws separate-bat-equal all over
spin." Rupert Richardson. presi-
dent of the Louisiana NAACP. calls
Southern Universitys resistance
"embarrassing."

The controversy in Louisiana
comma a time when student inter-
est in black college nationwide is
rising,. Enrollment at the nation^s 87
pubhc and pinto black schools has
Jumped 10 percent this year. That is
due, in pan, to an increase in the
minority poptdadonand also to *
reassenment by some blacks of the
merits of inteigration, especially en
higher education. Predominantly
black college enroll 20 percent of
the nation's black students but
award 40 percent of the bacbelor's
degrees earned by blacks.

Supporters of Louisiana's black
OOliales, renaming similar vents-
magi* elsewhere. contend that the
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Where CO* bio-tech, cnid of empires, a new knowledge

explosion and anti-/0fmk* reaction, a youth-heavy
third world and graying first world are taking u&

By Earl YL FosIl

T THE MOMENT IT'S THE GEST

of tbe new deade.

hour adviser tu industrklists is

in. But everywhere you look
some columnist or $5,000-an-

brashly trying to paint in details

hideowo foreign ministrs
fens@ ministry, intellierree

Nineties. Nobody's colored them

In almost every presidential

headquarters. corporate board
mom think husk ;dentine association, and Invest-
ment house the taw year end new decode are
twinging= a spurt ((planning ahead. The habitu-
al gresshoppem otgovernment are playing ant.

Not to be left beldnd, let's look. just as beasMy
but at no charms& where vm're heeded In the We
and *a start of the neat millamitun.

Obviously what's of prima knportance to each
of you la that you and your family survive, make
progress, ani learn a few things in the foramens-
*decade. And that requIrea that the home planet
and Ns spades survive, and experience gradual
rather then radical change on Its surface and thin
skin of atmosphere. So the chief two-legged ape-
des Washouts needs to put into prat:* what a
mefority of its adults probably understand in their
more thought1W moments. That's poptdation con-
vol. CO2 toren* sod-loss and Nest-loss coati*,
drug-use control, !Wing-on-credit controlIn
short, self-control. of it simple: none of It essy

Next, to color In the Vs and beyond. avoid both
rose-colored &met and gloom-and-doom dark
glasses and do what architects and fashion design-
ee, do: Pay attention to both the history hooks and
the innovator& We're safely past Mg. as events in
%%VOW and Eastern Eurnpe show. and heading
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Air 2001, sa many of the Innovations I'll list in
ndnute indicate. But before joining the alsolutists
who her) prematurely proclaimed the End of His-
tory the End of the Engibli Novel. or the End at
the Denseautie Pnrsideney ki recent months, re-
member two other date= IRS and 1348.

The gents who ron the Congress of vrrna ir
1815 not only put Europe back into shape after
NaPolnen run roughshod through it. they paved
the my for the return of conservative monarchy in
the wake of the unsettling Reich Revolution. Na-
poleon's perestroike program, and his imperial 11-
nat ehoptec In 1848, the rigidity brought on by
that restoration of monarchy came widely unglued
In an upsurge of Solidarity-Os pupae unmst that
swept Europe. But that push for free institutions
5seledor rather submerged to reappear. sporad-
'cab in American abolitionism Russia's freeing of
serf,. Gandhian in India and South Africa. the
1919 and 1939 Chinese student protests. 1956
Hungarian revolution. 11163 Prague Spring. 1979-
110 Gdansk shipyard uprising. and 19EFA; domino
run of protest through Moscow's inner and outer
empires, dimming at Berlin's modern wall of Jeri-
cho.

If there are lessons for theWs in this over-con-
doned historyy, one is that China's younger gener-
ation will be heard from again. The liberation that
Deng started end stopped is not over yet. A -ve-
ond, somewhat opposite, probability h that the
great popular outburst in Eastern Europe well.
like 1848, settle into something less liberated.
What's likely is a scenario in which Hungary.
Poland. East Germany. and Czechosknakia be-
come economically anociated with the nes% Wr-4t
European market while remaining, like riamel.
pnlitically and militarily respectful of Mogrow.

. . I
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Were living in a heady mil No* don't nnen
rt to see an empire implode. The Roman. Otto.
SThA Mogul. Doltish. and Poxtugowse empirvs to
now fewdied about as slovAy ss a Wagnerian
Pismo. But there. on cameo, Ow all the %mid to
pre, was the Romano+ empb e, turned into a eon-
pamerate by Stalin being dismembered in record
time. Proof of the power of global kraavkdge and
she aspirations of average people. But we shouldn't

. exaggerate what is already extraordinary into
Utopia History his not Wen suagenskl.

Ncm as promkod, hae's a mireellaneous mix of
innovations and political and eeonomic prohabill-
dee for the amine decades. les purposely un-
methodical, Landed to provoke thinking not tee-
med Nostrsdamus. Witch far:

The hip-engineering of plants to make more
efficient food-production use of the sun's snow
through photosynthesis. A:se, norther genetic
engineering to add nitrogen-lbdng roots to an ar-

: ivy of vegetable end Aids plata. :Dewing them to
! partially self-fertilize se the legume plants (paw

beim lentils) do. Biologistswe already at work on
nitrogen-Mug pains

I A new oil pinch that will spur progress on pho-
tovoltaic cell eMdenc y. kakis research (hot and
big min likely than cold and in a beaker), and
anewellident bddthis awl vehicles. The vehi-
cles will almost =lei* include more improved
electric cars and clayey vans in urine aress and
more Mint iss esa.

Mach-2 air bevel (double the speed of sound)
sad Mach-1/2 baba. Neither envireanental con-
terns nor neerhatentsneces global business corn.
munkstion systems will fend affcorporate desire
for these keywipected transport speakop.

The start et multiracial South African govern-
ment, whose blab leadership will eventually be-
con the most influential in Africa %betas firms
especially those with geed labor and Inn rights
panda, will find a simptive business elknate.

Sporadie but nevertheless real progress at
curbing AIDS sad drug abase, hugely basun of
a new genaralisibhielth Ono The present crisis
is mon doeposetal then the late 19th century's
similar expedmenWies with drugs. but the rea-
sons thr tuning timicarnirsze much the earns

las amass at anthg nudger end poison pa
=WS 00116116" espieltily In Tina SYria.
beg, Indis, aid Pakbtan.

Cars, end thdr engines, made hicramingly of
high4trerigth inseldned plastics (except, anomie.
for bowiwood dads and bleier Mb on high-tee:
epode maids veg./else Wee dory below).

Amin to anthem its actimulation of disposahle
tt capital to imams at laid as powerAd in benidnit

economic terms as Britain or the US d the height
of their globs! ping But Burmanand US corn-
petition la world markets should begin to halt the
g ennoth oft Jammu market share in many global
industries..

. Mon interactive computer Inatmction to aid

r Wants lignarrna

adence. math. and geography education.
One major virtue: alloaing students to
proceed it a pace to ilt their varkd learn-
ing speeds.

The globalization of baseballafter
ail, the two econceic superpowers, Japan
and the US, ars colonel imperialists for
the only sport where a balk means you
advance.

Low-enerv steel smelting using a ra-
pid solidlikation pima that can spin sit
rizor-blade-thln steel st the speed of a
race CU

First steps lewd space colonizetkl
sterling with experiments in dosetkyde.
selfastakdng fling In orbiting oseelaba.

Thailand and giant India Joining the Asian
tigers as economic success stories. despite Thai-
land's AIDS problem and Intikee perennia bouts
with factionslism and povertx

Cubs. Ethiopia, and even Albania Joining the
stampede suiy from one-pert/ corromation.

More joint farearch and development efforts
Woking two or more nations' ilrms. Examples:
US-hreeli computeroonoolled drip irripdon sys-
tems ibr arid regions. Japan-US comp.tmip.rst-
ad greenhouses for "rains vegetables
in colder climates.

More firms daring to build the cats ofenviron-
mental safeguard technolog into pidngfor their
produrts.

A quiet stmt. of isms in the °one European
houseRoman Catholicism. Proteilthstirm.
socialism. At Issue abortion, the role of labor, sub-
sidy patio, sad relations witli the Islamicworld
across the Mediterranean and at Russia's back
door

But enough. That's a mdom taste el me&
ties snd pbfflties Whet mut be ramenbired Is
that all the surface stuffthe baseball bata and
high.onength piss* cereflost on an underIving
magma of what we might es9 the Big Mph: And
those big topic. are not unlike that chunk choice
the lady or the Dia Openone docr and the Vs sad
beyond uo the bat &Dm Openthe can and.

Because ot their ambling); the Big lbpks are
best phrased as questions

Will weed pActIne end trAde lamese faster
than world populationask:Iv Maier pin of
geode arid services Ca doe Oneaudit fat here is
that about 95 otevery 195 children born trk the WI
will be born In thini-woeld nations.

With the poor nations youth-heavy and In-
doubt northern nations graying and aperient.-
hog labor shortagea, will labor cane to where the
jobs Are? Or will Jobe go to where the labor let
North America has generally Imported labor vis
Asian and Letin immigrant% Japan has submit-
crated out work to fla Asian neighbors as Ihr away
as Sri Lanka and Banoisdesh. Both the US and
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Ohere scribbled Verne, a bourgeois French stockbroker living in a. world that I

didn't even believe earth flight was possible, brashly predicting rocket trips to
the moon 104 years before they happened 1

the Asian boom states are likely to export work to Latin
Americo in coming decades. Western Europe to East Europe
and the Mediterranean shores.

Will W. burn so much Nei to run factories, rronPultirk
offices, veldeles, and houses (ard obliterate so much carbon
dioxide-imbibing veptellon) that we eventually fry the
globe's lend masses and flood Its muffins sad port Mee

Will the population of thou who benefit from the Imewl-
edge explosion Inman hater than the population of those
who are left behind and make easy recruits for the anti-
knowledge exploded (That runs ri from the merely mode-
coed to those embracing the occult, reckm, the drug Mime,
or some destractira fam atitmdanientillw0

WM global television (and all Be Itbdred electronic net-
works) make frawarable the lined at demo:men freedom
at ideas, freedom to travel, hoe wow* of Mee and rem
dom to compete? Or lit Mae and °Wheel at Antics" in
37 languages become the opiate of the people?

I Will slough of sack new generation kora soaks* uttf-
dbeipline to svdd the excesses of either =productive hedo-
nism or uncreative authoritarianism? fast MOM enough
self-discipline to demand that their detainbe buirally uefl
educated. to save mom then they bone% to nequira that both
politkians and ccesumer products live up to **promises or
be droPpedJ

Will pa* atoll cultism gain the kbd of spirit/ad under-
pinning that prairies both indval Adak and concern for
the larger Musa ibmily?

If history is wry guide, none al those giant sithentr mow
dons will be answered *deb* The Imenvisdge explosion
and movements no soars, I or escape I W, 6r Ingildok
continue to dash* be tandem'EseagokIng 614 MUM
among government Wen and educators simpky aim to
e x p e n d t h e portion ci the "Oaks Mot boas Am ad
understands /he new Imaredg e. nett the only way their
notions will amain conspeeitkee in theworld tithe yea auto-
ry. Skeptics would say, rislitlx that such a pragmatic
approach is merited, bemuse ends &the "new Imenekdge is
provisional anyway and sbou;$ be treated u such, not
enshrined as dopes.

Nee is the global communication, explosion ilksky to be a
center ady at the Mode at freedom Both gold and draw we
*ding the globeAdam Sndth, Itenenmen Squaw, Gad-
do Riven, ths riddled Beret WI, Vans White. Mid Cas-
tro. Baryahnlkov, arid Muse chain saw massacres. Docu-
drama chew doctusentaclea. Date banks are storing mane
Warmth= about more subjects then the Library at Akan-
dria to the hundredth pivot But they me aIs o. havitabla

storing misinformation and obsolete information. And even I
the molt educated dtkena have less and less time to probe $
the memory banks for ell the gold that Is available.

By DOW you may be impatiently muttering that you know
the Big albpke and they have remained largely the same for
years, some of them for centuries. I mention them as one
more reminder that what's most Important in history often
Ike &datums` no-new-thintunder-theem dictum. And
also to remind us that. Attungerecsating Is a risk-prone buai .
nese at best.

HOW ebe ean you explain why one noted economig ore.
dicta b contrineing Midi that an era of mope* and a -mu
Dow act Nat around the corner and another am* noted
economkt prattle a global depeasiont A/numbly there's I
nothing about the Anuralogy aide that the Adore won't cure.
The problem is thew me too many variables even for econ-
*mists nth the biggest computer models to Imow how the I
whole Rube Goldberg contrapdon is going to work horn year I
to year. But that's no reason for despait The 4.000 Dow
eeonomist is probably right In the long run, OMR if we dip
through recession to get them

pluses outweigh the minuses; menkind has program& But
As we look beck aver Mtn two things ere dose The I

(2) no generation has pet thinp in such clockwork order.
madly or logieticalls dist it lam Altura se/orations with
IWO to wale with. As the articulate paleontologist Stephen
Jay Gould argues, history is both time% arrow and time's
gds. It repute main themse and vadations (seldom the
mut melody again) In gds., but it shalom:, forward like
an anew sibrwsre does not surnmstee morstsseentor even
Improved kdividnal value di*, merely beramedknowledge
with which to acquit* (or ignore) wisdom

The kind of breasting and advance planning that all the
ininktrise and think teaks (and thb alemet) are venturing at

&es so by holm us to make nes ell the highly devekiwt
many details wrong, but it generally moves a forward. It
this anon mimics the bumbler Award of Mete, It gets

Isamu copeck to think rationally end planahead.
A final ammple, dawn from history maw the point.
In 1885 Jules ibrne wrote hie dude novel "nom the

Earth to the Moen wee a mill kiumph. Then scribbled
Nine, a bowie* Ptenelt stockbroker ihtig In a world that
didn't even bdieve earth Welt wee possible, bnet Y predict-
ing rocket nips to the moon 104yews beim they happened.
A big step for Mow s masa clap fcr manklorl

Bra hie publisher deckled to add pkture& And Verne's it-
Writer didn't hive whet Mop Bush calls the vision thing,
The *Met drew Vine's bole? Inistinothe rotket night In
skid& earthbound limbic% mskher It Wit for all the worid
De a Paris-Lyon dam Wain with het- and second-dm car-
ting& velvet plush teat& End bras palighte.

The forecasting buatnese has slyer been thus. Win same,
hoe some. But one forgives the gealtipate if the bradconcept
of getting to the moon inspires intim kwnana to ad. cc,
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AMERICAN
VISION FOR THE

1990s
1111 by the Staff of Foots=

Cei MIT YEARS. An era. An adult lifetime. If
you want to grasp how long it has been since
Foirmws was launched, just consider: In
1930 fewer than 50,000 cars traveled the
toads of Japan-94% of them Made in

. ad. AmeriCa. Paddilie was yet to be purified
and put to general use. Television had not been invent-
ed. Nor jet planes, electronic computers, rada4 zaogra-
phy We Md sex, of course, but net much in the way of
drugs, and nothing resembling sock-and-roll. .

In this article Font/Nal staff will not attempt to pre-
dict the nest 60 years. That woad be too easy; who, af-
ter all, would remember whaz we said come the year
2050? Instead, we offer our best estimate of what to ex-
pect from today until the year 200e--in politics, in the
economy, in science, and in sodety at large.

During the 1990s and for some time beyond, the U.S.
will remain the world's only true sr-4erpow= But con-
sider for a moment the " urill of that word. We
emphatically do nor mean America will command
. us position by brandishing fts military might. Yes, U.S.
arms are still the workils strwmgest, and re Wrin among
friends who seek to pseserve the peace in Europe and
Asia. But the U.S. does sok and shmdd not, relish the
role of global cop and prindpid bankroller for the West-
ern alliance: Its very succes, crowned by the crumbling
of Communism We Czechoslovakia to Nicaragua, en-
titles it to iay down part o( this costly burden. The enemy
has grown Ins menacing, the allies MOM capable.

America's true strength will be found elsewhere. The
U.S. rema:ms by far the wield's mon vigotous economy
(with a GNP of $5.2 trillion, more than 40% larger than
Avail's). It is the biggest market for foreign goods, the
biggest magnet for fortis:* capital, ths biggest investor

16 FORTUNt MARCH 26. 1990

oversee In Europe alone, Americans spent $15 billion
buying companies last year, nine times as much as the

Jasncelsie.

gh its export performance is often decried and
indeed isn't what it should be, the U.S. still runs neck
and neck with West Germany as the volume leader.
America's share of global markets no longer approaches
50%, as it did when Europe and Japan were dragging
themselves off the mat in 1950. But the present share.
20% to 25%, is as large as it was in the more normal
mrs of commeice before %rid War IIand where it
has stood since the early I960s.

MERICA'S CONTRIBUTION to the
world will continue to be in the realm of
ideas and ideals. Militaiy strength con-
tained Communism, yes, but whm van-
quished it, what showed it up as the

les* hollow box that it was, was an
idealiberal democracyand its phenomenally suc-
cessful application in America, Europe, and Asia.

Scientific ideas are traveling fast too. The workl now
stands on the verge of transformational developments in
molecubr biology and computers. Ralph Gomory. for-
mer head of research at IBM and currendy presidetr nf
the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, predicts with "total
confidence" !hat computers will become 100 times
cheaper in the ant two dendes. This means that most
of the information revolution is still ahead of us. In the
19,00s and beyond, thinking machines will process more
information fast% affecting our lives more intimately
and pervasively than we can now imagine.

Coming breakthroughs in Wort deal with informa-
tion processing of a clicent ripe. Practitioners of this

5
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v science am unraveling the mysteries of DNA, the
aoscopic threadlike tape holding the coded informa-

tion that dictates the structure and functiim of living
things. This will lead to an unprecedented undentmW-
ing of how man, animals, plants, and microorganisms
function. That knowledge will then be used to make
prnducts and to create whole new induztries that don't
exist today

These and other developments vii." find their way
into practical application though the initiative of feisty
entrepreneurs-and multinational behemnbs. America
is famous for 'creating both. Some 685.U00 businesses
were born in the U.S. bst mr, mist quite ordinary of
course, but many foun..d on original ideas. Global
cotPutatiulle purveying the goods and services that
lizliplerrzle lead better lives, will continue to project

l
in the ahead. ating out of

sheerest secrtesest, they can be a surprisingly effec-
tive force for
M their best, biro
and e on ba-
sis merit and invest on
the basis of potential,
while too
often their fa-
vorsa subsidy here, a

ie barrier thece--on
basis of narrow po-

Utica, advantage.
For all its many short-

comings, America prom-
ises to remain p bea-
con for Since
1970 it has in more
of them than the rest of
the world combined. In
the 1980s the Wow was
the largest of any de-
clkia of the century
wound 630,0001ast
(not counting en-
trants). In the I the
U.S. will be wise to admit
even more shied people.
This will bring profound
economic benefits, for
immigrants carry with
them creativity and ener-
gyboth RAW,* im-
portant in an information
age when competitive-
ness depends on the gust-
; lf a nation's brains.

iigrants also tend to
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be young, one reason the U.S. in the 1990s will have
most youthful, and potentially most productive, wi
force m the industrialized world.

As America's 76 million baby-boomers ap., they
exert their accustomed inauence on the shape of sock
With the oldest of them now 44, growing numbers will
through the personal changes common to people w
arrive at midlife. The desire for independence, for com-
a one's time, for a more balanced life, will beconp
prime value. Increasingly, boomers fantasize abotl qu
ting the large corporation and starting businesses eg tir
own. Flow will corporaticsis manage people who thi
hie that? By gjving more than lip service to the idea t.

, employees need autonomy, higWrewards for peat
mance, and an enriched sense of pu .

&manful will learn ind ads
restructuring if necessary means ms
than cost-cut a more. It means delivering

the promise of partici
tory management, alk
ing employees a say
how the organization
designed, how work
assigned, how they k
compensated. The late
studies of business sh
that providing work
with a sense of particir
don increases product.
ty far more than liven,
pay. Miming employc
loose to figure out t
best _via), to do the
can lead to double-d
surges in output.

gta. FORTUNE'S staff ecor
forecast that

US. economy will gi.
an average of 2VI%
3% a year during
1990s, aboin the same
hi the 1970s and 1981
Contrary to popular
doei, America is !rat $
ing into a hamburg.
Biwa economy. Indt
uW production will
pand at roughly the sa
rate as real GNP (40%
which Is in manufact.
ing). We anticipate
Ration averaging 4
to 5% a year during t
decade d re ad f u cr

810leepssisselmdtbellaaatieeesea, 4sreollliklidelmikaa Mod



pared with the 11/2% to 2% of the 1960s but not much
worse than it has been lately As import conpetition
lessens, profks will grow faster than nominal GNP, about
10% a year. Tbe trade delkit is likely to shrinkhelped
by a decline in the dollar of some 10% in the next few
yearsbut it will not disappeet With the Social Securi-
ty surplus counted in, the federal budget deficit will
probably diminish to zero by the year 2000.

ILL RECESSION STRIKE dur .
ing the decade? Yes, at least once.
Mk have not mpealed the eccmom-
b cycle. And the Federal Reserve
may weP raise interest rates to
fight inflation, edging the economy

into decline. 'Double * the resent weight of corporate
and personal debt could turn a recessionaty gully into
the Grand Canyon.

The ovedeveraging of American corporations will
take years to set straight Many leveraged buyouts
will drift into 11, and defaults on junk bonds
will emidnually isms. The time to repent is nigh:
Look for a decline in the number of new Ms and
nandally engineered hostile takeovers.

In the past few months major corporations have
grown fearful of debt. St are a period in which
equity caw &ft:10mndfilkivig: wildby

L,Ite .C°111-,and.

will remain shaky, ane=tional, conservative lend-

' I up retained , bond market

eninsurance and finance companieswill regain the
power they had lost to the purveyors of junk. FIN bor.
rowers that will mean tighter money and tougher terms.

America's greatest challenge will be one of values.
The U.S. has itsown Third Staid country within its bor-
ders: an increasingly deprived, separated, and self-per-
petuating underdassmostly but certainly not entirely
black and Hispanic. With homelessness, poverty vio .
lance, drug adelktion, inadequate health cake, and the
well-known woes of Its education system, America pre-
sents an ugly face to the world. Many Europeans and
Asians feel there is little they ham to learn from the
U.S.and much that it could ream from themabout
combining a more civil societywitheconomic prosperity

The economic growth foreseen by Foanirm's econo-
mists will not do much by itselfto lessen poverty So how
do we break the hean-rending cycle of multigenera-
tional destitution? Dowe resort to totalitarian acts, tak-
ing children away from unfit mothers and unhealthy
environments? Who will judge a mother's fitness? Who
will provide a better environment? But ifwe do nothing,
how will we change the nation-sapping crle of self-de-
structive behavior?

We at FORTUNE value free markets but recognize that
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they atone cannot solve this American dilemma. Taking
some first steps will require government incentives and
government spending. On the basis of what we know
now, more money would be well allocated to Head Start,
housing vouchers, and tax credits for the working poor,
to name a fewprograms. But we still have much to learn
nabout vfttw lwit kna, d what vnli not, how to hell) the

their will to help themselves.
In the I "4 I I 4. 9 'deal fennent now boiling, this

search for the balance between security and risk
taking, , and the welfare state, reaches far be-
yond America's borders. Many who sought refuge in
Communism yeats ago did so in hopes of finding a way
to =clients what they saw as capitalism's cruel injus-
tices. That Communism failed them does not imply that
their complaints were hypocritical or their motives in-
sincere. Now as ex-Communist nations grope their way
toward liberal democracy, the danger is that in their eu-
phoria they will -4 " democracy to do too muchand
give up too easily " totalitarian solutionscan exert
an irresistible pull on the desperate.

ERHAPS AMERICA'S richest gift to the
rest of the world now would be tO show that
racial and ethnic harmony can work, that
the relatively affluent 85% of society can
help lift the 15% who remainpoor, often
despondently so. This will require a deeper

MSC of ammunity, mons Americans working togzther
with values that ire inclusive, nurturing, and caring, as
opposed to competitive, individuallstic, and selfish.

When Form Wpn, America had a visionin fact.
it has had many visions over the years. Most have been
realized, some beyond our wildest dreams. Americans

out of the Depression and-helped defeat fascism.
carried the banner of democracy and helped

spread affluence around the world. They have done
much to win the Cold War and to Inspire Communist
nations and Third World states to search for their own
forms of social democracy or market capitalism, to find
the kind of society that would encompass the advan-
tages that the U.S. dearly has, abngw.th thesocial safe-
ty nets it has not yet learned to design.

So what is the American vision now?
To get on with the work of building a society that is

open, diverse, pluralistic, and free. A society that is non-
racist and nonsexist but believes in equality of opportu-
nity, not equality of result. We spent miwh of the 20th
century saving a decaying old world order horn its pent-
up pathologies. If we are wise, we can move ahead in
America's third century by addressing our unmet social
needs and promoting economic health at home while re-
maining first among equals in building a newand
freeeobal political order. 1:1
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Nice tries
The United States trade deficit with Japan has not narrowed, despite periodiC efforts to reduce it.The gap Is shown, intOpns of dollars, on scale at right.,
74 475 '76 '77 '78 *79 '80 '81 '83 '84 '85 '86 '87 '88 '89
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Japan agrees
to expand its
economy and
increase

`- American imports.

fnampow 111«...

1.1. 01.4s....

Bowing to American demands to loosen quotas. Japan
says it will increase Imports of beef and citrus.

101

Japan accepts voluntary
restrictions on car
exports to the U.S.

Japanese Government calls for less emphasis
on exports and removal of obstacles to imports.

U.S. and Japan
begin talks after
Washington
complains about
Japanese import
limits on
supercomputers,
satellites and
wood products.

_
1- Japan agrees to slop dumping computer chips on iii.. .........

the world market and to buy more chips from abroad.

i_L._ I_ _.. I_____J

I U. ..S. enacts a sweeping trade law toughening
tts stance on other countries' trade barriers.

Source: Department of Corninerce
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Clouded Economy
Prompts Colleges
to Weigh Chang0es
Uttprecttictited illicit:it scot

Zin privaic-scctor tr t gjes

By KAREN R MUCK
Officials of both public and private uni-

versities across the country are brucing for
an unfavorable economic climate in the
1990s.

Predictions that the mounting federal
deficit will block increases in public financ-
ing are causing worry. and talk of a possi-
ble recession also contributes to the eco-
nomic cloud that hovers over higher edu-
cwion's view of the next decade.

As a result, numerous colleges are be-
ginning to make changes that borrow
heavily from the transformations that
swept American industry in the 1980's.
when stiff foreign competition forced
many corporations to streamline their op-
erations or go under.

As if torn from the pages of a marketing
textbook. terms like "customer orienta-
tion." "market niche." and "client rein- .

tions" are creeping into the lexicon of col-
lege administrators with increasing fre-
quency. CRL4-ett- 0
Spiraling Prices for Lab Equipment

Colleges have borrowed cost-cutting
methods from the government and the pri-
vate sector on a piecemeal basis in the
past. but experts in finance say an unprec-
edented interest in private-sector strate-
gies is now sweeping higher education as
administrators seek a formula for assuring
their colleges` financial viability through
the end of the century and beyond.

Judging by the seriousness of the chal-
lenges ahead. colleges may need all the

p they can get. Spiral.ing prices lor lab-
oratory equipment and facilities are raisine

1 0 4



The U.S. Stake in Reunification
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Third World Increasingly Dependent on
imported Grain
Africa, a largely agrarbn con-

tinent beset by environmental
deterioration and a record popu-
lation increase, has become
heavily dependent on imported
grain as it tries tc.1 offset a two-
decade decline in per capita pro-
duction. Countries in the north-
ern tier Emrpt. Libya. Tunisia.
Algeria. and Morocco now
bring in half the grain they con-
sume. Even with continental im-
ports of an estimated 28 million
tons in 1988. millions of people
in sub-Saharan Africa were lett
hungiry and malnourished, some
on the verge of starvation.

The combination of a small
and shrinldng cropland area per
pane and rising prospnity in
many countries ha, made Asia
the leading food-importing re-
gion. Its purchasn surpassed
those of Europe during the mid-
1960s, and all Indications are
that they will continue to rise
during the 1990. and beyond.

Eastern Europe and the Soviet

Perhaps the best indicator of
long-tem shifts in food produc-
tion Motive to demand can be
seen in the changing geogyaphic
pattern of world food trade. In
1950, most of the grain in inter-
national trade Rowed from
North Amnia to grain-defidt
Western Europe. The rest of the
world was essentially self-suffi-
dent. That has changed dramat-
ically In count decodes. Since
mid-century, North Monica
bedtime:sad its grain
more than fivefold, homer
lion to 119 million tons, MOW
ing u the world's boodbasket.

LOW Americo became a grain-
dell* region in the 1970s. with
net imports of roughly 11 million
tons by19811. Despite a vast land
area, &1W now ',subtly im-
ports both whin and feed-
globs. These imports plus those
at Mock% with its growing food
deadt and of seenol smaller
count** mon than offset ex-
ports hem Argendne.

Union, which were importing at
record levels in the late 1970s
and early 1980s, are slowly re-
dudng their dependence on out-
side grain. Whether they reach
self-sufficiency will depend
higrraktuon the success of 54 met
a ral reforms.

Western Europe is perhaps
the most interesting regional
story. In the early 14/411s. it
ended two centuries 40 Jepen-
dance on imported grain, a de-
peudmice that began with the
Industrial Revolution and the

riVof manufactured500rr food and raw mate-
rials with the rest of the world.
Steadily advaticing farm tech-
nologies, farm-su7port prices
well above the world market
level, and a population growth
rate that _is approaching zero
have COVIWud to push the re-
gion's net exports above those
of Australia.

Lester R. Brown

The Changing Pattern of World Grain Trade.

egion

1950481
1950 1960 1970 1980 19882

+ 131 + 119

io - 11

-16 +22
- 46 - 27

- 15 28

- 63 - 89

+ 19 + 14

(million metric tons)

North America + 23 + 39 +
Latin America + 1 0 +4
Western Europe - 22 - 28 -30
E. Europe and Soviet Union 0 0 0

Africa 0 - 2 - 5
Asia - 6 - 17 - 37
Australia and New Zealand + 3 + 8 + 12

slit.se or hewn net eirpotilynue Er. nal imparts.
°Preliminary.
Smears: U.N. Food rod AvIcultut Orgooltodoo: U.S. Doosomonl of Agiaskuro. Forokin Ark-untold Socvlac
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Hypergraphics:
"The Classroom of the Future"

by JIM WILSON

The self-learning approach has been used for
most of the practical research in. and applica-
dons of. computer-based training. That ap-
proach. which has been favored even for inter-

actve video, entails a one-on-one interaction between
student and computer, Thus it is not only capital-
intesuive (requiring one computer per etude's) but also
demands that students be self-motivsted emsugh to
work on their own. i-

Them is an alternativc Computer technology can be
used within the existing classroom environmern to
suppmt rather supplant the instructor. One such
application of the technology is now being imple
=nod in schools and =porno training facilities
throughout the country. It is called Hypergraphics
The Oassroom of the Fume. Hyperpaphics uses the
capabilities of mime: technology to implement the
icily features of effective classroom insuuction. Thus.
before we explore Hype:graphics in detail we should
briefly =amine the key characteristics of classroom
instrucdon.

What Works and What DoeeWt
From time to thne we are all condemned to sit

through huenninahle lectures that induce near-terminal
boredom. During those torpid times. our minds wander
and we acquire little from the presentation except
mental numbness. Even with good lectures that use
effective graphic overhead transparencies and other
aids. our attemireness drops after 20 minutes or so. We
can ail west tint time-efficient the lecture may be. but
learning-effective it is not. All the same, because a
!emus presentation allows the instructor to deliver a
maximum of information in a minimum of time.
lecturing is the predominant form of instruction.

True. a presentation may catch fire when the in-
structor jumps from the lecture gsoove and launches on
a question-and-answer session. or opens the topic to
classroom discussion. But the fins is easily dampened
if a few students blanket the discussion or if many
students sit back rather than take pan in staking the

fire. Moreover. discussion or question-and-answer
techniques take far more time to present and cover a
given &mourn of information. The instructor must also
have en expen's skiff in moving the flow of informa-
tion in the required direction end ensuring the partici-
pation of evezyone.

We know from our experiences as both students and
instructon that the key to any learning situation is a
high level of athilence attentiveness. To maximize
attentiveness is to maximize how much is learnt and
how much is tetained. Ideally, that would be done in a
way both inexpensive and quick.

We need visually interesting materials that am
effectivis in presenting concepts. and also some way to
keep each student actively laming. Addition factors
that enhance student mention include smoot h. well-
organized presentations. and superiadve questioning
technique&

All the factors mentioned can be supported by
computer technology. Eye-catching graphics can be
generated by computer and hitcher enhanced by
animation. Participation can berisuimized by con-
stantly gettng the student to InsWer questions. A
presentation can be escepdonally well-organized in
terms of sequence and branching. and can come loaded
and ready with precisely prepared questions. because
the computer can be programmed beforehand. That is
what the Hypergraphics systemits hardware and
softwarehas been designed to do.

Th Components
The hardware. illustrated in Figure 1. consists of a

PC-compatible, an overhead projector with an LCD
projection panel, an instructor's remote-control device.
and provision for responses from each student.

The softwen assists the instructor in delivering the
lesson material. The material is presented a step at a
time, via the overhead projector. The instructor can
move to any pan of the matesial in any direction. In
addition, the students are tested on the subject-matter

awassasmt ow later 43 r
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THE BUSH BUDGET

Presidenn Pnposal Would Cni
to Students, Boost Scielay Spelt&ng

Some 300.11410 students would have their federal
,

,.....40 aid slashed in the 1991-92 academic year under
e

I
. President Bush's new budget proposal. which he

lent to Congress last week.- -..
The proposed cuts are pun of a S24.6-hillion..Nis

a.- remlit Education Department budget that includes a 2-
i per-cent increase over the fiscal 1990 total.
. .,.

- Most science and technology programs would
fare well. Spending on basic research would rise

\ic by alviiut $ per cent.
I MI IlifieV1.6 I wit.

WM* MN I WPM Stories on the budget: Page% A24 through A34.

rower students would get State Student Incentive Grants and Perkins
Student Loans, and some college ttIticiais fear that fewer would receive
Pell Grants. One of the largest increases would ger to proerams that help
institutions recruit and retain disadvantaged students. Page A24.

Proposed Inomases tor science and technology
could be scaled back in the budget light ahead. Con-
gressional aides warned. As part of the increase for
basic research. military spending would rise by
about 6 per cent and civilian spending by about 9 per
cent. The Administration also recommended a 57-
per-cent increase in support for global-change re-
search. Paps A24 Aand 33. ...mommreurtshr04.IMPS* arrenerotmeioo

ilsholaiship ho the arts and humanities woad get small but potentially
siptificant increases. Advocates of federal support eit' such scholarship
said the increases could signyl a shift away from attitudes of the Reagan
Administration toward the arts and humanities endowments. Page A30.

tvo proposed changes In the tax cede could help higher education. One
would make permanent a tax credit for curpurute spending on reswarch.
The other would create tas-free savinp accounts that could help some
parents save for their children's college education. Page A30.

Special, discounted mailing Mee fiw non-profit groups would he cur-
tailed. College alumni associations were dismayed by the proposal. which
would exclude from discounts any third-class mailings that did not -relate
directly** to the primary purpose of an organizution. Page A29.

Federal dollars support a wide variety of college program*from.hu-
inanities courses for ethnically diverse students to an extension service
that is as likely to help communities cope with AIDS as with crop failures.
Reports from six campuses begin on Pare A25.

1 1 4
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Doctor links pollution
to Down syndrome
By Keith Schneider
rhe Now YOrt Times

PAMPA. Tex. An unusual
number of Down syndrome births in
Ms industrious little city has pro-
pelled an hsvestigatton of pollution
and set up the country's first legel
test of an emerging medical theory
tbat toxic chemicals could cause the
birth defect.

The Tem Department al Health
and the Federal Centers for Dtsease
Control reported four years ago
that the rate of Down syndrome
children bons to young women here
was "significantly more than
expected."

The investigators could not idea-
tify a cause.

Separately, a lawyer suing a
Hoechst Celanese chemical plant
where a 19117 explosion killed three
workers and injured 37 others has
uncovered evidence that the plant
for years spewed toxin into the air
and contaminated the region's prin-
t:4ml source et drinking water.

This month. In a report support-
lag the lawsuit, a prominent pedia-
trician in the region linked the two
sets of findings.

The report said tr.at "In all medi-
cal probabillty." the number of
Down syndrome cases "is related to
the environmental pollutants from
the Celanese site."

Bot Brent C. Stephens. the plant
manager, said experts hired by
Hoechst Celsnese have considered
the reports and rejected the conclu-
sions that the pollution was a factor
in any health problem&

Stephens said there was no scien-
tific evidence supporting the asser-
tions that illnesses and birth defects
were caused by the enormous plant.
which was rebuilt and reopened al-
most a year ago.

And other specialists say the the-
ory linking pollutants to Down syn-

drums. which affects mental and
physical development. is little more
than speculation.

"There is nothing in the published
literature that supports this conten-
tion." said Dr. Philip Cusidien, the
hod of clinical toxicology and envi-
ronmental medicine at the Medical
College of Virginia in Richmond.

"It is pretty dear there is no out-
donee tor any environmental came
for Down syndrome." be said.

But even strong doubts have not
swayed tbe pediatrician making the.
allegation.

That doctor. amid R. Holman. a
former associate dean of the Texas
Tech Medical School in Amarillo. $S
miles west of Pampa. cited experts
in the United States and Canada
who have developed new theories
about the causes of Down syn-
drome, which occurs when a genetic
accident results in three copies of a
particular chromosome.

Holman said in an interview this
week that the biochemical reactions
that gel*, the development of go- .

netic material in the sperm and egg
before and immediately after con-
ception could he disrupted by toxic
pollutants and result in Down
syndrome.

Holman also noted that laborato-
ry tests in which animal cells are
exposed to toxic chemicals have
produced genetic changes similar to
those in Down syndrome.

Pampa. a city of MOOG spread
across ground so flat and open it
looks like a calm wean, seems an
unlikely place for inch a complex
legal and scientlik dispute.

Since it was founded at the turn
of the century. Pampa has steadily
provided America with the bounty
of its fields and factoriew wheat
and beef, gasoline and gun barrels
and an array of industrial
chemicals.



TOMORROW

The right's on a roll around the wodd

0My a few months AM Panics by WPM WOKof the left were riding a crest
of popular support toward

election victories around the world. But suddenly their
wave has crashed, and it now appmrs that parties of the
center right have a good chance for continued dominance
of politics for the rest of the century. The results are
belpfitl to American security and economic interests.

In Brasil, a leftist chalkose lost momentum in the
closing weeks of this campaign and the candidate of
business. Fernando Collor, was elected President in De-
cember, 1919. In Japan, the Socialism seemed ready to end
the Mend Democratic Pany's 40.year reign. but Added
so few candidatm that the LDP rebounded. In West
Germany, analysts thought a red-green coalition (the
Greens and Socialist parties) could dislodge Helmut
Kohl's center-rinht coalition this lL but the odds are now
shifting toward Kohl. Even in Nicaragua, the more comer.
vative candidom, Violeta Chamorro, has a decent chasm
a *Wang aPinst the Sandinistas.

These successes build oa the vic .
tories of the center tight that began
a dozen pease ap in North America
and Western E.nrope, and now the
trend is spreeding to Eau Asti, Lat-
in America and perhaps this year to
Eastern Europe. And duty mann
the remised wisdom of genentions
of Manias. American Progressives
and even conserudve theorists.
New Deal historians like Arthur
Schlesinger. Jr.. preached that hie.
tory is marching inexorably to the
kit. toward larger 'government and
more international cooperation,
while New Deal critics like Fried-
rich von Hayek feared the West was
on "the mad to serfdom."

For a time, the left was ascendatts.
Beginning in 1960. liberal parties replaced even succmsful
parties ofthe right Democratsin the U.S. in 19* Labor in
Moan in 1964. Dadaist Liberab in Canada in 1968, the
Apeetwu a simian in Italy in the 197fto and the French
Socialists belatedly in 19111. Th* victories were in pen a
dinimeraphie dividend: Poor people of the 1930s and l940s
had more childna than rich families. and the grown-up
children lithe Depression sad the war tended to vote left.

But left partite didn't do very sell in odic*, allowing
government to grow too large at home, national power to
Ass abroad, their links with traditional cultural values to
atrophy stud inflation to take root. On a larger world
scale, points out political analyst Richard
"Maniac Leninism became the God that failed." Nations
have not abaadoned the welfare state, but they now em-
brace the Meer. Thatcher launched the counterrevolu-
tion in 1979, followed by Ronald Italian in Egan. Knit! in
1982 and Canada's Brian Mulroney in 1934. Sousitlist
leaders, staning in France and now in Spain. Italy. Aus-
tralia and New Zealand, have been privauzing state enter-
pnsee and praising market economicsand wmning elec-
tions. Even Britain's Libor Party is moving right and tuts
3 big poll lead for the first time in 1 decade.

For the U.S. and President George Bush. the 1101,1111,31We

and Onlii SEINEN
ofeenter- riaht parties provides a con-
genial climate fercaunously working
out new security arrangements with

the Soviet Union in Europe and in Asia. Economically.
Bush confidants are thrilled that so many countries are
embruing lower taxes, privatization of industry and a
greater commitment to market force& Some 5$ nations
have cut taxes since 19115, including Sweden. On a recmt
European trip, President Salinas of Mexico was hailed as
the Thatcher of Latin America fur selling of government
enterprises and arresting con* labor tesdars- lit Entetn
Europe1 newly emerging leaders look to Scandinavian and
West German Social Democrats Ihr models. But even those
models are being challenged from the right For instance,
Sweden's Socialist government fell last week alter being in
power S I of $7 yam Solidarky's preps= for Poland is
tough and austere, and the new Czechoslovak Finsnce
Minister admits teaching young economists the theories of
free-market purist von Hayek.

MIK olt. Ration /wiped trend stem

Throw the bons out
onservadve direct-mail entrepre-

Union. deprived of many old
causes, have found a new issue to
bring in the bucks: A proposal to
limit term; of members of Congress.
Unable to dent Democratic major-
ides in elections. some conserva-
tives, joined by a few liberals who
feel incumbents are out of touch.
are leading a drive for a constitu-
tional amendment limiting service
in each house to 12 years.

The idea has wideseread appeal.
and referendums limitmg legislators'
terms are going on the ballot in Cali.
Raisin sod Oklahoma. But the term
UWE, like so many reforms, may

have unintended =sequence& The Und Amendment.
passed to bar a third term for a finure Franklin Roosevelt.
has made lame ducks only of Republican Presidents. By
the time a 12-year limit is likely to go into efect. in 2002.
its first major casualty may be not a Democrat but a
Republican, Speaker Newt Gingrich. if his party makes the
gains he seeks in the 19901.

Sonorilde politics

T
he era of negative political ads could be fading. So far
this year. the TV spats that have dramatically moved

votes in two of the biggest gubernatorial races are entirely
posinve. In California. Democrat Dianne Feinstem's 30-
second spot. showing her taking office as mayor of S2n
Francisco after her predecestor wes murdered in 1978
and menneming her pro-oholce. pro-capital.punishinent
stands. has boosted her support in polls from the tow }Os
to the mid-401. In Texas. Republican Clayton Williams's
spots. mentiOning his hostel= experience. his education
stands and his promise to introduce drug offenders to
-t he ,,,ys of hosiery' rocks.- raised him from zero to a tng
primary lead. The lesson: En these rather positive times.
pcmitive incss4ges can work.
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ANNOTATED CONTENTS
The Georgia Center's environmental scanning program is a component of
strategic planning. Some sixty "scanners" represent top management and staff
of the four operational divisions. All actively scan various sources of
current information (publications, media, conferences, expert opinion) and
identify threats to and opportunities for Georgia Center operations. Scanners
submit scanning finds in writing to the Director and attend, as primary duties
permit, data-analysis meetings. Environmental scanning was inaugurated on
September 1, 1985. (To volunteer as a scanner, please contact Donna McGinty,
Director's Office.)

Pages

TOP STRATEGIC CONCERNS (Noveber 1990) 2-4

Twice a year, two committees review and analyze scanning input. The
Evaluation Committee (EC) is comprised of all Georgia Center scanners who
are not assigned to serve on the Strategic Planning Executive Committee
(SPEC). The EC is avisory; SPEC develops policy and takes action.
Analysis by these two committees is a vi ta "check and balance° for

anstrategic pining. Using a McIntosh Hys4rCard progrnm developed by the
Center (called HyperVote), scanners vote 1 dependently to select issues
to be discussed. Committees will meet again in June, 1991.

PROGRAMMING SUGGESTIONS 5-9

Ideas for continuing education programs come from several sources, including
client groups, faculty, and staff. Environmental scanning.is another rich
source of ideas. This section contains ten programming possibilities.
Others may be found in the "Top Concerns" and "Monitor" sections of this
newsletter. sir

MONITOR (Trends, issues, and events revisited) 10-15

Scanners routinely monitor major trends, issues, and events, many of which
have surfaced previously as Georgia Center top strategic concerns. Staying
abreast of political, economic, technological, and social changes allows
timely adiustment of the strategic plan.

SCANNING ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 15

UPDATE: WHAT DIFFERENCE HAS ENNIRONMENTAL SCANNING MADE? 16

Interesting things have happened and will continue to happen as a result of
being systematically sensitive to the external environment.

Georg
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TOP STRATEGIC CONCERNS IDENTIFIED AND DISCUSSED
SY THE

EVALUATION COMMITTEE AND THE STRATEGIC PLANNING EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Novamber, 1990

IN A CONTROVERSIAL DEVELOPMENT, TWO OF SIX REGIONAL ACCREDITING AGENCIES FOR
HIGHER EDUCATION NOW WITHHCW APPROVAL IF INSTITUTIONAL GOALS FOR PROMOTING
AND MAINTAINING ETHNIC AND RACIAL DIVERSITy ARE NOT MET. Even if the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS) does not follow suit, swift and
steady diversification of our society demands that higher education diversify
its facul.y, Jtaff, and students.

Thumbnail Summary of Abstracts. Until recently, the six regional accrediting
agencies considered issues of diversity in evaluations but would no: withhold
approval if diversity-goals were not met. Now, the Middle States Association
of Colleges and Schools and the Western Association of Schools and :colleges
include in their accrediting standards institutional effectiveness in
recruiting and retaining minority faculty and students. Critics feel it
means hirimg and admission quotas. A SACS representative expressed
"reservations about the use of accrediting process to achieve those kinds of
social goals." In a counter argument, the president of the Carnegie
Foundation stated that "...the direction that Middle States is moving is._
precisely where regional bodies have to go if there's to be an authentic
connection between the essential principles of higher education and the
processes of accreditation and evaluation." (Chronicle of Higher Education)
(McGinty 1063) In his latest book, The COnscience of the Campus, :erek Bok
of Harvard concludes that the academy falls short in strengthening
"Americans' ethical awareness and sense of social responsibility." On the
positive side, he feels "that college campuses are quite possibly the most
diverse communities in the United States, and that many are making ....oncerted
efforts...to respect and enhance the pluralism of American culture." (New
York Times Batik Review) (Chandler 1055)

THE KEY TO MANAGING WORKFORCE 2000 LlES IN MANAGING DIVERSITY AT A TIME WHEN
RACISM SMIS ON THE RISE AND GOOD-OLD-BCMISM REMAINS ENTRENCEWD. BUSINESS Is
HEAVILY mmimplaumminumum FOR MANAGERS AND MOITENG-UF-TRAMNG FOR WOMEN AND
MINORITIES. Although resources are currently tight, should the Center commit to
diversity-training for its supervisors and managers?

Thumbnail Sketch of Abstracts: Corporate America is beginning to realize
that successful management of diversity means moving "past hiring goals and
tokenism." Some companies are doing sensitivity training, others are into
mentoring, "matching new hires with veteran employees, often of the same
gender or ethnic group. ...Most diversity experts stress that what passes for
'corporate culture' is really white, male culture." Many women and
minorities do not know how to play by rules that value action over
deliberation; reason over intuition; and leading over asking. (Newsweek)
(Chandler 1053) Georgia is one of five states that will account for half of
the growth in the nation's black population between 1988 and 2000. By 2000.
the USA will have added 7.9 million blacks between the ages of 5 and'17. In
2000, Georgia's black population will be 2.2 million. (Higher Education &
National Affairs) (McGinty 706) "The greatest discrimination problems will

2. 1 UDOWCOUTS.-iN;.91



Top Strategic Concerns continued

be faced by black Americans. In fact, native born blacks may face even more
discrimination than blacks from Africa and the West Indies." (Executive Book
Summaries) (McGinty 1092) Racism among white college students appears to be
generating new biases regarding blacks. In the 1980s, an Arizona State
University researcher asked a random sample of white students to choose among
a list of 84 personality traits, both positive and negative, those traits
that applied to blacks. The results were compared to data obtained in the
1930s and 1960s. Unfortunately, new stereotypes of blacks have emerged among
the top 10 traits, including "loud, aggressive, and sly." (USA Today)
(McGinty 1093)

THE RESEARCS-AT-TRE-EXPENSE-OF-TEACHING DEBATE HAS NOW WIDENED TO INCLUDE
. CRITICISM OF PUBLIC SERVICE AS A RESOURCE DRAIN. Government leaders continue to
be disgruntled with higher education; this doesn't help when soiree funds are
being allocated. If a Georgia "Grace Commission" recommends cuts in funding for
higher education service programs, how vulnerable is the Georgia Center?

Thumbnail Summary ef Abstracts. "The tension between research and teaching
in universities goes back almost as far as the American research university
itself. But that tension has been higher than usual lately, what with cost-
cutting pressures on campus and increasingly sharp scrutiny by outsiders on
the quality of undergraduate learning...." (Washington Post Editorial
reprinted in The Green Sheet Circular) (Simpson 1049) At the 1990 annual
meeting.of the Education Commission of the States, where higher ed bashing
seemed in vogue, Governor Caruthers of New Mexico received warm applause when
he said: "If colleges continue to emphasize research and service, the
taxpayer, one of these days, is going to ask, 'Why are we paying these
people?" (Chronicle of Higher Education) (McGinty 1074) Georgia candidates
for 'governor, Miller and Isakson, have committed to appoint a Grace
Commission to recommend ways to run state government more effectively and
efficiently. This editorial singles out the University System as a good
place to start. Such a Commission "should examine the services, such as the
Cooperative Extension Service, and various other institutes...to determine
whether they're really worth the public investment." (Atlanta Journal
Editorial) (McGinty 1066) The rate of increase in state support for higher
education has dropped to a 30-year low. Since 1958, the two-year increase
has never been as low as the 11.6 percent increase scheduled for 1990-91.
(Chronicle of Higher Education) (Parker 1089)

ALL OF THE FOLLOWING THINGS ARE HAPPENING AT ONCE:
- -UGA'S enrollment is booming while colleges are hanging out vacancy signs;
- -The number of GED diplomas earned has declined sharply;
- -The percentage of high school students entering college is up;
--College enrollment of older students is up in numbers but not in the
percentage of the population attending higher ed;
- -The number of college graduates in the American workforce outstrips the
demand for their skills;

- -Corporate America is increasingly giving what used to be high-school-level
jobs to college graduates;
--And the standard of living of high school graduates fell in the 1980s for the

first time since World War II.

3 .
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Top Strategic Concerns continued

The above trends will shape the student/client pool for the Center c.:rrently and
in the future, both for credit and non-credit programs. It is not enough to react
to each independently. What are the strategic patterns for continuing education?

Thumbnail Summary of Abstracts. Changing demographic patterns in the U.S.
have resulted in a steady decrease in the number of college students of
traditional age (18-24). Some experts suggest the "problem" should be
redefined as a problem of populations historically under-represented on
college campuses, i.e., blacks, Hispanics and poor whites. (Cbristian Scierze
Monitor) (COno,er 1088) Traditionally, about 50 percent of college graduates
went on to college. Since 1982 the percentage of high school grads enrolling
in college has jumped to 59 percent. All this when the number of college
graduates in the workforce "outstrip the demand for their skills." Ytt,
corporate America hires more and more college graduates for jobs that used to
be given to high school grads. It's increasingly a way to by-pass hiring the
public school graduate, tco often found underprepared or even illiterate. :s

it any wonder the standard of living of the high school graduate dropped in
the 1980s for the first time since W6rld War II? (NY Times article in Atlanta
Journal & Constitution) (McGinty 1125) The number of students age 25+
enrolled in higher education rose by nearly 2 million between 1F:74 and 1983.
an increase of 59 percent. "However, the enrollment rate of these age
groups--that is, the percentage of the population enrolled in higher
education--has varied only slightly over the years. ...The increase in
persons over the age of 24 in the student population appears to be due more
to growth in the population base than.to changes in participati:n rates in
that population." (Higher Education Silational Affairs) (Simpson 1116) From
1980-89, there was a 25 percent drop ip. the number of GED diplcmas earned
(500,203 in 1980; 376,879 in 1989). GED graduates make uizo 5 percent of each
year's college entering class, or about 120,000 students per year. The
director of the GED Testing Service sees this as a trend. (Higher Education
& National Affairs) (McGinty 1124)

SCANNERS CONTINUALLY SUBMIT ARTICLES RELATED TO THE RAFE USE OF COMPUTERS.
FIRST AND FOREMOST, THERE IS THE NUMBER ONE HEALTH CONCERN OF WOMEN: CAN THE
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD EMISSIONS OF VDTs (videodisplay terminals) CAUSE
MISCARRIAGES AND BIRTH DEFECTS? Other computer-related problems include
eyestrain, development of carpal tunnel syndrome, and muscle injuries.

Thumbnail Summary of Abstracts. In this round of scanning, the following
articles were submitted:
- -Magnetic-field menace (MacWorld) (DiGeorgia & Prichard 1129)
-Hazards of electromagnetic fields (Prichard & DiGeorgia 1130)
-Computer waves (U.S. News & World Report) (Prichard & DiGeorgio/1131;

Shehane 1123)

- -Are VDT's safe? (Information Week) (Prichard & DiGeorgio 1132)
-The friends that may also be foes (Financial Times) (Prichard & DiGeorgio
1133)

--Evidence suggests VDTs pose hazard (NEA News Focus) (Prichard & DiGeorgio
1134)

4
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PROGRAMMING IDEAS
from the

NOVEMBER, 1990 ANALYSIS ROUND
Georgia Center Environmental Scanning Program

Introductory Thought: Ron Gross has dubbed informal education, people learning
together outside of formal structures, as "the Invisible University." He feels
that the four required courses that we are all studying t'vether are:

Safe sex (a practicum)
Deficit financing of the American economy (intermediate)
Lessons of Communism's collapse (beginning)
Gaobal economy (choice of levels)

(Adult & Continuing Education Today) (Lawson 1054)

To these, the Georgia Center szanner suggested adding a fifth:

Recovery (from drugs, alcohol, AIDS, gambling, etc.)
(American Health) (Lawson)

Obviously, major learning-issues in the Invisible University are found in
continuing education programs around the country. Related and other program
possibilities include the following:

1. THE AVERAGE AMERICAN LACKS A WELL-GROUNDED GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE. CONTINUING
EDUCATION NEEDS TO RISE TO THE CHALLENGE. As a percentage of GNP, four of the
following eight countries spend more on the military than on educatio i USA,

Canada, the United Kingdom, Sweden, Soviet Union, China, South Africa,land
Which ones? They are the USA, Soviet Union, China, and Iraq. This may not be a
surprise, but look at a sampling of.countries that outdo the USA's 5.3% percent of
GNP in educational expenditures: Saudi Arabia (10.6%), Botswana (9.1%), Zimbabwe
(7.9%), Sweden (7.6%), Canada (7.4%), Israel (7.3%). (World Monitor) (Brewer 1107)
Americans are slow, or perhaps just reluctant, to comprehend the implications of
global interduendence which is progressing at a dizzying speed with the help of
technology. Among other things, Americans must "devise problem-solving strategies
that can be applied day after day;" must give up winner-loser thinking in favor of
"we" thinking; must become more involved in foreign policy; and must act on the
knowledge that the same technological advances that have made the world
interdependent can take the smallest town international. (World Monitor) (Brewer
1102) The Persian Gulf crisis has brought back for public scrutiny the failure of
:he U.S. to develop a coherent energy policy. The oil price shocks of 1973 and.
:979 "forged a national consensus to reduce U.S. dependence on foreign oi:...and
fossil fuels...." Unfortunately, the consensus dissolved during the Reagan years
of free-market decisions, during which oil dropped from over $35 per barrel in
1981 to $15 per barrel in 1986. (Dollars and Sense) (Brewer 1105) "The Era of
oil--conventionally produced oil--may end during the lffs time of children born
since 1985," according to James Critchfield. Techniques of enhanced oil recover
(EOR), although expensive, will buy the U.S. time to make long overdue changes in
energy sources/and consumption. (World Monitor) (Brewer 1101)

2. ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION OPPORTUNITIES ABOUND AND ARE NEEDED. Although it
doesn't have to be, corporations, research groups, and government are usually at
the forefront of public environmental education. Although generally slow to
respond, adult educators should pursue certain responsibilities: to point out
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current and future dangers, to teach behavior modification, and to advoCate "an
ethic of satisfaction," not greed disguised as development. The adult educator is
caught between the traditional ethos of progress and awareness of impending
environmental disasters. "Although educators may feel left out of the political
action, their role is to enable others to call for action, and to make their own
decisions. It is fax more effective if wide sections of the population make
political demands, to which politicians will eventually listen, than if teachers
seem to be teaching their governments, on the basis of conviction rather than
exact data." (Convergence) (McLaurin 1085) There are over 50,000 different
chemicals found in the workplace. Federal legislation has given workers the right
to information about possible chemical dangers. However, the 1986 Emergency
Planning and Community Right-TO-Know Act also assuredlembers of the community
access to information about potential chemical hazards. It is in this area,
informing the general population, that continuing educators could make an impact.
(Journal of Extension) (McLaurin 1087) Currently, Americans produce about 160
million tons of refuse a year; this will rise to 193 million tons by 2.100 if
nothing is done. "This growing effluence of affluence, 3 1/2 poilnds a day for
every American and rising, is a byproduct of our consuner society... ;..nd it has

become a major national environmental issue, forcing citizens, elected officials
and private companies to give serious thought to rUbbish." (U.S. News St World
Report) (Fabris 1060) This intriguing article, entitled "The Liberal Arts, the
Campus, and the Biosphere," challenges higher education "to lead in the transition
to a sustainable future." The author "offers a rationale for incorporating
environmental.concerns into Lhe curricula of higher education and suggests
examples of curricular innovations, including programs for restructuring tlie ways
colleges procure food, deal with waste, and use energy." (Harvard Edimational
Review) (Brewer 1104)

3. FUTURES ORIENTED PUBLICATIONS OFFER RICH possmums FOR CONTINUING
EDUCATION PROGRAMS. The United Way of America's Strategic Institute has
identified 100+ trends in society and categorized them under nine major
"changedrivers" to the 1990s. In this article, the social, economic, zolitical,
and technological forecasts for each changedriver are discussed briefly. The nine
changedrivers that are reshaping America are:

The maturation of America
The Mosaic Society
Redefinition of individual and society roles
The information-based economy
Globalization
Personal and environmental health
Economic restructuring
Family and home redefined
Rebirth of social activities

The least familiar of these trends may be the "Mosaic society." The term
encompasses a number of diversity-related trends (ethnic, elderly, single-person
households, etc.), that are moving America away from the designation "7-ass
society." The mosaic is not static, however; rather, compare it to ever changing
kaleidoscopic images. (The Futurist) (Prichard 1068 and Brewer 1103) :his article
rounds up forecasts made in The Futurist magazine during 1990. As noted in the
introduction, "Opinions differ on such issues as environmental damage and health
trends, and some of the forecasts may seem contradictory. In all cases, though,
the forecasts were chosen because they provide throught-provoking Ideas about thc
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future. For example, put these two forecasts under your thinking cap: (I) Robots

with human intellijence will be common within 50 Years. (2) "Electronic
immigrants" will be the new global workers of the future, recruited and trained to
perform work by telecommuting over great distances. (The FUturist) (Prichard
1071) SUGGESTION: A CONFERENCE TO SHOWCASE THE VIEWS OF FUTURISTS

4. "ARE AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES DOING ENOUGH TO HELP THE UNITED STATES CONFRONT
ITS DOMESTIC CRISES, LIM DECLINING PRODUCTIVITY, 1RTRACTABLE POVERTY' AND RISING
RATES OF ILLITERACY?" This is the first of two questicins posed by Derek Bok in a
new book. The second question: "And is the academy doing all that it can to
strengthen Americans ethical awareness and sense of social responsibility?" To

both questions, he answers no. The research university can and should address the
first question. FUrthermore, the academy must begin "fostering students' moral
development and sense of social responsibility tnrough courses in applied ethics,
programs of community service, clear codes of conduct and high ethical standards
for university decision making." (New York Times Bodk Review) (Chandler 1055)

S. RESEARCH INDICATES (A) SELF-CONFIDENCE COURSES MAY BE NEEDED BY MOM
GRADUATES OF COEDUCATIONAL mums, AND (2) THAT MALE INSTRUCTORS EN CONTINUING
EDUCATION-MAY BE PERPETUATING SELF-DOUBT AMONG FEMALES. "A fairly large body of
evidence now indicates that women learn more, learn faster and emerge more
confident at women's colleges than at coed colleges." A study of high school male
and female valedictorians shows a more or less equal confidence in intellectual
capacity. However, this confidence is seriously eroded in females by the second
year of college, at which point 22 percent of males and 4 percent of females still
considered themselves intellectually superior to their classmates. "One thing
that shows up in almost every study is the finding that male students talk more in
class and nommand more attention from teachers." The more aggressive,
interruptive classroom style of males tends "to eclipse the more orderly and less
aggressive style of females. ...Still the fact is that when male behavior sets the
tone for female learning, females tend to lose out." (U.S. News & World Report)
(Lawson 1052)

6. TO ENCOURAGE CHANGE AND INNOVATION AND TO MPROVE STRATEGIC PLANNING,
MANAGEMENT TRAINING SHOULD FREE PEOPLE UP TO USE CREATIVE THINKING AND INTUITION.
warren Bennis believes that resistance to change tends to worsen during tough
economic times. Even in good times there is a gap between management theory and
practice, too much "lip service" paid to empowering people to be responsive and
creative without enough follow-up. Companies must create a culture that tolerates
failure because solid progress comes via people who will take risks. Cut-off
cre,-tivity and you'll fail to meet changing market conditions. "What we need,"
Bennis says, "is more maestro and less macho." (Atlanta Journal) (Brooks 1139)
Suddenly, companies want employees to think for themselves. This "calls fer
enormous chaKa at firms where imagination was once considered as a subversive
trait." Creative problem solving is now a high priority with managers. A Corning
executive says, "By the mid-I990s we'll define good management as the ability to
get out of the way." Failure must be valued as an avenue for advancement. (Time)
(Dowdle-Head 1140) Creativity has attained unprecedented status in today's board
rooms, accepted as the way to meet economic competition, deal with rapid changes
in technology, and boost worker productivity. The creativity movement is defining
a new management style, "one that stresses individuality over conformity,
flexibility over rigidity. ...For workers, the trend means career advancement will
hinge more often on the ability to think, to reason and learn, rather than on work
enperience or specific skills." (Naisbitt's Trend Letter) (Holtz 1109)
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Intuition, though seldom used well by organizations, can be the key to improved

strategic planning and decision making. This article describes a brain-skill

management program. Steps are described for locating intuitive talent and

integrating it with traditional management techniques for improved strategic

planning. A spin-off result: organizations develop "a commitment to

experimentation rather than to bureaucracy." (The Futurist) (Prichard 1070)

7. CONTINUING EDUCATORS MUST RESPOND TO THE TRAINING NEEDS OF ORGANIZATIONS WITH

100 OR MORE EMPLOYEES. IN 1990, THESE ORGANIZATIONS SPENT MORE THAN $45 BILLION

ON TRAINIM. This major article pinpoints where the money goes--to which

employees, for what subjects, and to which designers and deliverers. Are you

surprised to learn any of the following: that salespeople are the most

intensively trained employees in America, followed closely hy professionals,

first-line supervisors and middle managers; that outside educational providers are

used most often in training professionals, senior managers, and executives; that

videotapes, lectures, one-on-one instruction, and slides are the top four most

used instructional methods; and that the top three training and development

challenges are technological change, customer service, and quality improvement? A

close reading of this article is required to sort out the possibilities for

-continuing education. (Training) (Brooks 1079 and Stout 1096) This article

claims that the hot topics for business seminars in the 1990s will on the new

decade itself, global relations, competitive marketing, customer service,

motivation/incentives, humor, literacy, foreign-born employees, and the

environment. Themes for seminars in this new decade may be summarized as: global

competition, ever-changing technology, environmental responsibility, and "an

urgent interest in the basic skills of American workers." (Training) (Chandler

1051)

8. RETIREES NEED HELP IN SORTING OUT OPTIONS FOR A RETURN TO THE WORKPLACE AND

FOR COP/NG WITH HEALTH COSTS. There are definitely mixed signals out there. Some

experts believe the country is beginning to realize that workers ag-.4 55+ are

needed in the labor force and that business and industry are responding. On the

other hand, the menial, low-pay jobs offered to seniors who may have held very

responsible positions are a turn-off. The fact is, "for the past five decades,

the nation's older workers have been leaving the labor force in droves." Based on

one recent survey of men age 55 to 64 and women between 50 and 59; "analysts

concluded that 1.1 million, or 13.6 percent, of the nonworking Americans in these

age groups genuinely wanted and were able to work. In other words, 86.4 percent

were not really interested." For those who really want to work or must to make

ends meet, many are conZused about their options and the impact upon their Social

Security benefits. (U.S. News & World Report) (Faris 1056) Retiree health care

benefit plans, financed on a pay-as-you-go basis, are a prime target for cost-

cutting. Looking to 1993 when "corporations will be required to show retiree

health costs as liabilities on financial statements...some companies are telling

new employees they will never qualify for post-retirement medical coverage, even

if they become vested in a pension." This could affect the current early-

retirement trend. Infrequently (but is it on the rise?) retirees lose their life

and health benefits when the companies they worked for fail. "In extreme cases,

premiums may exceed a retiree's pension check." (Changing Times) (Andrews 1110)

Results of an insurance industry survey of 400 executives show that employees will

pay more of the cost of reduced health benefits. One of numerous reasons.offered

was the price of providing health care to retirees who could make hefty claims for

30 to 40 years after retirement. (The Futurist) (Prichard 1069)
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9. IF THE PLIGHT OF CURRENT RETIREES SEEMS SHAKY (see S. above), MASSIVE
PROBLEMS LOOM FOR HASY-BOOM RETIREES (oldest bowers now age 44). It-is not too
early to engage baby-boomers in problem-solving, as well as raise awareness of all.
segments of society as to a possible crisis. The leading edge of boomers could
begin retirin; n 2000. "By 2025, as many as 58 million workers and dependents,
or more than ccuble the current number of retirees, may leave work for good,"
supported, in part, by a smaller work force. The pessimists predict that half the
baby boom won't have the resources to retire at age 65. The optimists predict
that "tomorrow's retirees will be at least as well off as today's." Most agree
that the 1990s must be spent in preparing for the Retirement Century. Key factors
and decisions relate to Social Security, the national deficit, the savings rate,
pension funds, and "the two trends that could clObber tomorrow's retirees," the
rising cost of health care and declining health-insurance coverage. Policy makers
will need to be creative, such as providing sabbaticals to workers in their 30s or
.40s in return for working to age 70 or 75. (U.S..News & World Report) (Fabris
1061)

10. WHATEVER THE WORK SETTING, TEAMWORK IS INCREASINGLY SEM AS THE KEY TO
IMPROVED PRODUCTIVITY, SERVICE, HEALTH CARE, AND SAFETY. Continuing educators are
in a position to design and deliver teamwork-training, individualized from what
could be called a "generic" course. A recent outstanding example of teamwork was
Atlanta's success in landing the 1996 Olympics. (Many articles in scanning files.)
Also, it is the conclusion of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) that "60
percent of fatal airline accidents were caused by bmeakdowns of communication in
the cockpit rather than mechanical failures or lack of pilot skills." Remedy?
The FAA is putting increased emphasis on flight crew teamwork. (Atlanta
Journal/Constitution) (Fabris 1062)

11

*** FOr more program ideas, please see the MONITOR section, pla. 10-15. * * *

THINKING am FRONT

Forecasts of what's to come in the next
exclamations of "I'll believe it when I
(because you've thought the same thing).
following?

5-60 years may produce anxiety,
see it!," or even quiet acceptance
So what is your reaction to the

"By the year 2100, the number of U.S. banks will be fewer than 100, compared
with about 15,000 in the 1980s."

"Cash money will become illegal in the future for all but very small
transactions. ...By 2050, no paper money with a value of more than $10 will remain
in circulation."

"Future sewage-treatment plants may use sound waves and heat to dry out sludge
in a matter of seconds..."
"By the year 2025, Christians in first-world countries will comprise slightly

less than one-fourth of all the world's Christians."
"Almost one-fourth of the world's population will be Moslem by the year 2020."
"Food and pharmaceutical companies will unite in the 1990s to form 'pharmi-food'

companies. Immunologists will create foods that can treat viruses and cancer."

Forecasts from 1989 issues of THE FUTURIST magazine.
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AN A-Z UPDATE CV SELECTED TRENDS at ISSUES INFLUENCING GEORGIA CENTER STRATEGIC PLANNING

Georgia
Within a stone's throw of The University of Georgia, a private school, Athens

Academy, has received a $5.65 million grant from the Bertelsmann Foundation, a
major international media conglomerate. The goal is to teach secondary students
how mass media impacts on their lives. Several Georgia Center staff with computer
expertise are consulting with Athens Academy. (Athens Observer) (Craven 1081)
Competition is fierce among factions south and north of Atlanta to become the
location of Georgia's second airport. Delta Airlines, for instance, has stated
that it will not sign pre-ccmstruction leases on any airport south of Interstate
20. Others view a new airport as a vehicle for economic growth; therefore, many
politicians and business people south of Atlanta are fighting to bring the bacon
their way. (Georgia Trend) (Hardaway 1099)

Race and the South
Reverse migration since :980 accounts for more than 100,000 blacks moving

into the Smth than have left. "Census data show that between 1980 and 1990, the
proportion of all American blacks living in the South increased--for the first
time in the 20th century--fron 52 to 56 percent." An even brisker migration in
the 1990s, as predicted, woul! have major cultural and political implications.
Some of the reasons for this reverse migration include the following:

67.5 percent of all black elected officials in the USA are in the South;
only 5 percent of Southern whites oppose sending their children to school

with blacks (same percentacl as in the North);
while some one-fourth of uthern black students attend schools that are 90

percent black, the figure i4(the Northeast is twice as high;
more than 50 percent of Southern blacks own their own homes, compared with 31

percent in the Northeast;
"There is a strong sense of regional identity that makes life in the South

attractive to many bl .cks." (U.S. News & World Report) (McGinty 1076)

Race and Health Care
In the Mississippi Delta, where the population is nearly 70 percent black and

poverty is rampant, the health care system has failed. Many available jobs offer
no health care and the limita:ions of Medicaid and Medicare create problems
difficult to solve. Nationwide one of the more startling findings lies in a
statistic called "excess deaths." "The number of black Americans who die each
year, minus the number you'd expect to die in a group of whites of the same age
distribution" yields the excess deaths figure. In 1987, there were nearly 75,000
excess deaths among black Americans, "...nearly one-third of the total number of
black people--almost 255,000 who died in 1987." For example, the degree by which
the death rate for blacks exceeds that of whites is 32 percent higher for cancer;
82 percent higher for stroke; 132 percent higher for diabetes; and 176 percent
higher for kidney failure. (American Health) (Hardaway 1098)

Disabled Americans
A study of the economic well-being of disabled males of working age from

1962-1984 is troubling. "For example, for the disabled population as a whole,
equivalent family income rose from $22,400 in 1968 to $27,300 in 1973 and then
fell to $20,800 in 1982, reco.:ering somewhat to $22,700 by 1984." Several
explanations are given, incluC'Lng the tact that "after 1980, the controversial
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retrenchment in disability benefit programs struck, and the well-being of the
disabled--both relative and absolute--fell further. They, along with single-
mothers and their children, minority youth, and elderly widows, became part of the
new unequals of the 1980s." (Journal of Human Resources) (McLaurin 1086)

Higher Education
"After nearly 10 years of trying to eliminate its international education

programs, the Education Department is taking a new interest in efforts to foster
relationships between American colleges and their foreign counterparts." John
C.T. Alexander, director of the department's Center for International Education,
is given credit for renewed efforts to find "the right niche," things the Center
can do over and above what is more appropriate for colleges and other
international education organizations. Currently, the department has $40 million
budgeted for international education. (Chronicle of Uighur Educatian) (Parker
1091) Entitled "Hard Times on the Old Quad," this article looks at higher
education's response to rising costs and a shrinking student9opulation. Overall,
schools are raising their fund-raising targets and cutting back sharply on
programs and services. Cornell, ColuMbia, Yale, and Harvard are talking billion-
dollar fundraisers. Many colleges and universities ars phasing out graduate
programs, sports programs, and special professional schools. For example, Bryn
Mawr has dropped Spanish and anthropology, Northwestern its nursing and dental
hygiene programs, and Dartmouth has cut seven junior varsity sOorts. High tuition
is drivimg many students from private to public institutions, even as "state
legislatures across the country are slashing their subsidies to higher education."
(Time) (Hardaway 1100 and Parker 1090))

Bureaucracies in 44 information Age
Sluggish burefitcracies must become leaner, more innovative, and faster.

Emphasis must be on achieving the highest standard of excellence rather than on
wiping out competition. (SuccessfUl Meetings) (Brooks 1077) According to Toffler,
"the entire structure of power that held the world together is now
disintegrating," brought on by "the.rise of a radically new system for wealth
creation." The new system requires more data, information, and know-how in faster
time than our bureaucracies can handle. The crisis comes when the bureaucratic
way of acquiring and relaying information is overwhelkied (specialists gather data
in "clibbyholes" and managers relay it in "channels.") What's needed are "non-
hierarchical communications networks...that crisscross companies, crash through
departmental perimeters and link users not merely between the specialized
departments but also up and down the hierarchy." In companies of the future
people and information will be organized in models described as
"monastery...improvisation jazz combo...spy networks...tribes," often co-existing
in the same company. (Newsweek excerpts from the book Powershift) (McGinty 1080)

Workplace
The need to balance family and work responsibilities will make "supervisory

sensitivity" the second wave of employers' responses to the changing American work
force, according to a report by the Bureau of National Affairs, Inc. (The first
wave of response produced child care assistance, flexible work schedules, parental
leave and elder care programs.) Already, Corning, Inc. has fired supervisors who
resisted the new family-sensitive approach to worker problems. IBM, Aetna Life &
Casualty, and Merck Inc. are cited for introducing family-sensitivity training for
managers. (Atlanta Constitution) (Fabris & Reynolds 1058; McGinty 1075) Companies
are being pushed to help employees respond to urgent work-family-lifestyle needs,
many of which cannot be met in the traditional nine to five workday. (Atlanta
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Journal & Constitution) (Faris & Reynolds 1057) Marriage, divorce, and child

rearing patterns are now so diverse that current analyses of family include:

"nuclear families, singlehood, non marital heterosexual and homosexual

cohabitation, single-parent families, remarried and step-families, foster and

adoptive families, childlessness, nonsecretive extramarital relationships, and

multiple-adult households." (The Futurist) (McGinty 1064)

A new Immigration Act, the first since 1965, will promote "diversification"

and "equalization." In coming years, immigration levels will rise from 500,000 to

700,000 a year and 140,000 slots will be alloted for high-skilled professionals.

Many will have advanced degrees or valuable specialized knowledge in soma field.

Also welcome: immigrants who have at least $1 million with which to start a

business that will create at least 10 fulltime jobs in addition to jobs for the

owner and relatives. Why this new emphasis on skilled immigrants?.The USA doesn't

have enough talent in a workforce that will expand by only one percent annually in

this decade. Americans will need to sort out mixed emotions about immigration,

although nearly 100 million of us, "40 percent of the population, can trace their

roots to a relative who passed through Ellis Island." (FatureScan & Newsweek)

(McGinty 1065) The proposed new immigration act involves a policy shift. "Since

1965, almost all new ismtigrants have received visas based on family connections,

but now the emphasis is shifting to talent and training." (U.S. Haws 6 World

Report) (Fabrie 1059)
The author of this article questions the emphasis management is giving

teamwork, in that so often employees respond with "cynicism, apathy, and

generally, a negative response." For one thing, the team player concept, based on

the sports team model, is out-of-place in the business environment. "One of the

foundations of American culture is individual effort. In sport, there is the

opportunity for players to glorify in this effort...." In the workplace, "under

the guise of establishing teams, what supervisors often produce is cliques.

...Basically it becomes more important to be accepted than to produce." (Records

Management Quarterly) (Dowdle-Head 1141)
As a way to attain strategic change, a long-term management development

strategy, sometimes called the "building blocks approach," has been adopted by GE,

Xerox, Northern Telecom and others. Training effectiveness should be measured

(1) immediately, to determine the degree that managers think a program has met its

objectives, (2) inteimediately, to determine the degree to which managers change

behavior on the job,-and (3) long-term, to determine the degree to which the

organization is able to compete more effectively. (Training & Development Journal)

(Stout 1094)
Increasingly, American companies are concluding that the new skills they

require of employees are best obtained through ongoing retraining programs
designed for recruits as well as seasoned managers. "They can't expect some

government program or a private group to do this. To offer the specific training

needed...they must do most or all of this themselves." (RETRA1N/NG THE AMERICAN

WORIFORCE in Executive Book Summaries) (Gilbert 1128) Probably because of

temporary aberrations in the U.S. economy, 1990 training budgets show only a 2.5

percent increase. (The increase was 12 percent between 1988 and 1989). (Training)

(Stout 1095) This 14-page article, "Where the Training Goes," charts and graphs

how organizations with 100 or more employees will spend $45 billion on training in

1990. It identifies the employees who will be trained, what subjects will be

taught, and who will design and deliver the training. The five hottest topics in

HIlp for the next two to five years are (in order of importance): (1) technolo-

gical change, (2) customer service, (3) quality improvement, (4) corporate
culture, and (5) new market strategies and organizational missons. (Training)
(Brooks/1079 and Stout/1096) Employers now want employees to have "soft-sidee
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versus technical skills. Top skills in today's workplace: learning to learn;
literacy (reading, writing, computation); communication; personal management;
adaptability; group effectiveness; ability to influence. (Atlanta Constitution)

(Macy 1048)

Meeting/Convention Environment
The meeting and convention business increased 37 percent in the past two

years, the largest two-year growth ever recorded. Annually, corporate meetings
attract 94 million participants and account for nearly $44 billion in
expenditures. Demand is high for in-house corporate meeting planners. (Naisbitt's
Trend Letter) (Holtz 1108) Increasingly, corporate planners look to specialized
conference centers when selecting training sites for managers. This article
focuses on what Atlanta corporate planners can choose from. A small map pinpoints
five conference centers in Atlanta; the Georgia Center in Athens; the Southern
Center for Continuing Education in Statesboro; and the Coastal Georgia Center for
Continuing Education in Savannah. The International Association of Conference
Centers (IACC) provided the information and map. (Atlanta Constitution) (Allen
1047)

Service
Even the best service organizations make mistakes and suffer glitches. To

come out ahead with customers requires that service staff understand the concept
of "recovery." It costs five times more to replace a customer than it does to
retain one. Therefore, dissatisfied or irate clients need to be "recovered," i..ot
lost. Unfortunately, studies show that more than half of all efforts to respond
to customer complaints actually reinforce negative feelings. The problem lies in
asking service staff to solve customer problems without allowing for decision-
making and, yes, rule-breaking on occasion. Pursuing such a service strategy
requires trust and support from management but is well worth the effort. (Harvard
Business Review) (Simpson 1097) This article summarizes the innovative actions of
13 leaders in the travel industrv to redefine business travel through service,
i.e., taking the hatsle out of a stressful experience. As the 1980s dawned amidst
deregulation, airline leaders thought "that price was paramount." Soon, however,
they received the word from frequent flyers that they "would judge airlines on :he
basis of how well they performed, not how cheaply." (Frequent Flyer) (Andrews
1112)

Marketing
Just as "consumers are striving for individuality, becoming more diverse and

fragmented...companies are striving for simplification and consolidation of their
businesses." The advertising agency NW Ayer recommends returning to a consumer-
driven focus for products and marketing with careful attention to personal
relevance. In a new book, The Great Merketing Turnaround, "10 significant trends
which are the reverse of traditional marketing thinking" are identified. The new
environment is individualized targeting using computer technology. (FutureScan)
(Gilbert 1142) Food service providers take note. A study of the dietarv habits
of women found a correlation between high educational and income levels and low
meat consumption, especially red meat (beef and pork). Those women who eat red
meat prefer it as part of the evening meal and then preferably in mixed dishes
rather than served alone. (MAFES Research Highlights) (McLaurin 1084)
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Technology
A breakthrough European technology will allow compact disc quality, digital .

audio broadcasting (DAB) on radio. The FCC is now studying how to adopt standards

and allocate spectrum for DAB. One current plan would allow each existing station

to obtain a DAB license when they become available. (Radio World) (Craven 1082)
Much of the U.S. is being converted from existing wire phone lines to fiber optic,

networks. Fiber optic cable will allow the use of remote audlo delivery systems
such as the Integrated Service Digital Network (ISDN). "The D word has come to
broadcast remotes...in a process described as very, very revolutionary." (Radio
World) (Craven 1083)

Satellite delivered distance learning is picking up steam to the extent that
educators must begin to shift from "occasional use" arrangements to locking-in
transponder space long term. The State of Nebraska was the first state to lease a
transponder on a full-time, year-round basis. (Via Satellite) (Pasquale 1050)
Time on transponders is becoming difficult to find and costs are rising with
demand. The situation will worsen before additional satellite transponder space
is provided. (Corporate Video Decisions) (Shehane 1121)

Computers,. Telecommutinq has not lived up to the expectations raised several
years ago. Bosses worry about employees working from home via a computer and
modem. Employees worry about being out-of-sight, out-of-mind for promotions.
Yet, there are numerous reasons to foster telecommuting: clogged expressways;
juggling work-home responsibilities; providing the disabled with work
opportunities. IBM and AT&T are currently .studying the use of telecommuting.
Stay tuned. (Atlanta Journal) (Brodica 1078) If your fingers and hand tingle, buzn
or become numb or you have shooting pains in the arm and shoulder or you have
difficulty gripping a hammer or turning a radio dial, you may have developed a
repetitive-motion disorder known as carpal tunnel syndrome 1CTS). Computer
keyboard operators are among those prone to develop this wgst-wrecking afflict:on
which, left unchecked, can permanently damage hand function.jv strength. Tips are
given for how to relate to a computer keyboard to alleviate CTS pain or prevent
the development of CTS. (Health Scene) (Prichard 1067) Consider these software
packages for adults: "The AIDS Stack," a HyperCard program for exploring
available information on the disease; "The Electronic Whole Earth Catalog,"
accessed via a Macintosh with a CD-ROM disk drive; and "The Name Game" for the IBM
Infowindows system, a game-approach to name-recall. (The Futurist) (Prichard 1072)
The experience called "virtual reality" can be attained by someone wearing video
screen goggles and an interactive glove hooked to a computer. As head and hand
are moved, the computer image moves correspondingly. Virtual reality is a
superlative simulation experience and should encourage creativity. (Communication
Axts) (Dowdle-Head 1140)

In the 1990s, powerful wireless personal telephone services will be what
personal computers were in the 1980s. New technologies include: phones that fit
a shirt pocket and call worldwide via satellite; "Dick Tracy" style wristwatch
pagers; plane to plane calling; and super radio station reception via a dish on
top of your car. Barriers to rapid spread include cost, crowded airwaves, and
fear of disclosing business secrets. Note: The Georgia Center has volunteered to
be a test site for AT&T's short range personal telephone system. (USA Today)
(Skelton 1119)

Copyright Law
To what ridiculous extremes can fears of software piracy be taken? Read on.

The Council of European Communities has issued a directive establishing an
infringement of copyright on the part of those who "make, Import, possess or deai
with articles intended to facilitate the removal or circumvention of any technIcal
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means which may have been applied to protect the program." This means someone
could be in violation simply by owning a copy of PC Magazine, in which an article
describes a simple program-change in a copy-protected software. In addition,

software developers are expecting people who buy laptop computers (as extensions
of their desktops) to buy additional copies of all software. Not a very realistic

expectation. (PC Magazine) (Shahan. 1122) Earlier in 1990, Congress approved a
bill that eliminates higher education's immunity from copyright infringement

lawsuits. "It was prompted by court rulings that prevented states from being sued
under federal copyright law..." (Higher Education 6 National Affaire) (McGinty

1126) In a series of court decisions rmarding the fair use of lapublished works,
including diaries and letters, it has bolled down to this: "quoting almost
anything unpublished, regardless of commercial value, presumptively violate(s) a
copyright." Writers and publishers are left with this quandary: "how to write

history in a straitjacket." The matter was being taken to the Supreme Court.
(Newsweek) (McGinty 1127)

Desporaphy
This is an interesting analysis of emerging use of the terms "urban and

rural," "metropolitan" and "micropolitan," and "central city" and "sUburbs," in
relation to changing patterns of migration in the U.S. "Unlike the rural
renaissance of the '70s, when many young professionals abandoned city life for the
country, today's migration pattern is overwhelmingly urban. Baby boomers, it
seems, want big-city amenities without big-city stresses. More often than not,
smaller cities spell relief." Desirable places to live are named. (Health)
(Andrews 1111)
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The second of two rounds of environmental scanning analysis in 1990 concruded wi:h
meetings of the Evaluation Committee on November 13 and the Strategic Planning
Executive Committee (SPEC) on November 19. In particular, thanks are due the
following scanners who either submitted abstracts, provided library or HyperVote
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Frank Fabris
Linda Gilbert
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Hal Holtz
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Donna McGinty
Sylvia McLaurin
Martyn Miller
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Helen Mills
Dorothy Parker
Mike Pasquale
Cheryl Prichard
Jo Reynolds
Clate Sanders
Doris Scott
Jim Shehane
Lynn Sherrer
John Shores
Mitch Skelton
Ed Simpson
Vickie Stout
Marietta Suhart
Rex Totty
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UPDATE:
What Difference Has Environmental Scanning Made?

Since September, 1985, scanners have looked at scores of trends and issues
which could affect Georgia Center operations, human resource development, and
continuing education programs. (For a summary, see the January, 1990 issue of
Lookouts.) Management has adjusted the strategic action plan, as necessary, in
response to numerous discussions related to economic, political, educational, social,
and technological changes.

Throughout the year, the management team tracks scanning assignments. The
key is the Red Book which shows at a glance who (by name) is to do what by when.
This loose-leaf red notebook is updated at the conclusion of each round of scanning
and provides the reference for obtaining progress reports at Mone.ay morning
meetings of the directors and monthly meetings of department heado. For example,
as of November...

Several pending assignments were completed and will be deleted from the Red
Book. The IBM and MacIntosh computer labs are operational; a Georgia Center
"philosophy" statement, based on staff input, has been completed; and planning
is underway to join the Council on Adult and Experiential Learning (CAEL) in a
venture which will aid regional economic development.

Still-pending are assignments related to international education; staff
competency in grantseeking; an audit of non-credit programs; R&D in
individualized instruction through technology; and the Center's role in
continuing higher education vis-a-vis the Board of Regents Plan for the 1990s.

i New assignments added to the Red Book call for department heads to formalize
plans for operating with decreased state funding; for the Center to involve the
University's environmental safety unit in staff concerns related to videodisplay
terminals (VDTs); and for provision of a "sensitivity training" session to assist
managers and supervisors in managing cultural diversity.

Obviously, an active scanning program puts many balls in the air; and all must
be juggled if strategic planning is to respond effectively to opportunities and
threats in the environment. (Left out of this particular discussion is another
"ball," the need to continuously monitor trends and issues previously discussed but
for which there are no pending assignments.) As the Georgia Center's director
sums it up, "Environmental scanning imposes organizational discipline difficult to
achieve in any other way."

SCANNING PLANS FOR 1991

During January and February, current scanners will be contacted to see if they
wish to remain scarners in 1991. As you know, scanning is a voluntary activity for
staff other than directors and department heads.

If you joined the Center staff in 1990 and have an interest in becoming a
scanner, please watch for a general communication which will set a time and place to
learn more. (Or call Donna McGinty at 542-3451.)

Committee meetings will be in June and late November or early December. Details
later when the scanning roster is set.

I 6 .
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FUTURE CONCEFNS
OF CARDINAL STRITCH COLLE E

May 1M
Val le Nw 4Port 1

As the end of the semester appmaches the quarterly mon of the Cardinal Snitch College
Envimnmental Scanning Committee marks the occasion with its third publication. Thanks to your
suppon them are currently 101 different publicadons warmed by 70 members of the Stritch
Community. Over the past three months 211 articles were tied for review and because of the high
number of articles, this publication will be distributed in two pans: one in early May and one in late
May.

SCANNING SUMMARY
February 1991 thru April 1991

ECONOMY

1. An economic storm cloud hangs omirously over higher education this year. as states throughout the
nation confront their direst budget crises since the remake-ridden early 1980s, After several years in
which college leaden predicted the wont and did slightly better dun t1121. 1991 Is shapinS up as
of true &nodal haidship fix state colleges and financial-aid " grams. Across the country,
education and state officials predict that the budgt , . will leve many colleges with
appropriations for 1991-1992 that barely keep pace with ì ionor, in the worst cases, with reduction
in state support. The appmpriations otModc is expected to prompt an =usually high number of states to
impose large tuition increases this year and may ultimately result in some colleges 'closing their doors.
(Chronicle of Higher Educadon. Feb. 20. 1991, Wafts cited as Chronicle)

2. Because of the economic concerns and decreasing entollments, a large number of liberal-atts colleges
are being forced to face rip to cost-saving measures but fear their character may be affected by the cuts.
Many colleges are finding that they must an back on spending and find new ways to Increase income.
Administrators across the country say they can no rely on increased tuition to cover higher
operating costs. Instead, they are consolidating jobs, cu g" academic prognms, reducing financial aid,
and delaying construction projects. As a results colleges like Bowdoin. Bryn Mawr, Franklin and
Marshall, Oberlin, Smith, and Swarthmote are in desperate financial situations. Bryn Mawr College is
eliminadng four graduate programs, Smith College faced a $2.6million shortfall this year, Dartmouth is

its operating budget by 1.8 per cent and eliminating 55 administrative and staff dons,
0, - faces a deficit of 53.5-million, and Bowdoin has a $2-million deficit. Subsequently, in
College. Illinois' only surviving all-women's college, has recently announced that it will be folded into
Loyola University. Mundelein presently has more than a $6-million debt. (Milwaukee Journal, April
17, 1991, Chronicle, Jan. 30, 1991, Oct 31, 1990)

3. The investment returns enjoyed by college and university endowments in the 1980s have sagged like
much of today's economy. In a report of its annual endowment study, the Natiooal Association of
College and University Business Officers said that college funds, feeling the pinch of an economic
downturn, grew by 9.6 per cent the previous year. College endowments grew an average of 13.4 per
cent each year from 1981-1990. Several major foundations, increasingly concerned about the quality of
elementary and secondary education, are devoting a greater share of their grants to the schools. The
increasing attention to pre-college education among foundations has drawn mixed reactions from higher-
education representatives. Although many college officials agree with foundations that the problems
affecting the quality of schools are severe, some fear that another source of support may be slowly
evaporating--a particularly troubling development in an economy shaken by the recession. (Chronicle,
Dec. 19, 1990, Feb. 13, 1991)

4. As a wave of cost cutting seeps through higher education, colleges and universities must plan now for
smaller staffs, avoid across-the-board cuts, and recognize that "administration is not the businesi of the
business." Those are some of the recommendations contained in a report released recently by the Pew
Higher Education Research Program. The report notes that the 1980s were a decade of unprecedented
growth at colleges, with the great expansion occurring in administrations. By contrast. the 1990s will
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probably turn out to be a period of unprecedented austerity for higher education. (Chronicle. Jan. 13,
1991)

5. Administrators at the annual meeting of the Amedcan Council on Education in San Francisco stated that
college presidents ate fearild of the added burden of the Iraqi War on the U.S. economy in addition to
the already gloomy forecasts. Also troubling aspects included the renewed student unrest on campuses
over race and other issues across the nation. College officials were particularly glum about the prospect
of federal dollars' being eaten up by military expensa and of state legislatutes' freezing, or even cutting,
spending on higher education. They were, however, hopefid about the prospect of strengthening
intemadonal des, especially with institutions in Europe. (Chinnicle, old)

6. One of the mom complex poblems faced by business officers at colleges and universities is the spiraling
cost of health cate. The average rise in health care costs for 1990 was 21.6% and a recent study from
Washington, D.C. estimates that if the increase continues, Wisconsin's per person health care costs will
soar during dm 1990s and will average $5,567 a year by 2000. This would be a 407% increase in ten
years. However, cost controls for doctors and hospitals, VI '4 with national Width case, could cut
medical costs 20% and save $274 billion a year by die year according to a report from Families
USA Foundation. Even with these mandated federal controls, however, costs would double in the next
decade for Wisconsin. (Mihvaskee Sentinel, Nov. 20, 1990, Nov. 1, 1990, NACUBO: Business Officer,
March 1991)

. In January 1990 the The &winos Officer r a n an article outlining many of the demands and constraints
which were being impesed upon higher education. The following points were emphasized, and after one
year the demands have become realities, .1.11 colleges and universities for the 1990s: the
government is , y involved in our lives colleges have more min with which to comply;
because of a loss of - dence in hitOer education, colleges are witting with relatively fewer dolbis;
dem , c changes have imposed different demands on insdnidong then is a real global competition
in hi -4 education; and we ate witnessing a continuation of the trend of a more technologically based
collegauniversity. (Central Association of College and University Business Officers, April 1991)

8. Tenured professors at financially , , campuses ate facing 1. 4, .1 freezes, salary cuts, tight travel
budgets, and less office help. But one .4: most of them have not to wony about is their tenureat
least not yet. So sacred is tenure that four-year colleges and universides are do whatever they can to
avoid dismining tenured professors for financial reasons. Reports from across nation indicate .that
profemional and support staff are being released, tuition is increased, and even vice presidents ate out of
work, but tenured faculty will te protected until schools mil out of options. (Chronick, Jan. 27, 1991)

9. Tuition increases will vary widely in 1991-1992. Some private colleges will announce the lowest
percentage increases in years, while many public institutions plan hefty inceases to make up for
shortfalls in state appmpriations. Overall, the rise in tuition is likely to outpace inflation in the next
academic year. The Consumer Price Index for 1991 was 5.7 per cent, while at four-year private colleges
throughout the nation, the average tuition will rise 7 to 9 per cent. In New Yolk, faced with a potential
$6-billion deficit, Governor Cuomo is seeking a 56% increase over last year after remaining unchanged
for eight years. Private college tuition and fees in Wisconsin will average $8,878 in 1991-1992, an
increase of 8.5% from the previous year. (Chronicle, March 6, 1991, Milwaukee Sentinel, March 6,
March 26, 1991, Milwaukee Journal, March 27, 1991)

10. The recession that experts predicted would eventually hit Wisconsin is starilug to effect the area.
Harley-Davidson Inc. announced a 400 employee layoff in February 1991. Briggs & Straton Corp. plans
a seasonal layoff of approximately 890 workers in April, and the housing market in the Milwaukee area
declined in early 1991, continuing a trend that began last August. While a milder recession than the rest
of the country is expected for tht state, the economic problems will have an effect on state colleges and
universities. For example. it has been estimated that the rate of increase in state support for higher
education has dropped to a 30-year low. On the average states will increase spending by 11.6 per cent,
according to a study by the Center for Higher Education at Illinois State University. Wisconsin,
however, will increase spending by 14%. College officials blame the budget picture on the worsening
national economy for the low rate of increase. (Chronicle, Oct 24, 090, Wall Street Journal, Nov. 29,
1990, Milwaukee Journal, Nov. 12, 1990, Feb. 4, 1991, Feb. 18, 1991, March 18, 1991, March 19, 1991,
April 13. 1991, Milwaukee Sentinel, Feb. 7, 1991, Feb. 9, 1991, Feb. 12. 1991)
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FINANCIAL AID

11. President Bush recently proposed a significant increase in the maximum size of a Pell Grant with his
budget requests to Congress. However, he also ... cutting many middle-income students out of
the :" 0 program. The idea merely represents a talon of the grant money Wm middle-income

- to low-income families. 'nude schools, two-year colleges, and many modentely priced four-
year imitations would teap the biggest benefits. The new proposed maximum Pell Grant increase
would be $100, to $2,400, the first such increase in three years. He also proposed that r, u Grant

classes receive additional grants of $500, while
recipietus who are in the top 10 per cent of their hi :n school classes or 20 pzr cent of theirgelrae

s 1. students in the . "' " 10 per cent.
federal hinds for student-aid programs would increase by 10per cent for 1991-1992. If the proposal i;
enacted, critics say, it could discourage some students from taldng tough courses and tom others to
drop outincluding many good students. Ultimately, the budget - only a modest cost-of-living
increase in manly spent on higher education. The President's to provide $6.7-billion for want

in 1992exactly the same amount as in 1991would mean the programs would lag behind
(Chronicle, Oct 31, Ian. 23, Feb. 20, 1991)

. a 'I
I I As CI

12. The Education Depamnent may get the credit or blame for federal education policies, but many crucial
decisions about them are actually being made at the White House Office of Management sad Budget
(OMB). The OMB has recently become more involved in the nitty-gritty of student-aid policy making
because of relatively weak leadership of forma Education Secroary Latuo F. Cavazos. Ft tildes Bush
has accepted the following OMB suggestions for the new federal budget: major cuts in the College
Work-Smdy and S anal Educadonal Opportunity Grant programs to pay for an increase in Pell
Grants for the .1 est students, a new joint committee of OMB and the &location Department to
examine the m "It I of student-loan programs, and a more hands-on approach to education.
(Chronicle, Match 1991, NACAC Bulletin, Jan. 1991)

13. As grants diminish and tuition increases continue to outpace inflation, student loans are playing a bigger
pan in financing higher education. The number of student bonowers nearly doubled to 4.5 million in
the fisal year ended last September from a decade earlier, and the amount borrowed, adjusted for
inflation, rose 61% to $1235 billion, according to the Department of Education. Total average
indebtedness for students who graduated in 1986. the most recent year for which the department has
figuses, was $6,810 for public-college graduates and $10.000 for those -.7, out of private schools.
Simultaneously, the Education Department will ask Congress to toughen the gher Education Act to
cut dowh on defaults in the Federal student loan program. Loan defaults are costing the nation nearly $2
billion a year. (Wall Street Journal, Dec. 3, 1991, March 6, 1991)

ENROLLMENT

14. Colkge enrollment rose 3.4% in fall 1990 to a record 13,951,000, according to mimates released by the
U.S. Department of Education. In a report based on a survey of 639 colleges, the department said twa,
year colleges had registered the largest gains, with enrollment up 7 percent to 5.4 million. At four-year
inOtutions, enrollment rose 2 per cent, to 8.5 million. (Chronicle, March 6, 1991)

15. Many private colleges are receiving fewer applications from high school seniors for die coming
academic year, while public institutions are reporting increases of as much as 15 per cent. Some private
college officials say applications are downfrom 5 to 16 per cent. Small colleges seem to be reporting
the most dramatic declines. Uncertainty over the economy and a decline hi the number of high school
graduates are being cited as the major reasons for the lower numbers. In addition, new study reports that
the number of students from familia with middle class incomes ($40.000 to $60,000 last year) are
enrolling in colleges and universities at a 5% decrease over the previous year. (Chronicle. March 6,
April 10, 1991)

16. An article by B. Ann Wright reports that college admissions has entered the world of big business,
where a competitive spirit has taken hold, and to many, that means "survival of the fittest." In this
environment, media-created lista that rank colleges and universities are available, along with the guides
that have been around for years. Wright believes that as the numbers of entering freshmen drop and
costs soar, colleges are marketing as if there wek° to tomorrow, realizing that, for some of them, there
may not be. Some colleges are spending as much es $1,700 to more than $2,1300 per enrolled student.
In this envinmment of high-tech marketing, students and parents crave easy information, and they share
our national obsession with lists that will deliver them from the throngsof ambiguity. However. Wright
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insists that *media ranking of colleges is often superficial and serves only to further confuse families and
prospective students. (The College Board Review, Winter 1990-1991)

17. Kevin Carreather, Director of Multicultural Services at Texas A & M University, is considered to be an
expert in recmitment and retendon and he believes that it is easy to have a successful pmgram. The
requirements are a commitment to retention as top priority and a willingness to institutionalize, rather
segregate, retention efforts. Facilitating comiections between students thmugh study :3 14 and social
acdvities is important, as is frequent monitoring of students, shills enhancement, and auffi eM financial
aid. It is also cmcial that faculty believe in the &fides of students and spend time with them to support
and nurture their development. (Black Issues in Higher Education, Jan. 31, 1991)

18. A new report by the American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN) shows that despite two
suaight years of enmIlment increases, significaM numbers of qualified students could not be admitted to
schools of nursing this year due to faculty shortages and other budget constrains. A =Ming to the
AACN, 1989-1990 enrollment of first-time musing students in the nation's universities and four-year
colleges rose. by 5.8 percent. This was the fitst time in five years that sharply declining numbers of
bachelor's degme students in nursing programs have reversed to show an increase. However, the report
also noted that the number of graduates is still down and has not been big enough to fully replace each
yeats graduates. Moreover, students are taking longer to wathtaW, averaging 4.9 years to complete a
four-year BSN degree. (Enrollment Nenvork, NoviDec. 1990, Jan. 1991)

19. Following large drops in enrollment in the 1980s, many nursing schools are making special efforts to
attract students, and in the last two yeas applications have begun to increase. But the National League
for Nursing estimate that the United States still needs more nurses than the schools are able to graduate.
It 'indicts a shortage of 441000 registered nurses by the year 2000. Nursing school adminisuators have
developed unique strategies for dealing with the shortages. Five Atlanta hospitals pay 60 , cent of the
annual $13.700 nritionoof 40 Emory University nursing students who agree to work at tbe tals after
graduating. The University of Pennsylvania has a new program that 4 It' y the tuition of 2 nursing
students each yesras as the students agree to work at a , ,s tat; fir two years after

r, pmblemlsalsoclosetohome. In northeastern ,,'m there are 1,100
nurses than It needed, and the shortage rate of the 12-county region is nearly five times

the national level. In an attempt to recruit more nursing students. the University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee will begin offering a new accelerated degree program this fall for college graduates in other
discii.itaes who want to change their careers to nwsthg Chronicle, Jan. 16, 1991, Milwaukee Journal,
Jan. 28, March 31, 1991)

20. In 1987, the state welfam office in Marshal; Missouri began according a surge in high-school dropouts.
recovering drug addicts and unwed mothers applying for benefits. Some came into the office
disheveled, ethers could barely read or write. Yet surprisingly, the new applicants had something in
common: they were graduates of Missouri Valley College, a four-year Presbyftrian schooL In 1985 the
school's budget deficit 'had exceeded $5-million and Dennis Spellman was hined to remmre the
finances. Spellman packed the classrooms with as many warm bodies as they could hold by taking
advantage of federal loan pmpams. Signing up recruits for federally guaranteed bank loans was crucial
to making the plan work. Missouri Valley could do this under a provision quali4fing people who have
chtspApuu out of high school for federal college aid if they show "ability to benefit' ftom college. The
college hired professional recruiters paid on commission and enrollment ballooned from 400 to 1.000.
Anot.W.r Presbyterian school that Spellman ran, Tokio College in Tarkio, Mo., used similar tactics.
Govenunent auditors assert hi reports that the two schools misspent $28 million in federal grants and
federally backed loans. Moreover, Tarido has the nation's highest loan default rate-67.3% and Missouri
Valley's rate, at 45%. also is high. Spellman still maintains his $100.000 a year job at Missouri Valley
but the federal grant law has been changed to help eliminate the loophole problems. (Wall Street
Journal, Dec. 17,1991)

21. The sluggish economy has found its way to the college campus. Universities in Wisconsin have
reported fewer visits from companies this spring and last fall as concerns about war and the economy
kept recruiters away. Employee recruiting was down at both the enghieering and business schools at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Marquette University, and Milwaukee School of Engineering.
(Milwaukee Saltine:, April 13. 1991)

22. The University of Massachusetts at Amherst is giving discounts on the cost of dormitory rooms to 50
students who have agreed to tutor other underclassmen. The program, which started in January, is
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designed to help students who am doing poorly in classes as well as to fill empty dorm rooms. Under
the pmgram, qualified juniors and seniors help students with such subjects as English, mathemadcs, and
chemistry. In return, the tutors receive a reduced fee of $450about half the annual cost of a shared
dorm mom. (Chronicle, April 10, 1991)

TRENDS IN SECONDARY EDUCATION

23. A growing number of American schools are introducing the Japanese way of teaching math to its
students called Kumon Math. Jwan consistently shows up at the top of multinational math assessments
and the concept is starting to mh on in the United States. The Kumon Math method isnow being used
by 1.7 million students in 18 countries. S repetition, the program foones on building speed and
accuracy in ca/wlation. Students must scam 1 " cent on sets of work sheets within a prescribed
thne - adabout 15 to 30 minutes4efore adv to the next level. Ms object is to spend at least
20 " every day doing wok sheets of math equations and then twice a week attend an after-school
pogrom. So far the program has demonstrated wonderfid results but many critics contend "Ws like
doing scales on the piano, it's , 1. but an overemphasis on drill without concept is not beneficial."
(The Christian Science Monitor, 11, 1991)

24. Most Catholic high school students are not learning the basics of the church's teaching on war and peace,
a study by the Boston-based Center on Conscience and War conchtdes. ?flinty-six of 267 schools
responded to the surfey of Catholic high school rag= edncation directors nom muss the country.
While 68 per cent of respondents said war and conscience-fonnadon issues were "abralutely essential,"
10 per cent desctibed them as "useful but not of high priority," and 6 per cent said they were too
advanced for high school students. (National Catholic Reporter, Jan. 1991)

25. John Chubb and Terry Moe, two political scientists, have authored a book titled, Politics. Markets- nd
igag in which they attempt to assess public schools in the United States. Their conclusion
is that two intangible factors are correlated: the academic balanceamong students (the mix of gifted and
not-so-glfted students within du school) and the ethos of the school. The ethos or the organizational
culture associated with schools that roduced better results was an , - that emphasized the
importance of learning, a consistent and effective pattem of discipline, frequent use of praise,
classroom sessions that were caret:idly planned in advance, and regularly assigned homework. (The New
Republic; Oct. 8, 1990)

26. Computers are bringing mme challenging ideas into classmoms and freeing teachen to work with
students individually, say a research consortium. In its recent survey of 608 elementary and secondary
teachers surveyed, the Center for Technology in Education found nearly two-thirds said computers
enable them to teach more complex material, and 70 per cent said they spendmore time working one-to-
one with students since using the machines. (Education Dai0, Sept 6, 1990)

27. In a move that may speed the substitution of audio-visual aids for textbooks in American clusrooms, the
Texas State Board of Education adapted a videodisk-based cuniculum , as an approved
"textbook.* The decision matks the first time that R videodisk program, whi uses as its centerpiece a
video-based device similar to a compact-disk player, has been allowed to compete head-to-head with
standar:1 textbooks in a state curriculum. (Wall Street Journal, Nov. 13, 1990)

28. For years U.S. business officers have gmmbled about the quality of the nation's high school graduates.
Now some U.S. school districts are trying a businesslike solution: warranties. For periods of one to
thite years, various school districts throughout the country guarantee defect-free graduaus to
prospective employers. Fibcation warranties work much like those for VCRs or refrigerators, if an

yer finds that a recent graduate is unable to mad, write or calculate proficiently, the school system
offer free remedial instructions usually in adult or evening education classes. While the warranties

are partially a public relations game, they also provide needed skills to the proper employees. (Time,
Feb. 11. 1991)

29. Financed by a $1 million four-year grant from the Pew Charitable Trust and a one-year $250.000 grant
from the Ford Foundation, a new program entitled "Higher Ground" began this year under Brandeis
University's aegis to help some 780 students a year nationwide. The program is geared primarily toward
low-income minority fnmilies. Students participating in Higher Ground spend the summer before
freshman year at the college they will be attending, receiving counseling, taking remedial counes and
some college courses, and working at a job that is held for them. More than 90 per cent of students



enrolled in the high school program have uated; more than 65 per cent have gone on to college,
nearly double the usual rate. Higher G . will be offered at six sites this year, including five colleges
across the nation. (New York Times, old)

30. Georgia will become the first state Ur the country to establish a special training program to encourage
public school teachers to teachbut not preachabout religion, the State Board of Education has
decided. The program is designed to recognize the (act that religions have played an important mle in
our nation, not to use any particular religion. Tmining for the teachets and some admmistrators will
begin in fall 1991. Milwaukee Journal, Nov. 25, 1990)

31. The College Board is offering the Milwaukee Public Schools a $356,000 grant to . cipate in a project
almedatpreparingdn graders to take algebm in ninth vade. About half the 4 ct's freshmen now
take algebra and i is one of six school districts around the country selected Ear the College Board
Equity Agenda Pmject, which is aimed at improving the preparation, participadon and success in college
of minority students. (Milwaukee Journal, Dec. 18, 1990)

32. Milwaukee has more youth gangs and gang-related violence than at any time since tbe groups began
forming in the city about 15 years ago, according to school officials. Exact numben on membershipare
difficult to determineegimates range from hundreds to thousandsbut those who track gangs say they
are most concerned about an increase in the severity of violence and the disruptive nature within the
schools. According to school officials gang activity is in all middle schools and high schools in
Milwaukee. (Mihwatkee Journal, Feb. 3, 1991)

TEACHING TECHNIQUES AND PROGRAMS

33. Energized by the piesence of a record 233 presidents and unprecedented cooperation between pesidents
and sports officials, delegates to the Nadonal Callegiate Athletic Association overwhelmingly adopt-W a

of cost-cutting measures and other reforms. Virtually all of the tefonn measuresimluding
rules that will cut the size of coaching staffs and the number of scholarships in most Division I sports,
phase out athletic dormitories over five years, and lenft the length of playing and practice seasons and
the amount of time athletes must spend on their sports each weekpassed by enmmous margins. The
reforms met with a great deal of cridcism, especially coacha, but the idea is to take pressure off the
student-athlete while giving college presidents more authority in athletics. (Chronicle, Jan. 16, 1991)

34. Growing concern over the small number of students graduating with degrees in mathematics and the
sciences has led a gioup of liberal-arts colleges to develop a comprehensive plan to improve
undergraduate education in those disciplines. The plan, PfojCet Kaleidoscopeso named because it
recommends diverse remediesis based on a two-year study of science and mathematio programs at
about 200 of the nation's colleges and universities. The recommendations, discussed at a national
conference in Washington, D.C. will be published this spring. (Chronicle, Feb. 13, 1991)

35. A new Optimal Mark Reading (OMR) program by Bubble Publishing, lets administrators and teachers
create their own scannable forms. Many popular scanners are supported by the program. With the
program's help, tests and surveys develw4 on DOS computers and printed by Lasedet Plus or
compatible printers can be scanned into OMR scanners and scoted. Those files can be used to generate
D:ports as well as exported to other software packages. The program enables new forms to be mated
and changes to tests or surveys to be made quickly. (The Technological Horizons in Education Journal,
Feb. 1991)

36. Harvard's graduate school of education is attempting to address the problems of inner-city schools by
offering a program designed specifically to train graduates for urban superintendent jobs. Because of
the multitude of problems in large city school districts and the high turn-over rate for superintendents.
Harvard is trying to fill the imposing gap. Ten sradents, sewer of them minority-group members, have
begun a three-year doctoral exercise that includes a six-month internship in an urban superintendent's
office. The effort is short on theory and long on experience. Students study crisis management, labor
negotiations, face local television reporters, and ponder administrative dilanmas involving everything
from what to do about asbestos in schools to AIDS education. (Time, Dec. 3, 1990)

37. Education of business supervisors and managers is being accelerated at Milwaukee Area Technical
College. A new program, "Forward Management," allows a person to obtain an associate degree in
supervisors' management in half the tfine of the traditional program. A student is able to earn a degree
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39. In fall 1990, Boston University embarked on a dramatic - i . , i, ent, the private takeover of one of the
states worst public school districts in Massachusetts. In " " t it all seemed so clear. The poorest
school district in the state admits its failure and turns over its .1 `" '' taken locks, paltry stock and
empty barrelsto the can-do men of academe. With a clear purpose and a 10-year contract, BU moves
swiftly and boldly, establishes a total educational system ancl becomes less than a light to the
nation. However, success has not been quick tocome. John Silber, president 0 BU says the experiment
is a massive undertaldng and tbe educational leaders of the nation are keeping a close eye on the

[

situation, but it will take at least five years before any significant prows ba made. (Newsweek
Sept. 17, 1990)

I

I

in 2 112 yeam of evening study instead of the five years of pan-dme study usually required. (Milwaukee
Seiainel, April 10, 1991)

38. In the fall of 1978, Concll College, a small liberal ans college in Mt. Vernon, Iowa, changed from a
semester 4-1-4 system to the One-Course-At-A-Time (OCAAT) calendar. On this calendar fessors
teach and students take cme course only, on an intensive basis, for three-and-a-half weeks. s. the
long weekend that follows each course, faculty members grade exams and get ready for the next course,
while students relax, participate in orpn, college events end informal activities. There am nine,
four-week te1023 during the academic year. On the tenth anniversary of OCAAT, Cornell College
initiated a two-year outcomes study on the effects of the calendar. The results woe that: faculty
membets repeatedly commented on the concentrated energy, focus, and intense =dr die program
provides opportunity for varied class activities, including active modes of learning; the stnacture is a
powerful impetus to go to class and develop good study habits. (CAME Cannectian.s. Summer 1990)

40. When South Pointe elementary school opens in September 1991, it will be the first public school in the
nation to be by a Ovate company. Last June the Board of Education signed a five-year
contract with on Alternative Inc., a for-profit to design South Pointe's classrooms and
cuniculum, and train the Dade County tewhers and t " "rs who will work at the school.
(Newsweek, Oct. 22, 1990)

DID YOU KNOW THAT

. . . the Council of Postsecondary Accreditation reports that approximately 30 U.S. institutions have opened
branches in Japan.

. in 1989, an estimated 200,000 GED candidates (33%) took the GED tests in order to enroll in post-
secondary education programs.

. only 6.4% of GED candidates reported that their main reason for dropping out of high school was not
doing well in class.

. a recent survey pablished by Arthur Levine, chair of the Institute for Educational Management in
Harvard Univertty's Graduate School of Education, cites that college students have become more
optimistic. In 1978, 41 per cent were optimistic about our collective future. However, in 1989-1990, 83
per cent reponed that they were optimistic about our collective future.

. . the dissertation as a doctoral-degme requirement is "alive and well," but adv!Fing for graduate smdentsis in poor shape, concludes a report by the Council of Graduate Schools.

. school officials indicate that more than 500,000 U.S. children are being schooled at home, a tenfold
increase in the last decade.

. . the National League of Cities has reported that people in the nation's largest central cities have incemes
only 59% as high as those of people in the surrounding suburbs.

. . . according to Stuart Katz, a psychologist at the University of Georgia, students who answered questions
by guessing on the old S.A.T. reading-comprehensive section. got 38% of them correct, and the onesguessing on the new S.A.T. score 43% accuracy.
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. . . college enrollment rose 3.4 per cent in fall 1990 to a record 13,951,000, according to the U.S.
Department of Education. Undergraduate enrollment increased 3.9 per cent, to 12.1 million, while the
ntnnber of ftill-time students grew 2.9 per cent to 7.9 million.

. . . in a recem survey by the Wisconsin Policy Raearch Institute, 89% of stuveyed Wisconsin residents
approved of grants by private colleges and universities based on academic performance, and 47%
approved of scholarships based on racial or ethnic status.

. . on Apil 15, 1991, Wisconsin started selling, for the second time, tax-free bonds designed for college
bound students. State savings bonds worth $119.8 million are offered with a 6.7% yield after 15 years.

. . . the number of working poor households in Milwaukee County increased 44% during the past decade.
according to the Social Development Commission.

. . facing a $2.2 billion deficit in Connecticut. the General Assembly is ItC0112111 several
controversial college and tuition increases. Moreover, an estbnated 1,167 ge and
university posidons, I,. 418 - posts. could be affected.

. the 1990 census shows substantial increases over the past decade io the national and state Indian
populations. The increases were 38% nationwide, 34% for Wisconsin.

. the ammal ammuu that Milwaukee County spends on education has increased an average of 7.7% over
the last 6 years, while state and federal aid support of total local school district spending has declined
4% since 1987.

. a recent study completed by the Milwaukee Journal found that Milmurkee's high school students who
attended school at least W% of the time had an overage cumulative p.a. of 2.183 on a 4.0 scale, more
than a full grade be= than the .995 average of those with poor "ance.

. . . in a similar study of Milwaukee hip schools, it was found that the 19894990 attendance Me fell in 8
of the 15 high schools, and rose in only 3; while the number of suspensions at 12 schools MSC above 105
per year: and the grade point average declined at 9 schools and rose at just five.

. . the University of Michigan-Dearborn offers Detroit-ama retirees a college education for only $50 a=tater.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

The Enviromnemal Scanning Committee would like to include all members of Cardinal Switch College
in the scanning process. Listed below are publications for which the College needs readers. All the listed
publications are located in the Stitch Library. If you would Wm to be responsible for actively scanning any
periodical, please notify the Office of Institudonal Research (ext. 212, Peter Jonas) and you will included in
the scanning process.

If you regularly mad a publication and notice an article that you feel may have an impact on the future of
Suitch, please send the article or a copy to the Office of Institutional Research (P.O. Box 360). Be sure to
include the name and date of the publicadon. The objective of the ESC is to have a systematic method of
collecting information that affects the future of Cardinal Striteb College. In this manner we can actively
plan to make the future work for us rather than have the future happen to us. Your support is greatly
appreciated.

Selected Publications for Which Scanners are Needed:

Across the Board, Administrative Management, Advertising Age, Aging, American Banker, American
Health, Business Horizons, Center Magazine, The Chicago Tribune, Dun's Business Monthly, TheEconomist, Futures, The Gerontologist, Harper's, Liberal Education, Management World, Momentum,
Personnel Journal, Public Opinion, Saturday Review, Scientific American, Social Policy, Society.

Membas of the Environmental Scanning Committee: Ms. Susmita Acharya, Dr. Mama Boyle, Dr. Mark Fenster,Ms. Paula Friedman, Sr. Andree Gaspard, Dr. Peter Jonas (editor of Future Concerns), Fr. William Kohler. Mr. DavidOswald, Sr. Mary Ann Polasek, Dr. Alexander Popovics (chairperson), Sr. Margaret Ruddy, Ms. Karen Walrath.
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JAMES L MORRISON

James L Morrison received his PhD. at the
Florida State University in 1969. He was lecturer
in sociology at the University of Maryland, Euro-
pean Division, and graduate assistant in sociol-
ogy at the University of Munich (1964-65), in-
structor in sociology at the Florida State Univer-
sity (1968-69), and assistant professor of educa-
tion and sociology at the Pennsylvania State
University (1969-73). He moved to Chapel Hill
as associate professor of education in 1973 and
was promoted to full professor in 1977.

He has designed and implemental professional
development seminars on planning and fore-
casting for the UNC-Chapel Hill Division of
Continuing Education, H + E Associates (Great
Britain), and the Fuqua School of Business at
Duke University. In addition, he has made over
90 conference presentations in the last six years
for such associations as the World Future Soci-
ety, the Society for College and University Plan-
ning, the American Association for Higher Edu-
cation, the American Educational Research As-
sociation, the Association for Community and
Junior Colleges, the North Carolina Association
for Institutional Research, the Southern Associa-
tion for Institutional Research, the European
Association for Institutional Research, the Asso-
ciation for Institutional Research, the National
League for Nursing, and the American Associa-
tion of School Administrators.

He has served as a planning consultant to a
number of colleges (Caldwell, Hood, Lenoir-
Rhyne, Saint Augustine's), universities (Ala-
bama. Arizona State, Clemson, Tennessee, and

the Virgin Islands), university systems (Maine),
university continuing education centers (Geor-
gia), community college systems (South Caro-
lina), community colleges (Northwestern Michi-
gan College), educational agencies (U.S. Depart-
ment of Education and the North Carolina De-
parnnent of Public Instruction), school systems
(Orange County [Orlando] Public Schools) and
educational consortia (Consortium for the Ad-
vancement of Public Education). In the corpo-
rate world, he is a planning consultant to Ethan
Allen, Inc. His consulting activities focus on
assisting organizations in developing environ-
mental scanning/forecasting systems to augment
their strategic long-range planning processes.

He served as vice president (Division 3
Postsecondary Education), the American Edu-
cational Research Association, and as convener
of the Forum on Environmental Scanning, The
American Association for Higher Education. He
also served two terms as a member of the Board
of Directors, Association for the Study of Higher
Education; chaired the special interest group on
futures research, the American Educational Re-
search Association; chaired the editorial board,
The Review of Higher Education, and served as
consulting editor of The Review of Educational
Research and The American Educational Re-
search Journal. He currently serves on the en-
vironmental scanning committee of United Way
of America.

He is author and coauthor of over 50 publications
focusing on the application of futures research
techniques in planning and policy analytis, in-
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chiding The Alternative Futures Approach to
Long-Range Planning: A Handbook for Army
Long-Range Planners (Department of the Army,
1990), Applying Methods and Techniques of
Futures Research [with William L. Renfro and
Wayne I. Boucher] (Jossey-Bass, 1983), and
Futures Raearch and the Strategic Planning
Process [with William L. Renfro and Wayne L
Boucher] (Association for the Smdy of Higher
Education. 1984). The latter two publications
and an article, "Establishing an Environmental
Scanning Capability to Augment College and
University Planning," have been cited as critical
reading in A Guide to New Planners (Norris and
Poulton, Society for College and University
Planning, 1988).

He is a reserve officer (Colonel, USAR, Civil
Affairs), serving as Deputy Commander, kdi-
vidual Mobilization Augmelnee, U.S. Army
Research Institute for the Social and Behavioral
Sciences. His assignments have included serv-
ing as a long-range planning consultant for the
Office of the Deputy ChiefefStaffforOperations,
the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Doc-
trine, and the Office Chief, Army Reserve. In
July 1990, the Presidcnt authorized the Secretary
of the Army to award him the Meritozious Ser-
vice Medal for tmining Army long-rangeplanners
in the alternative filmes approach to planning
model and for assisting the Chief, Army Reserve
in using this model to develop the 1990-2020
Army Reserve long-range plan.

WIWAM C. ASHLEY

William C Ashley is founder and president of
Ashley & Associates. He has twenty-five years
of progressive and successful experience in lead-
ing market driven companies. He was chief ar-
chitect of the Pmactive Issues Management and
Strategic Trend Systems at Sears, McDonalds
and United Airlines.

Mr. Ashley has pioneered and copyrighted many
of the proactive techniques in use in organizations
worldwide. His proactive models for issues man-
agement and strategic trend analysis can be found
in leading automotive, chemical, utility and not-
for-profit organizations throughout the country.

Mr. Ashley is an organizational psychologist by
education and experience, a merchant by training
and a leading proponent of proactive management
techniques by design and dedication. As an or-
ganizational psychologist, Mr. Ashley brings
well- developed facilitation skills and techniques
to the issues process. Over the years, he has
assisted numerous cross disciplinary issue action
teams resolve emerging issues resulting in say-

ings to the organizations of many millions of
dollars.

Mr. Ashley is a member of the U.S. Chamber
Foundation's Council on Trends and Perspective.
He served on the foresight in government com-
minee for the U.S. Congress and the Global 2000
Task Force for the White House. He has shared
proactive concepts with all levels of government
including the White House, Congress and the
Judiciary.

Mr. Ashley, as Immediate Past Chair of the
United Way of America's Environmental Scan-
ning Committee, continues to serve on that com-
mittee and is a member of that organization's
Strategic Planning and Strategic Process Com-
mittee. He is a member of the Board of the United
Way of Suburban Chicago, The United Way
Crusade of Mercy and the United Way of Illinois.
He chairs the strategic planning committee of the
United Way of Suburban Chicago.


